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The Ordinary General Meeting of the Society 
was held in the Lecture Theatre of the South 
African School of Mines, on Saturday evening, 
December 17th, Dr. James Moir (President) in the 
·chair. There were also present :-

39 Members: Messrs. W. R. Dowling, F. F. 
Alexander, K. L. Graham, Tom Johnson, A. 
Richardson, .G. O. Smart, A. Whitby, H. A. 
'White, W. A. Caldecott, E. H. Johnson, A. McA. 
Johnston, H. A. Adams, A. Av.ent, W. Beaver, 
E. Blewett, J. H. Dinwoodie. R. Gascoyne, R. 
Fiander, J. H. Johnson, G. A. Lawson, W. Lea, 
Geo. Melvill, J. S. Murphy, C. F. Parry, F. D. 
Phillips, J. F. Pyles, G. A. Robertson, A. 
Salkinson, C. O. Schmidt, A. Schwarz, G. H. 
Smith, Ralph Stokes, A. M. Stuart, A. Thomas, 
Chris. Toombs, C. F. Webb, E. M. Weston and 
A. Wilkinson. 

1:3 Associates and Students: Messrs. H. 
Abas, N. S. Arnot, W. E. Burrows, J. Cronin, 
H. L. V. Durel J. Gibson, B. W. Holman, G. W. 
Leach, L. T. Leyson, G. F. Mathews, P. Scatterty, 
H. Stadler and F. Wartenweiler. , 

10 Visitors, and Fred. Rowland, Secretary. 
The minutes of the previous monthly meeting, 

as printed in the November Jour-nat, were con· 
firmed. 

NEW MEMBERS. 
Messrs. A. Salkinson and W. Beaver were 

Il.ppointed sCIutineers, and after their scrutiny 
of the ballot papers, the President announced 
that all the candidates for membership had been. 
unanimously elected, as follows :-
GRIFFIN, NOEL HENRY, The Charterland and 

General Exploration and Finance Co., Ltd., 
P. O. Box 592, Bulawayo, /{hodesia. Engineer 
and Manager. " 

RINKS, CYPRUS, 'Volhuter Gold Mines, Ltd., P. O. 
Box 1160, Johannesburg. Cyanide Foreman. 

RIDEH, JOHN HALL, M.lnst.C.E., M.I.E.E., 
M..I.Mech.E., Messrs. H. Eckstein &; Co., P. O. 
Box 149, Johannesburg. Consulting Electrimtl 
Engineer. 

The Secretary: Since the last meeting of 
the Society the following have been admitted by 
the Council:-

As Associates.-
ANDERSON, ALEXANDER, Chin Mine, Mount Darwin, 
" Mazoe, Rhodesia. Engineer. 

AYl\L\ItD, JOHN LAW, M.R.C.S. (Eng.), LoR.C.P. 
(Land.), Castle n'Iansions, Eloff St., Johannes
burg. Physician. 

BANKS, JOliN HOWES GRIPPER, 'Vaihi G. M. Co., 
Ltd., 'VlLihi, New Zealand. Metallurgist. 

MILLS TUO:M:AS LA~lmALL, 128, Gower St., Bedford 
Square, London, 'V. C. Mine Surveyor, Fal
month Con'solidated Mines, Ltd. (l'ransfe1' fTom 
Stt/dents' Boll.) 

SIMS, CHAHLES FREDERICK, 14, Kenny St., 'Vaihi, 
New Zealand. Metallurgist. 

As Student.-
COCHRANE, EDWIN ARTHUR, Simmer and Jack Pro

prietary Mines, Ltd., P. O. Box 192, Germiston. 
Lealner. 

GENERAL BUSINESS. 

The President: I have to announce that 
11'[r. E. H. Croghan has resigned from the Council, 
and that at our last meeting :Mr-. Stuart :Martin 
was elected in his stead. 

A PLEA FOR U"'IFOR.~1 TI~IE ON THE RAND". 

The Secretary read the following :~ 
Mr. W. M. Butler (lvlernbe1'): This is a 

question that affects our business population as 
well as all workers on the mines, but my excuse 
for bringing the matter before this Society, if 
excuse be· needed, is that the mines ar"e ih'e 
principal offenders. I have often sought a reason 
for the outlandish time kept on various properties 
but have not yet found a satisfactory one. The 
idea put forward in some quarters that .. if one 
blows the six o'clock hooter at 5.30 a.m it is 
easier to get the !Cafirs turned out· on shift, is 
surely too childish to entertain, and savours more 
of my country of origin' -than o~ the Tran~vaal. 
It rec~lls the story of the p'urish' priest of t118 
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west of Ireland who announc'ed that "next 
Wednesday being Good Friday, therf~ will be no 
first mass, and the eleven o'clock mass will be 
held at seven." Is there any reas<'·n why we 
shouldllot have a uniform time? If not, it is 
surely none too soon that this haphazard way of 
regulating our hours was looked into seriously 
and amended, for I submit it belongs to an age 
long past and is unworthy of our present status 
as the hub of the gold mining industry of the 
world. It is rather trying to a visitor who 
has an appointment to keep, say at one of the 
mines on the East Rand, to find on arrival at 
Park station that the two railway clocks in sight 
differ by seven minutes, while tbe post office 
chimes ring quite a different hour; but he is 
hardly. prepared for yet another shoch, when on 
reaching his destination he discovers that the 
mine time is lmlf an hour ahead of railway time 
and that he has miBsecl bis appointment. If the 
various mine times were constant so much con
fusion would not arise, but there seems to be no 
system regulating the present happy-go-lucl\y 
method, . and I have known the difference be
tween post office time and that kept on a mine to 
vary from five tv . forty-five m.inutes in the space 
of a month. One can never tell the time by a 
mine hooter, as these musical instruments seem 
to break forth at all hours of the. day and night 
just when the lmnlour 'takes them. 1 know of 

. one household where three clocks are kept, 
labelled respectively "Railway time," "A-
G. M, Co.'s time," and "B-- G. M. Co.'s 
time." This is the only means of regulating the 

·movements of the various members of the family 
who work on different properties. 

We have an Observatory in Johannesburg 
·where the correct time is kept, but it does ·not 

- seem, of much practical use to the community at 
large. Kimberley has its daily gun, with the 
result that all its hooters send forth· their dulcet 

, notes together-whereas our measuremenb of time 
vary from "the length of candle burned" method 
of the latest recr,uits of our town police to the 
.watch (home repaired) of the engir.e driver who 
manipulates the sirens on our rnines. A good 

, gun fired from the Observatory ought to be easily 
,heard in Germiston and Florida, . By this means 
,and with the co-operation of the various mine 
,managers we should soon remedy the prespnt 
state of chaos and remove the stigmo. from our 
otherwise up-to. date reputation. 

The Secretary: I took the opportunity of 
sending an advance copy of this to Mr. R T, A. 
Innes, of the Government Observatory, who has 
kindly sent us the following, contribution :-

Mr. R. T. A. Innes (Dl'r6ctor, T'l'ansvaal 
Observatory) (contributed): Mr. Butler correctly 

states that exact time' is kept at the Trailsvaal 
Observatory. I should. like to add to this, that 
the clock in the Centrn.l Telegrn.ph Office, at the 
Johannesburg Post Office, is contr9lled by an 
hourly signal, and that several subscribers are 
regularly furnished with the correct time from 
the Observatory j one of these has a private wire 
so that at any time the correct time can be 
ascertained. . 

At the beginning of 1905 the J ohannesblirg 
Chamber of Trade endeavoured to arrange the 
firing of a time-gUll at 1 p.m. daily. This led to' 
an ofi'er from the Post Office to consider favour-' 
ably ahy proposals or snggestions on the subject 
from the Mayol; or Town Council. The Po·t 
Office would be prepared tv provide for the run
ning of the nece~sary electric wires -'tnd for firing 
the gun, but the' Town Council_woLlld have to 
make all othel: :arrangements, that is to supply 
the gun and amlllunitioD, maintain -the former 
and to arrange for charging it daily. This offer 
was duly considered by the General Purposes 
Committee, and after considemtion was declined 
on account of the expenditure (of I believe about 
£20) which would be involved. I might add 
that some of the railway clocks on the, Capetown 
suburban lines are controlled eit~er directly or 
through the Post Office there by signals from the 
Cape Observatory. , 

'\Yhen'the reo pIe of Johannesburg, or the mine
authorities demand the correct time, I do not 
think that they will be able to say that the 
Government is unwilling to aft'ord them ,every 
facility in its power. At present any telephone
subscriber cD,nbe supplied with the correct time 
for a merely nominal yearly subscription. I 
~hould, however, like to see the Johannesburg 
Municipality take some interest in the establish
ment and maintenance of a daily time-gun, and 
to arrange that in its projected 'Town House all 
its clocks shall be suitably controlle'd. 

The Pres:dent: I think the Soeiety fully 
agrees with Mr. Innes. The saving of £20 is a 
parsimonious iden in comparison with the 
advantages we would gain. I think the Town 
Council should endeavour to finance some scheme 
for the purpose of keeping proper time on the 
Rand. 

DANGER OF EXPLOSIONS OF AMALGAlIl BARRELS. 

Mr. W. R. Dowling (V£ce-President): I wish 
to draw our mem ber~' attention to ~ome danger 
attending tlle u~e of barrels used in mill clean-up 
rooms for grin;ding black sand and other rich 
products. I . 

At times gas is generated in the barrel dUring 
the running ~nd escapes ~ith considerable 
violence when the barrels are opened. An un
fortunate' accident due to this violent escape of 
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gas \vhtreby a man lost the sight (JJ an eye is my 
excuse for bringing this, matter forward. There 
'is no vent through which gas if generated may 
escape, and.it is difficult to fix a device on a 
revolving machine which will carry off the gas 
and not be choked by the sticky material being 
treated. The a,ccident, although the barrel bad 
been open long enough to allow gas to escape, 
seems to have been due to the plug being shorter 
than the thickness of the side of the barrel. The 
recess thus formed filled with sticky black sand 
during grinding, which was strong enough to 
withstand the pres5ure of the gas after the plug 
h~d been removed. The attendant wishing to 
add lime to the charge broke the skin of black 
sand in doing so, 'and the' violent escape of gas 
threw the lime back into his face, with the dis
astrous result mentioned above. 

Coming now to the cause 'of the trouble, it 
appears that gas to a dangerous pressure is 
generated only when acid material containing 
partially ox,idized pyrite. is treated. The finely 
divided iron produced from the cast iron barrel 
and the steel balls, together with that possibly in 
the material itself, being ground in the presence 
of iron pyrite results in the formation of ferrous 
sulphide.* Ferrous sulphide and finely divided 
iron acted on by the acid of an acid charge would 
result in the formation of sui ph uretted hydrogen 
and hydrogen :-

FeS + H 2S04 =FeS04 + H 2S 
Fe +H2S04 =FeS04 +H2 

That the gas is explosi ve' has been proved before' 
now, when a naked light was used in the inspec-
tion of a barrel after opening. -

The remedy to prevent excessive pressure 
seems to be the use 'Of sufficient lime with charges 
to neutralize the acid: Care should be exercised 
in opening to allow gas to escape gradually, and 
the barrels shonld not be more than half full. 
Attempts to collect gas from two barrels of the 
same material, one withont lime and the other 
with an excess, were not succe~sful probably 
owing to the charges not being sufficiently acid 
originally. The excess lime barrel, however, had 
11 partial vacuum. The use of sufficient lime 
see:ns to have a beneficial effect in collecting 
amalgam and mercury in the final separation 
of the amalgam from the sand. 

To elucidate the matter further a parcel of die 
sand was watered and turned periodically for a 
forthnight until the sand was acid. The lot was 
then divided into two approximately equal parts, 
transferred to two separate barmls' and equal 
quantities of water added to each. One charge 
Was rendered alkaline with lime. The barrels 
Were then closed and run for three days. Samples 
of_ the gas in the barrels and of the liquid were 

*&e this Journal, Vol. 11., July, lS9i, p. 99. 

taken and analysed b:r Mr. McArthur .Johnston, 
and showed the followrng percentages by v(Jl ume: 

Original acidity of charge per ton of sand. 
= 0'0107% H 2S04, • 

'Vithont lime. With 'lime. 
Carbon dioxide (C02) 0'03% Nil 
Oxygen (02) ... Nil 4'4% 
Hydrogen (H)... '" 42'80% 8'6% 
Sulphurettedhydrogen (H2S) Trace Nil 
Nitrogen (by difference).. 57"17% 87'0% 
Solution ... 0'0073%° 0'0026% 

H 2S04 NaOH, 
There was a considerable pressure of gas in the 

acid barrel but very little in the alkaline barrel' 
in fact another experiment showed a vacuum i~ 
,the alkaline barr~l possibly dne to absorption Of 
oxygen by pyrite and nascent hydrogen. From 
the foregoing it appears that the gaseous pressure 
in amalgam b,urels is mainly due to hydrogen 
liberated by the action of acid black sand upon 
iron and increased by heat, whilst the absorption 
of oxygen and addition of lime produce the reverse 
effect. 

Mr. W. Beaver (Jlember): I wonld also like. 
with Mr. Dowling, to add a word of warning to 
those whose duty it is to empty amalgam barrels. 
It is well known that a considerable qnantityof 
gas is generated during the process of grinding 
black sand, etc., particularly when little water ill' 
used, therefore extreme' care is, essential whell 
opening. I have often found the pressure' gnffi~ 
cient to lift a door. (weighing approximately 
50 lb.) about 4 in. from its seat, I.dislike to see 
the small plug used, which could, on being 
unscrewed, blowout with great force, which 
makes it extremely dangerous to the operator. I 
am conscious of having neglected a duty due t@ 
my fellow mill-workers in not having made 
known sooner an experience I had with barNll' 
gas. S()me old battery chips had undergone the 
usual treatment for something like 36 hOUTS'; 
when the barrel was opened, it was seen that a 
large amount of gas had been generated, sufficient 
to lift the door right out, while it was being 
raised with a crowbar. After an interval of about 
five minutes I looked into this barrel j being, 
unable to see, I lit a match immediately over the 
opening, the result being a violent explosion, with 
a blue flame, which severely burnt me about the 
hand and face, laying me up for a week. I con
sidered myself most fortunate it did not blind 
me. The violence of the explosion can be gathered 
from the fact that it blew my cap 10ft. away_ 
Needless to say, a light and a barrel will never 
again figure in my experiments. No matter how 
long a barrel has been open, I would ad vise great 
caution when a light· is needed, and both doors 
should be open -to allow a current of air to pass 
-through, and so expel any gas that may be there. 
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THE EDITORIAL cmnnTTEE. 

Mr. G. Hildick Smith (Member): There is 
9ne matter which may come under the head of 
"General Business," namely, that we should have 
a mining man on the Editorial Committee. 
We now have special mining meetings, the idea of 
which is, I prt'sume, to have more mining papers 
than before. The idea of having practical mining 
papers is not that they should be written from a 
journalistic point of view as that they can be 
read by the general public. I take it that they 
are written for mining men, and'should contain 
mining terms Qr miner's slang, so that they can 
·be read by practical miners and students. At 
present our lllining papers are edited in such a 
way that miniilg terms are cut out. I should 
like to propose that a mining man should be put 
on the Editorial Cvmmittt'e. 

The President: The Council recognizes 
that the Publications Committee and Editorial 
Committee are both rather weak in that depart
ment as compared with the other two, but on the 
other hand I am afra,id that in the Council you 
will not find much sympathy with your view that 
the Society should accept imperfect publications. 
It is so exceptional in a scientific Society to have 
slang used-I cannot use any other term-where 
perfectly good English words can be found to 
express the meaning. 

Mr. H. A. White (lv[ember of Council) : There 
seems to be some slight confusion between mining 
terms and millers' terms! 

"CHEESA STICKS." 

The Secretary read the following :-
Mr. J. Moyle Phillips (ilfembel') (contributed): 

Mr. Weston is to be thanked for bringing before 
the Society, and therefore making public a method 
of lighting fuse:;; other than with a "cheesa stick." 

As nfl". Johnson infers, it is certainly nQt a 
new method, as I have personally used the same 
method in this country for the last 20 years. 
The only difference between my method and that 
of Mr. Weston's is that I do not use tobacco bags 
to wrap around the candlt', but the paper in 
which the packets of candles are packed. It is 
not necessary also that the tobacco-bag or paper 
should be tied around the candle as it can be 
securely fastened thereto by running the hot grease 
from the candle along the edges of the tobacco
bag or paper, and thus forming a sec~re :fasten
ing. The other difference between Mr. Weston's 
method and mine is that he cuts two nicks'in the 
fuse whereas I only cut one, but ~ertai~ly the 
second nick is a safeguard against Inisfire~. I 
qu~~e agree with Mr. Weston that the Committee's 
.~uggestion of splitting the end of the f~se down 
to about I in. is 'certainly not a good suggestion 
.if-only for the reasons sllggested by. Mr. Weston. 

One has only to be the last of a line of blasters 
corning along a drive at blasting time each one 
carrying a lighted "~heesa stick" to be c.onvinced 
that the said stick should be prohibited except in 
very wet places, or where the' water drops from 
the roof of the working place. 

NOTES ON THE MATTE ASSAY. 

By L. J. \YIL~IOTH, A.L\I M.; M.AnI.LM.E. 

Since reading a paper on the assay of battery 
chips and screens before this society some two 
and a half years ago* I have at odd times done 
a little work on the application of the nlethod 
mentioned there to the assay of copper t;earing 
material. In spite of the adverse criticisms of 
several members I have not had any occasion to 
alter the opinions expressed in that paper: in 
fact time and more experience have deepened my 
conviction that the use of a matte is under 
certain conditions of the greatest value in assay
ing. I have car!!fully gone through all the 
literature available in connection 'with the assay 
of gold bearing material and as yet have found 
no mention of matte except as an unintentional 
product in the assay of such material as pyTite. 
In all cases the production of a matte under 
these circuillstances is condemned, and rightly so, 
as it is always accompanied by unreliable results. 
The use of a matte, however, for the removal of 
certain base metals, when proper care is exercised 
in its production, seems to offer the assn,yer a 
convenient and accurate method of handling 
base ores and products. In my previous paper I 
referred to and described theoretically and 
practically the use of the matte in the assay of 
such troublesome material as battery chips, which 
consist of iron and steel, the idea having' been 
borrowed from South 'Wales,' where a similar 
method is used for the assay of copper drillings. 
I have searched in vain for a description of the 
method in use there, and so have developed a 
method, making use of this principle. The usual 
method of assaying copper drillings, etc., is by the 
scorification and cOl1lbination methods as described 
in several text books. I have found little 
difference in the results obtained by either of 
these methods for the determination of the gold 
values. The matte aS,say compares very favour
ably indeed with both, even when as much as 
lAo T. of the copper drillings is taken for each 
esti~ation. The prin~iple of the m,ttte assay is 
exactly the same as that of the assay of battery 
chips, the same charges yielding excellent 
results with the coppe~' drillings. The following 
charge was used with all the experiments on the 

*See- this JO,Il1:Ilct:,l, february, 1D08. 
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metallic copper, which in all cases was in the form 
ofdrillings:-Drilling8 10'0 gm. litharge 1 A.T., 

sodium carbonate 1'5 A.T., borax 1'0 A.T., silica 
0'5 A.T., charcoal 1'25 gm., sulphur 8'0 gm., and a 
stout iron nail. The average result from three 
assays was 10.'417% fine gold. The mattes on 
scorification gave 2'8 mg. of fine gold, and the 
slags '17 m~. This equals a total of 10'446% 
fine gold in the sample. This might be con
sidered a severe test for any method. Another 
batch uf assays was made on the same sample by 
scorification, taking 0'5 gm. of the sample for 
assay, and the average for these assays was 10'31 % 
of fine gold. The treatment of the slags, how
ever, yielded another '31 gm., thus bringing the 
corrected value to 10'37% fine gold. Still 
another batch, using 0'5 gm., was taken and run 
by the combination method, yielding better 
results than either of the other two methods, "s 
the average of the results was 10'49%. 

Comparing these figures we have the following: 
Unco1Tected Assay. 

------
Matte. Scorification. C,)mbination. 

10'41% 10'31% 10'49% 

Corrected Assay. 

10'440% 10'37% 

To still further test the method on the copper 
drillings I made three more assays with the same 
flux, but of a dif!erent sample,. with the following 
results:- . 
Average from lead button 112'64 oz. per 2,000 lb. 
Average from matte 14-'80 dwts: per 2,000 Ibs., 

on original sample. 
Average from slag 0'24 dwts. per 2,000 Ibs., on 

original sample. 
It would therefore seem that the use 

of a matte with the proper precautions would be 
admissible with this type of sample. 

I next turned my attention to the assay of rich 
copper bearing material in the form of copper 
matte carrying between 25 and 30% copper and 
some lead, the material being fluxed in the 
following way :-Matte 0'5 A.T., sodium carbonate 
1'0 A.T., litharge 1'0 ·A.1'., borax 1'0 A. T., silica 1 0 
~.T., s~lphur 0'1 A.T., charcoal 1'5 gm:, and one 6 
m. nail. The charge was fused at a iairly high 
heat and became perfectly fluid. On cooling, the 
button with the matte adherin (1 was detachedand 
the slag placed on one side f~r re-assay. The 
lead bu.tton and the' matte were separated, the 
sepa~atlOn being perfectly clean and presenting 
no difficulty. The matte was Jlut on one side for 
assay b~ scorification. The lead' button gave on 
cupellatlOn :-Gold 3'55 mg., silver 71'02 mg. 

The matte on scorification with test lead and a 
little borax gave :-Gold nil, silver 5'65 mg. 
~he slag was fused with a little sodium carbonate, I 

litharge, b0ra~ and the necessary charcoal, and 
was given a wash with litharge and charcoal 
before pouring. The results were a~ follows :
Gold nil, silver 0'95 mg. These results are 
shown in tabular forlll thus :-

By scorifi-
eation of By seoriA- By fusion Tota.!. 

lead cation of of slag. 
lmttun. ma.tte. 

Agf\ll,.
equivalclI~ 

}JL't'tau. 

--------- ------ ---_. 
mg. 

Gold... 3'55 
Silver .. 71'02 

mg. 
Nil 
5'65 

mg. 
Nil 
0'95 

mg. 
3'55 ' 

77'62 

oz. 
7"10 

155'24-

A few experiments were. next lllH.de on ~\ 
sample of litharge dross from the pan furnace, 
carrying from 20'30% copper, the rest being 
mainly oxide of Ibad. This was fluxed as fol- . 
lows:-Dross 0'5 A.T., sodium carbonate 1'0 A.T., 

litharge 0'75 A.T., borax 1'0 A.T., silica 0'5 A.T., 
sulphur 0'25 A.T., charcoal 1'5 gm., and an iroll 
nail. The amount of sulphur in this case w:\s 
kept high, much higher than theoretically 
required, but with no, injurious results, as the 
iron nail acts as a check, preventing the passing 
of lead into the matte. This charge fused with
out trouble, pouring with great fluidity. The 
slag and the matte were put on one side for 
assay. The cupel from the actual assay barely 
showed a stain of copper, that from the assay of 
the matte was heavily stained, and that from the 
slag -ivas perfectly clean. The matte and the slag 
were treated the same as in the assay of the 
matte. The following were the results :-Frolll 
assay: gold 95'00 mg., silver 90'00 llIg.; from 
matte: Golrl 0'42 mg., silver 16'72; from slag: 
gold 0'42 mg., silvcr 1'48 mg. These gave a 
total of gold 95'84 mg., silver 108'21 mg. on an 
assay value of gold, 191'68 oz,; silver, 216'42 
oz. per tOll. 

Taking the two preceding samples and tabulat
ing the resultR we have:-

Uncorrected Correctc(i % vf gohl in 
A;;.;say. Assay. VllciJl'l'ecteti 

ASiia.y. 

oz. OZ. 

Matte ... Gold 7-10- 7-10 1000 
Silver 142'0-1- 155'2 ! 91'4 H 

Dross ... Gold 190'00 191'68 99'1 
Silver 18000 :l16'42 84'9 ' 

The application of the matte assay in assayi~'g 
c9Pper-gold bearing ores and products preseuts 
no difficulty and is of great ad vantage when the 
percentage of copper is high and the gold .value 
low; In this case the method is superior to tpe 
ordinary scorification method, as larger charges 
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can' be taken alld the difficulty, arising in. 'the 
latter process from the smallness of the gold 
button, is overcome. This advantage is well 
illustrated by the assay of a slag carrying some 
20% copper. A scorification of such a slag gave 
48'5 dwts. and a matte aesay 53'0 dwts. per ton. 

I trust the results of these few experiments 
will be of some interest to (;he assaying members 
9f this society. 

The President: I have great pleasure jn 
moving a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Wilmoth 

':llor his interesting new results. 

GRADING ANALYSES AND THEIR 
APPLICATION. 

(Read at ilfcty Mfeting, 1910.) 

By H. STADLER (Associate). 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION. 

Mr H. Stadler (Associctte): The fascination 
0f the subject hardly accounts for so many 
detailed contributions of value as have been made: 
it is rather professional pride which keeps interest 
alive in this important but trying and tiresome 
Iluestion. Since the contributions to the discus
sion have not been simultaneously printed here 
a.nd in London, I am obliged to write my reply 
in. such a fashion as to form a more or less inde
pend~nt whole, whereby I can not avoid going 
over some parts of the ground again. 

I.-GRADING ANALYSES. 

Standard Gmdes.-To get a reliable basis· for 
comparison and measurement of crushed pro
ducts, we must first agree on a logical system of 
classification, based on a definite mathematical 
·!ioundation, even at the risk of worrying critics 
with decimals. It must be completely indepen
dent of any particular actual method of measure
ment, which arise from the use of existing screens 
or hydraulic methods, and must not be itself 
dependent on the errors of the instruments used. 

Since the extraction of gold by amalgama
tion (or chemically) is mainly dependent on the 
B1lrface exposed by crushing, it has been suggested 
that this standard should be based on the exposure 
flf surface; hut amongst the many reasons which 
made ine decide for classification by volume (or 
weight) are the following:-

l. All assay values are referred to the unit 
flf weight. 

2. The energy absorbed in crushing being pro
Fortional to the volume, the ordinal numbers of 
the grades represent. at the same time the relative 

. energy required for reducing unit volume (or 
weight) to the respective grade. 

3. Oloser accordance with classification by 
<tlutriat-ion is obtained, which method of classifi-

cation is principally determined by volUllle and 
weigbt. The elutriation method is the only 
method possible b~yond 200 mesh. 

4. It is interesting to note that in sortmg 
mixtures of pieces into groups by hand, all 
persons automatically roughly classify them in 
steps of equal weight or volume, showing that 
thi~ is a natural classification. I do not claim 
any greftt scientific valne for this fact. 

The concentration of gold values in certain 
grades, the physical properties of the impalpable 
sands and many other ·facts also prevent the 
extracting processes from acting proportionally 
to the amount of surface exposed to the 
attacking agents, and this proportionality is 
therefore more 2.uparent than really existing 
in practice. The particles of fine gold are 
of definite size which varies with the parti
cular ore nnder consideration, and encased 
in a gangue which only needs breaking up 
to liberate them for m'etallUl'gical tre:;tt
ment, and a further reduction of the matrix 
does not improve extraction. The sUl'face 
area increases so rapidly that practically the 
whole exposed surface, in a pulp, consists of 
surfaces exposed in the finest grarles which, being 
produced quite uselessly, can hardly be considered 
as a criterion for the metallurgical efficiency. 

Just as co-ordinates in analytical geometry 
are a mere matter of convenience, so the deter
mination of the sizes and steps in grading is 
simply a question of convention. The calculations 
give the same final results in all cases. Once, 
however, we have adopted a particular standard 
of measurement, we must stick fo it. V\' e cannot 
calculate crushing efficiency on the basis both 
of surface exposed and reduction in volume. 
Volumes and surfaces vary in different ratios 
with thesize of the" particle, and the rate of increase 
of one does not, in itself, imply a corresponding 
rate of increase or decrease in the other, any more 
than a given rate of increase in temperature 
implies a corresponding rate of increase of steam 
pressure . 

. Relation of Screen Products to Standa1'd 
Gmdes.-To classify the ground products in 
acc0rdance with the system adopted, any practica 
method may be employed but, for obvious reasons, 
screening is the only one that will be considered 
here. , 

The ,-creen product~ are actually of irregular 
form but, for the purpose of mathematical study, 
I have assumed that the average particle of 
each group. is ·a regular polyhedron of equlil 
weight or volume. As Mr. McDermott remarked 
in . discussing the matter, r adopted the cube 
for the sake of math'ematical simplicity. The 
sphere would have b~en equally suitable from 
the mathematical sta.ndpoint, but the reduction 
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, 

Df a sphere to smaller spheres is· not easily 
pictured by the mind, while the reduction of a 
-cube to smaller cubes is easily imagined. 

If the diameter of the geometrical representa
tives of the irregular particles is taken as cleA.r 
mesh aperturt:, it follows that the mathematical 
relations of the particles are determined by the 
respective mesh aperture. This is really a truism, 
.as the products of screens with a comtant ratio 
of wire A.nd mesh as those of the I.M.M. are 
similar in each grade to those in every Jther, 
,differing only in scale. 

It was interesting, however, to note how far 
this last is actually true in an extreme case, such 
as that of ore coming from a jaw breaker and 
. containing a large proportion of "so -to speak 
small lead pencils or pancakes." With this in 
mind, I carried out some actual experiments in a 
.a rough way only, as I attached no great import
.ance to them, but as I have been asked. for 
them I give the results of these experiments for 
what they are worth :-

a,-G""ing, AI!' 7i-U8- WRI;hJ_/ -/ if'..vho 
q",t/e "'!!$b. Mesh- clJlJnlh.. WH.lpn.>· lhe0zj'4e. 

/0. ... ;:uu·tlue Ip~~e. li)r.in pieces. SP.0I,2·'7 

ED. N.' rn. N! grPls. lJ,m •. R 

" - 1m, .. 
I " 75" /'1'019 22.' 1211 O'oJ 

~ 

!t - 3,4" ~ \ 
" 3 ~ 320 3'6'93 S- SJo4 0(7 

4 ¥a· .... - ,~ 
.5 ~ 003 :U9S 1'.J3256 0'63 

6 - 1,,· ~ 
7 ~ Us '2312. '34565 0'07 

a - . is· I:l 
9 1370 'OS3S 'o36-tc 0'61 

10 .s- 0'10 
~ /I 1760 . 0114 '0216 053(1 

12 <f '062 ~ 
13 ~ 6JO 'OtJ-32 'OOSof- 0'S9 

14 12- '0'116 ;;, 
15 ~ oJ 1- '00019 '0"135 0'S8 
16 20 '02,$ ~ 
rt "" 9S0 '(J(}021 '''''''~1 "'03 

13 30 '0111 

From the figures in the t'able, it appears that 
the actual and theoretical result~ do not vary 
,even 'as much as might ha:ve been expected for 
such I an extreme case, It!s probable that just 
as many long and heavy p~i,rtlCles get through the 
'mes~1 endways, as there are similarly shaped lighter 
partJ~l~s which are stopped by striking the screen 
broaqslde on; and that reduces error to a minimum, 
even tin widely differing qualities of rock, How 
'ever, I imperfections of this kind ar_e .unavoidable 
incorivenienc~sconnected with screenin'g' in general. 
Since we"are dealing only with relative values, 
the abSOlute sizes of the particles which differ 
with different ores, may be ignored, All we need 
to know is that the mesh aperture. is representa-

,tive or proportionally representative of the relative 
average values of the irregularly shaped particles 
of each grade. , . 

Sel·£ctt£ons of Stctndctrd SC1·eens.-If we base 
our' system of grading on a regular reduction of 
the particle to half its volume at each step, it 
follows that the mesh apertures must be decreased 

at each step in the ratio of'" 1/.) or, if we omit tl;e 
~ ~ . 

alternate grades of the series so obtained, in the 

ratio of 3~4' The cube root serie~ is theref0r'e 

not a matter of convenient choice but the neces
sary mathematical consequence of the reduction 
scale assumed . 

Although I advocate strongly the use of 
the cube root series for the system 'of standard 
gmdes, it is not essential that the same 
series should be used for standard screens; any 
empirical, even irregular series of mesh apertures 
may be used, provided the accurate sizes of 
these mesh apertures ·are known. The only 
advantage in having the screen series ill exact 
accordance with the theoretical grade series is 
in simplifying calculations. The advantages are 
similar to the ad vantages obtained by using the 
decimal system instead of the British standard 
units of measurement. \Veights, measures of 
length, etc., show no regularity in steps according 
to a mathematical ideal, but with both systems 
equally correct results can be obtained. Since 
the full set of screens will, in practice, seldom 
be required, whilst on the other hand a closer 
grading over a limited range is often wanted, 
there was really no necessity to scare engin'eers 
hy magnifying the small existing deviations from 
mathematically correct seriation and by plotting 
them in form of diagrams consisting of curious 
looking spirals and alarming earthquake records. 

I.M.M. Standm'd Screens.-Mr. H. L. SuI man 
and others, responsible for the I.M.M. standards, 
dou bt the usefulness of the pfl)posed cube root 
series as ,being based "upon ideal factors which 
had no necessary mathematical connection with 
screen apertures" and yet, compelled by the same 
logic which is the basis of this series, they 
arrived empirically at a practically identical 
reduction scale. With the exception of a few 
odd screens the reduction ratio of the I.M.M. series 
between. the limits of the 20 and 200 mesh screens 
is, as shown by Mr. Howard. Higgins, practically 
constant and, with small exceptions, equal to the 

, C,1Jr.e. root of 2. The mesh.!1umbers 5, 8, 12, 20, 
30,50, 80,120 and 200, determine a reduction scale 
at the ratio of 1 to 4, which is practically iden
tical with the alternate series of the theoretical 
series. The mechanical value, for instance, of 
the 120 mesh, which shows the largest deviation 
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if c'1lculated from the aperture (S) by the formula: 
ED. = - 10 logS, is (forS = 0'OlH2) = 23'767 EU. 
against 24" the ordinal or EU. number of the 
standard grade, In the same way we obtain for 
the 80 mesh (0'0062 in. aperture) 22'076 against 
22, and the arithmetical mean representing the 
meet anical value of the grade determined by 
these two screens is therefore 22'921 EU, instead 
of 23'0 EU. 

The mechanical values of the battery pulp
grading given in paragraph 31, calculated in both 
ways, compare as follows :-

ersding 
()I'o',-n./V.!' 01' Heck. Vq11.le. 

/lnlllyse.s. CtJI'rec" Neill'l!!sl 
O'rgd'e.. . 7. H.I-/. St¥'eel2... .7.,.,.,.,. wghl.s. t,:;/!1. '"l.vl t:.~e ?ON' nIB-sit. 

/,1,;'.117. % EU. E/..I. EO. eLI. 

199 1:3 2.' 5"9 13'0 2,.·S9 
12 14 13'!1 

12'/ IS 1"82. lf92. /' tfl 

2.0 16' /0'02-

97 17 r6s Iff'll /' 6'1-
.so 18 '1'90 

//·S If} 2'19 18'90 2'17 
50 20 20'0 

/0'9 21 2'29 2.1"04 2'2.9 
80 2.2 22'08 

2.'6 23 0'60 22:93 O'S9 
120 2Jf 2377 

.,.'2,. 2S /'tJS 21'90 /'OS 
200 26 25'02-

29'1 :q 8' IS" 2.8'0 8'/S 
--- --- ----- 100 ." 2.O·Jf ~ 

The experimentalist has the choice of taking 
the tabulated values of the standard grades as 
identicaJ with those of the nearest IM.M. screen 
or of taking the mathematically correct values 
of the LM.M. standards. If he selects the 
former, the error introduced is unimportant and 
certainly far beyond the limits of accuracy of all 
the practical applications of grading analyses 
mentioned in Mr. Hoover's paper. 

The IM.M. series does not pretend to mathe· 
matical perfection with regard to the stepping of 
the screens. It leaves in this matter a free 
hand .to the metallurgist to make his own selection 
in meeting the requirements of each individual 
case. The chief purpose of the series is to intro
duce a uniform instrument of measurement of the 
greatest 'accuracy obtainable in practical manu-' 
facture, so as to get accurate comparisons of 
grading analyses 'made anywhere in the world. 
The ins~itution has carried out this purpose, in volv· 
ing much painstaking, hard and tedious work and 

considerable expense, and has put Ol~ the market 
a series of laboratory screens which are scientific
ally faultless. 

All mining' engineers should now unite to 
make a success of grading unification by using 
these screens exclusively for all scientific and / 
experimental work. The full utility of this 
screen series can only be obtained by its universal 
adoption. 

Mr. McDermott, Mr. Sulman and other 
speakers, have so ably explained the indubitable· 
mel·its of the I.~tM. standards that little 
remai.ns to be said. An example nia~', per
haps, show most strikingly the great need of 
correct· and uniform instruments of measurement. 
The fineness of final pull' is usually judged by 
the percentage leh on the 50 mesh and a per
centage or two more or less are earnestly dis
cussed, althGugh the errors due to the inaccuracy 
of the screens employed, may easily amount to 
10%. 

2-APPLICATION OF GRADING ANALYSES. 

Laws of Ci·ushing.-In his Inaugural Address 
Dr. Moil' drew attention to two dangers which 
science has to face in the present and immediate 
future: (1) Over-specialisation, i.e., too wide· 
divergence of the sciences. (2) Dogmatism and 
blind worship of hypothesis. Certain geological 
gentlemen caught sinning against better knowledge 
of chemistry, formed the scapegoat who furnished 
the case in point for Dr. nioir's charge of over
specialisation, but in speaking to mining men, it 
would be more fitting to accuse the science of min
ing of a complete disreg:ud of the great advances 
in knowledge, made by technological science with 
which various branches of mining ought to keep 
ill close touch. Fortunately for us mining engi
neers, the. tech nologists abo have little time in 
which to read mining books and papers. If itwere 
otherwise, they would 5mile on disc.wering that. 
so many mining engineers still have blind faith 
in an old blunder which, under the name of 
Rittinger's law, has been thoughtlessly reprinted 
and carried on in edition after edition of mining 
books since the days of the "'Dark Ages" (1850). 
This "law" i.s a myth which has never been 
recognised by science, and it is unfair to 
Rittinger's memory' to connect his nahle with 
what is cle:uly nonsense, and the currency of which 
in the mining world. is due either to misunder
standing or the erro:r of a translator. All that 
Rittinger himself reapy said on the laws of crush
ing, in his famous book on ore-dressing, fills barely 
two 'out of about 600 [lftges, and in these two 
pages he says clearly:: "the increase of the surfaces 
exposed is directly ]J1'oportional to the f07'ce 
required for reducing .. " .(These words are printed 
in italics 'in. the original text.) As Rittinger, 
goes on to say: "and therefore also to the work 
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absorbed in effecting the separations," it may 
,certainly be taken for granted that he supposel 
the force acting in the fracture planes themselves. 
Now, this may be conceivable for chemical, 
-electrical, thermal actions and reactions, but not 
for external forces as applied in mechanical c<ush
ing. The" force" is measured by the product 
,of mass ido acceleration, whereas" ,york " is the 
act of changing the configuration of a svstem in 
opposition to forces which oppose this change. 
H:l.d Rittinger stated that the increase of surface is 
proportional both to "force" and to" work done," 
,he would h:we been guilty of mistaking "force" 
,and "work done" as identical. !littinger's 
law, therefore, simply states the proportionality 
.of the increase of surface to the force required in 
crushing and not also to the energy absorbed, 
which, in conformity with Kick's law, varies as 
the volumes. This volume factor whieh, treated 
as the mass factor, plays so important a part in 
connection with work in physics and dynamics, 
comps into play also in the laws of crushing. For 
wore than a quarter ot a century this law has been 
lJlliversally recognised ·in science. No authority 
.has ever contradicted it, and its truth has been 
proved over and over again, experimentally and 
in practice. When Galileo, the great experi
mental philosopher, discovered Jupiter's satellites 
with his telescope, he thought that the actual 
seeing of this small scale demonstration of 
planetary motion would convince his opponents 
that the Ptolemaic system ofastronomywa~ wrong, 
but these higoted Aristotelians would not look 
through it and insisted on the truth of their time
honoured doctrines more acrimoniously than ever. 
This was exactly 300 years ago. But have we 
,changed so very much~ The modern scientific test
ing machines used by technologists record, not only 
the force required for crushing, but also the 
energy u8ed in produc;ng the stresses causing 
,rupture, and yet, in the kindred science of mining' 
there are siill many engineers who will not admit 
what they could easily see without spectacles. 

One of the contributors in speaking of Kick's 
Jaw is " not at all satisfied that this commonly 
accepted hypothesis is correct," another admits 
that it is "of mathematical interest," and Mr. 
W. H. Jane finds in it " a very striking example 
of the posRibility of theory, unaccompanied by 
p.ractical application, leading to false conclu
sIOns." The correct application of theory to 
practical conditions is exactly the true test 
of technical training, but Mr. Jane finds an 
·easier wav of avoiding false conclusions; he does 
,'",:ay with theory altogether by excluding from 
-tIns cogntry laws of nature as "undesirables." 
Bya chain of argunlent Rumford, Robert Meyer, 
.Joule, Him an.d other physicists, long ago proved 
th3t the quantIty of heat produced by an expen-

diture of work is in strict and universal proportion 
" to the work spent "nd v£ce Vel"Sa; and for the 

measurement of heat a unit has been agreed upon 
called a "Calorie." Now, however, Mr. Jane 
turns up and says: These laws and theories are 
1I0t applicable to this cuuntry where the local 
conditious, with reference to quality of coal, 
barometric pressure, etc., are quite different 
and he objects to Kick's law with the words; 
" This law is sufficiently clear to enable us to dis
card it at once in connection with t,he reduction 
of Rand banket." 

AdllLissibil'/;ty of Kick's la,w in JJ1·actice.-In 
the hope that by-laws may soon be introduced to 
make the more important laws of nature work
able on th.e !land also, let us see whether the 
average conditions of ores in geneml, and those 
of the !land in particular. agree sufficiently with 
t~e P!'emises .of Kick's law to justify its applica-
tion III l)factIce. ' 

Perfectly homogeneous materials do not exist. 
The definition "of equal technological state" 
is broader, admitting irregularities of the, 
material as long as they are siniilarly distri
buted, so that the average physical' peculiari
ties of particles in different stages are identical. 
Such irregularities may be fissures, veins of softer 
materials, cracks causpd by natural means or pro
d.ll?ed by blasting and so forth. If these irregula
ntIes are, on the whole, similarly distributed our 
calculations are not affected. The same reaso'nin Cf 

applies also to conglomerates of hard and soft com~ 
pon~nts. In this latter case the softer material gives 
way first and is reauced in size more rapidly than 
the harder stuff, but on this very account the softer 
particles filter into the spaces between the coarser 
particles, so escaping further crushing until the 
c?arser particles are further reduced. At any 
gIven stage the softer material is therefore a little 
ahead, lJossibly only one grade. No segregation, 
however,' takes place, and the crushed product 
containing slightly finer sizes of the softer 
material is quite uniform. This equalising cor
rectir,n is specially noticeable when the undersize 
is returned to the crushing machine, in which 
case an automatic regulation takes place. The 
capacity of the machine to take up fresh feed 
is reduced if the returned amount of harder 
grit is in excess, and vice vel·sa. Similar results 
are also experienced with wiud cla8sifiers in dry
crushing plants, where also a perfectly uniform 
product is outained, with the distinction that in this 
case, instead of the softer particles, the specific
ally light~r particles are a little ahead in the 
reduction process. 

Before segregation is noticeable in the process 
of crushing, the difference in the resistanc~ which 
the various components oppose to comminu-
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tion' must be very great. In fact, no machines 
have yet be~n devised in which such a segrega
tion is well performed. In the metallurgy of 
base minerals such a machine would be of 
enormous value, but all machines designed for 
this IJurpose have failed in practice except in 
the extremely favoun,ble case of freeing agricul
tural grains from their husks. 

The description "equal technological Rtate" may 
therefore, be interpreted very widely without 
affecting the conclusions drawn from Kick's law. 
Mr. A. W. Warwick, in a rather lengthy article 
published by the Mim:ng llemld, of Chicago, gives 
us the benefit of his many years' experience in 
crushing ore, and tells us of certain ores, 
which having been dry crushed in the first sta,ge, 
slaked just like quicklime, when afterward~ 
wetted; or which, after classifying, were no more 
of the same technological state as the original 
feed. He comes to the correct conclusion tha,t in 
these and. many other cases the application of 
Kick's la.w would be absurd and untrustworthy. 
I should not have mentioned this statement had 
it not been made in a manner unfair to the 
members of the Mines Trials Committee, in 
two ways - namely - first, by drawing the 
mem bers of the committee into a discussion at :ill 
when I bad clearly stated in my paper'that "I 
am personally responsible for the mathematical 
reasoning :1.l1d considerations derived therefrom 
together with the opinions expressed," and 
secondly, by implying that they were capable of 
completely ignoring most essential facts· in the 
application of physical laws. 

It is a factor of the greatest importance that 
(owing to the averaging that automatically takes 
place to a great extent in the processes of break
ing, underground transport, hoistll1g, sort
ing and feeding the battery bins), the battery 
feed is already practically constant in composi
tion. Considering that in each 5-stamJl mortar 
box about 700,000 drops take place every 2'b 
hour~, there is little doubt that, if 50% of softer 
limestone were added to the hard quartz under
ground, the battery and final puips would con
tain the same percentage of quartz and limestone 
particles and the relative sizes of the particles 
would be the same.; in other words, the battery 

. and final pulp~ would be products of equal tech
nological state. The fact that there are over 
four million of particles of the size of the 80 
Ine;;h LM.M. in a cubic inch of material gives 
some idea of the averaging which must take place 
during crushing. The averages of the physical 
p: operties of material in such a state of commin
ution are practically constant and their values 
a~e as good as exactly defined figures. 

It is a remarkable fact that the behaviour 
of heterogeneous materials when crushed differ 

very little from that of any homogeneous 
materiaL This seems to bear out the hypo
thesis adopted by many technologists' that 
the separation of the molecules is entirely 
effected by shearing and that all the other forces· 
are inoperative until they produce, as a resultant, 
the shear, which finally does the work. In any 
cas", neither compressiGn nor its variety impact, 
have any existence as reducing agents, it having 
been clearly proved that the properties of 
materials popularly de~cribed' as hard, brittle, 
plastic, liquid, and so forth, are merelY relative, 
depending on the pressures to which the materials 
are (xpos,·cl. 

Rand m'e i'iI, JJlt1't'icnla1' complies fairly. well 
with the term" equal technological state." in the 
following ways :-The bulk of the ore is mainly 
quartz in form of pebbles of all sizes. The matrix 
in which these quartz pebbles ftre embodied and 
which, with them, form practicaliy the whole of 
the ore, gives the same res:stance to grinding as 
the pebbles One would have to examine n, large 
amount of banket before finding a piece which 
would give any indic~tion fly tlw clw,]'ucter of the 
fmr.tun that the resistance of the quartz pebbles 
differed appreciably {rom, tlat :of the matrix. 
The pieces d banket used in·tube·mills wear out 
regularly and smoothly withc:ut forming bosses or 
undulations as tbey we'uld do if the components 
differed in hardness. External ~cratches similarly 
show equal hardness of the pebbles ",nd !natrix. 

Imuurities such as gold, pyrite, and 0' her 
minerals of quite different physical structuro 
form such a small percentage of the who!e 
material that their effect on crushirig may he 
neglected.. . Mr. A. J. R. Atkin was unfu!'
tu"ate in stating that the calcite pebbles of 
the :\feyer & Charlton consume less power in crush
in.s than the harder pebbles from .other mines, 
sillce these calcite pebbles 3.re almost a geological 
curiosilY, and constitute only about '001 % of the 
total ore, but I am however much obliged to Mr. 
Atkin for the publication of a couple of lantern 
slides which clearly show that irregularities in 
texture, noticeable in larger ,pieces of Hand ore 
are similarly existing and visible uncer the micro
scope in the very smallest. 

Some of the contributors have remarked .that 
whilst all that the stamps really do is the relatively 
easy work of freeing existing soft and earthy 
materials from the harder material enclosing thew, 
they have been undu,ly credited with the productioll 
of the - 80 grade. Iam afraid that these critics are 
under the impressiop that a portion of the slime 
chiefiy consists of m'inerals other than quartz. By 
elutriating the battery slime it can howe';er be 
proved that the grades obtained even with so low 
a velocity as 0'63 1I1111. per second are quite leach
able sands which settle quickly iD water and wh' cli 
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under the microscope are ~eea to be exactly similar other functions varyiilg in the same ratio. 
to the sands of coarser grades obtained by screen- and measurable by grading analyses. Messrs. 
ing. It is therefore unlikely tha~ the average tech- S. H. Pearce and W. A. Caldecott "rather to· 
nological state of the tube-mIll feed has been start an. investigation of the subject than to lay 
by the process of classifying appreciably altered down any rules in regard to it," suggested the· 
through an increa~e in the percentage content representation of the efficiency' factor by the 
of the harder pOl·tlOn of the ore, as compared reciprocals of the diameters of the particles. * 
with the battery pulps. The specifically heavier . Messrs. Klug arid Taylor assumed the squares of 
pyritic particles naturally predominate in the the diameterst aDd Mr. R. W. Chapman, of the 
return, and, being as Mr. ·Atkin says, "a brittle Adelaide University, proposed as the efficiency 
mineral easily broken," are actually an advantage factor the number of meshes per lin. in. of any 
to the tube mills. . set of screens with a constant ratio between 

Several critics lay stress on the different working diameter of wire and mesh aperture, such as the-
conditions in various crushing appliances and the I.M.]\L standard screens.l 
impossibility. of applying one and the same la w to All these methods being based on an erroneous 
all of them. They forget that the object of such theory, are bound to give false results, which, 
laws is to establish a standard by which to though clearly apparent over. the complete 
measure the relative values of the work done. Of " curve" are not so visible over small sections of 
course, different working conditions affect effici- it. In the case, for example, of the small range 
ency, and it is just the extent of these .effects of grades covering the intake and discharge of 
that we measure by means of grading analyses tube mill pulp, the error is not so obvious and 
taken at the in'et and discharge of the machine serious as it is in that of the feed and discharge-

It may be noted in passing that the working of a stamp battery, or in those of efficiency 
conditions of stamps and tube-mills are not so comparisons between coarse and fine crushing 
widely differen't as is generally believed. The appliances. In such a case as this latter, if the 
following simple example will show this. Assume calculations are baseq on the surfaces, the results. 
that a stamp (1,250 lbs. falling weight, Sin. set are obviously absurd. 
height and 100 drops pel' minute) crushes 5'2 The energy absorbed in crushing (according to 
tons per 24 hours through a 0'017 in. mesh, Kick's law) being proportional to the reduction 
producing a pulp of 24'3 E. U. The duty per in volu,me, the volume or weight of the particles 
minute is thus 7 '22 Ibs. The time required to is the only true basis for establishing the relative-
crush lIb, is ~d3S minutes, and during thi, time values of the work done. . However, as the 
13'S drops take place. It would be interesting determination of the average weights of the 
to know how many E. U. per blow can be pro- particles of' each grade is impossible in practice, 
duced by direct impact under the most favourable we may substitute for the volume any other 
conditions. In any case, it is clear that the work function which varies as the volume and is measur· 
done by the above 13'S blows is very small, and able by grading such as, for instance, the cubes. 
it follows that a large portion of the work must of the diameters, or better still, the ordinal 
have been done in a very inefficient way, probably numbers of the suggested standard grades of 
by attrition and abrasion of the particles as they the reduction scale having a ratio of t. It will 
are shifted and moved about in the mortar box. be shown later on that this theoretically un-
As a matter of fact, the particles of a battery objectionable method holds good in practical 
pulp are all more or less rounded, with the work without limitation in the range of grades. 
corners broken off, and. in this respect do not Relative jl£echanical jlferits of Stamps ana 
differ materially from the particles of the pulp Tube Mills.-The intention of my paper being 
leaving the tube mills. primarily to submit the method proposed for the 

1l1ethods of Computation of Crushing BJJiciency. calculation of efficiency to discussion, the question 
-If ti,e so·called Rittinger's theory of propor- of the relati ve merits of crushing appliances must 
tionality of the work done in crushing to the stand over, and it is only dealt with here in so 
surfaces exposed were correct, the work done far as it enables us to ascertain the correctness. 
would also be proportional to all those functions and to demonstrate the practicability of the 
of the particles which vary il~ the same ratio as method. 
the surf\l-ces, for instance, the areas of the fractures, Most of my Johannesburg critics took to heart 
each fra'cture being equivalent to· two surfaces. the incidental remark that tube mills, "under 
As far as I am aware all methods of computation the condition of the example given." have only i 
of crushing efficiency hitherto p~blished replace, the mechanical efficiency of stamps. Mr. H. A. 
for the purpose of determining t,he relative • ~cc thi. Jon,."al. ~ept., }flOG, and ~lul'ch, HJU7. 
value of the work done, the factor of the t Journal oft.he Cha.mber of 1I/illex, Jun. Bl, 190G. 

·t Proceedings Aw::tralia.n i1ll>#l'!fte (~r Nini11f) Engineers,. 
area of surfaces or fractures by those of.1 Oct., W09. 
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White is at a loss t'o undertand why I did not go 
a little further, and show by adopting stamps for 

.secondary grinding how three·quarters of the 
power, now wasted in the tube, could be 
. saved, 

The question is reasonable, seeing that he also 
finds the other statement contained in the same 
IJaper, . that the efficiency of ~tamps falls off. 
rapidly with the fineness of the screen used, 
scarcely in accord with practical experience, 

.Mr, E. H, Johnson communicates the results 
of 'two typical crushing trials conducted at the 
Cason and . Angelo mills, which, he claims, 
hardly support the contentions of my paper 
and whi.ch, in his opinion, express the position 
more accurately than my theoretical develop
ment of Kick's law, His calculations are based 
on what I consider a purely imaginary law and 
on the empiric formula of the - 90 tons, 
Since I have already, without contradiction, 
stigmatised these methods of calculation as 
horribly nnscientific, barbarous and ghastly, 
he will appreciate my courtesy when in 

.]7du3!e S/-¥~t!. C'N/slllh9 

criticising his figures I simply say that I a,m 
very glad that they are not in accord with mine. 
The following considerations demonstrate ·how 
the enormous increase of surfaces in the finer 
grades may ea,sily lead to erroneous interpretation . 
By the statement made by Mr. E. H. Johnson in 
his contribution that the stamp and tube mill 
combination produces 9'5% more surfaces than 
the stamps alone, the impression is-perhaps 
unintentionally-produced that the uMj?~l ?lJm·!.: 
had been increased in this proportion, The 
assay value of the ore being given by weight is, 
however, in both cases the same, and the' only 
gain to be derived from the additional energy 
spent for the further reduction of the pulp, 
is to be looked for in the direction of higher 
extraction, which in tlie present case, under fair 
assumptions, amounts to about 1 %, 
, Making use of the data given by Mr, Johnson 

and completing it by an additional example of 
single ~tamp crushing (New Kleinfontein mine), 
the relative efficiencies of stamps and tube mills, 
calculated by my method, work out as follows :-

9'" (, 27 ") 
(' /{/79e.1~ .. CO's~n ';'filIS) 

S;'19~ ~tq!e Crllshlll!' 

, IO.Jr.vmp: k one. Tu~e",i!!. IbO(JhZ. ('DIS·; 120""'('01Jj') 

(l/,,yde3, ZJolle--I'/JlIlp. &I7Jel'in9 n""e! ./'k 1p. 3+".;m,o~ IUdIt. :JUA.mpJ:~+HIIJ 
7;/JemiI1. 
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,,~-n 
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6r'1212) 
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------------------------~----------------------------------

From these figureS it will be noted :-
1. TIHl.t the relative efficiency of stHmps falls 

off rapidly from 78'3 for 9 mesh screen (0'27 in.) 
to 39'2 for 1,200 mesh ('0177 in.,) and to 33'1 
or 1,600 m. (,015 in.). 

2. The .relati ve mechanical efficiency of com
bined stamps and tube mills, under the conditions 
of the above example, is 37'3, against 33'1 for 
single stamp crushing through 1,600 mesh (,015 
in.), and 39'2 through 1,200 mesh ('0177 in.). 
Single stamp crushing through 1,200 mesh is 
therefore somewhat more efficient than double 
stage crushing but at the expense of a coarser 
final pulp. On the other hand, stage crushing 
is more efficient if compared with the stamp 
crushing through the 1,600 mesh (,015 in.). 

3. The relat.ive mechanical efficiency of the tube 
mill is about one quarter that of the eoar~e
crushing stamp, but, compared with the stamp 
crushing through the fine screen n,600 mesh) 
the mtio increases in favour of the tube mill to 
:cbout t\vo-thirds of the fine crushing stamp. 

On .January 19th, 1910, a-report had already 
been suhmitted to the .Mines Trials Committee, 
in which it was cleflrly hid down and shown 
graplJicaJlJ, that single stamp crushing appears 
to reach the limit of ecollomy at about 1,200 to 
1,400 mesh, corresponding to a final I,ulp of 
about 24'5 EU. (say 16% of the + 60 grade). 
For the production of fir,er final !,ulp stage 
crushing proves to be more efficient, provided 
tllat the additional expenditure is paid for hy the 
higher extraction to be expected. The economic 
ndvantages of regrinding by tube mills are 
"nly pronounced when the very coarsest bctttery 
screens are used, whilst the ·intermediate stages 
all show-if any-small advantages or, putting 
this statement in the words of one of my 
conclusions: " Not only the mechanical, bnt 
also the economic efficiency increases with 
t he coarseness of the battery screen, and, even a 
4 mesh screen (0'404 in.) appears not yet to mark 
the limit of the highest efficiency." 

Econom£c Cons-iderations. - To deal with 
economic efficiency and capital expenditure 
would lead us still further afield, and even the 
flp]lroximate figures would require lengthy 
comment. Accounts and elab8rate statistics, 
although admirably clone on all mines from a 
professional point of view, entirely fail to give to 
the engineer any grasp of the werking costs of in
dividual units or to inform him of the economical 
merits of intended innovations and improvements. 
Separate accounts are kept for all the principal 
units, but they are spoilt by a more or Ipss arbi
trary monthly distribution of general expenses, or 
working expenses which should more correctly be 
regarded as such. Items, s'uch as mill transport, 
water service, assaying and sampling, pulp eleva-

tion, etc., are generally charged as a whole to tlle 
mill account and the tube mills live as' parasite., 
at the expense of the stamps. As long as they 
were few, it was admissible to consider them flS 
simplA auxiliary machines,' but now, with whol~
sale tube-milling, they should share in fair pro
portion in these general expenses, incurred during 
the travel lin~ of the ore through the plant from the· 
crusher station to the cyanide works; The diffi
culty of distributing these costs, owing to the 

• variety of methods of account, renders it practic
ally impossible either to make accurate com
pflrisons of, or to form correct opinions on the· 
capital and running costs of 'stamps and tube 
mills: the consequence being that the opinions. 
on these costs -are still as divergent as at 
the time of the Mining Industry Commission 
enquiry (1908). In calculating capital cost 
allowance must be made for additional plant 
required in the 'tube mill circuit, such as launders, 
dewatering cones, pumps for relifting pulp,. 
motors, building~, etc., and in the case of weight
ing up existing stamps, it must be remembered 
that the economic advantages gained by over
loading an existing plant have no necessary con
nections with the merits of the new crushing 
policy. 

It is hardly necessary to. mention that 
the sensational periociical publications of daily 
increasing stamp duties have never had any effect 
on the man in the street, who thanks to his· 
common sense. has always been aware that 
correspondingly more work has to be done by the 
secondary crushing appliances. 

By taking all these points into considera-
tion the dreams of hidden treasure vanish 
in the light of logical reasoning and correct 
fignres. It will be found that the relative merits 
of the two systems are so close that the decision· 
d8[Jflnds in each individual ca8e upon the nature· 
of the ore or upon other local conditions. 

There can be no doubt that the decided advant
ages shown by the theoretical calculations for the 
very coarsest battery meshes will be realised in 
new plants, but when it comes to hanging up of 
stamps, such man'els as "to crush with 440· 
stamps more than we do now with the whole of 
our 820 stamps with a consequently much· 
decreased cost"* have first to be proved. Financial 
considerations, and not the mere pride of revolu-· 
tionising Rand milling I ractice have to justify 
n:Jt only the considerable capital expenditure for 
the new plant, but also redemption and interest 
charges on th~ book "alueof the 380 idle stamps. 

J.'heor·yand Pr-act-ical Expen:ence.-Not even 
the yearly totals Of reduction expenses .are fair 
for comparison purposes, as they also are spoilt 
by different methods of apport.ioning "geneml 

*East Rand Proprietal'Y ~Iines March meeting, unu. 
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··charges," which, on some mines, for instance, 
include items such as surface maintenance, where
.as on other mines, a portion of this maintenance 
cost is included in reduction costs. In his 
'memorable and illuminating contribution to Dr. 
'Caldecott's paper on the development of heavy 
gravitation stamps, Mr. E. J. Way gives a tabular 
'c()mparison of the costs of 30 mines, where double 
.stage crushing is in vogue, with the costs at the 
New Kleinfontein mine (which has never adopted 
·tube mills) showing that the reduction expenses 
·are lower than at the New Kleinfontein in only 
four mines, and that for reasons easily exphinedj 
whilst by taking the total reduction costs and 
general charges (which total alvne is a fair basis 
for com parison), the cost per ton milled at the 
New Kleinfontein mine (4s. 6'S94d, with a 
monthly output d 38,599 tons) is lower than on' 
any other mine, including those crushing over 
100,000 tons per month. (East Rand Proprietary 
"Mines 157,243 tons per month, 5s. 6·731d. per 
'ton. Crown 1iines 121,100 tons per month, 
·5s. n ·625d. per ton.) 

The practical experience obtained from what 
'may be called" year-long" trial rur.s is in perfect 
.accord with the position as arrived at and laid 
·down by my theoretical conclusions. No attempt 
h'is ever been made to contradict Mr. Way's 
;figures, and the only answer forthcoming to his 
.strong plea that more accurate data should be 
produced in support of the marvels advertised in 
nlewspaper articles and chairmen's. speeches, was 
the remark that" the extent to which the capital 
cost of large modern Rand reduction plants ImEI 
been reduced in recent years is as yet hardly 
realised," and the cheap rhetorical gibe; that the 
practical man who judges by actual facts illay 
consider as a sufficient proof of the soundness 
·of the views expressed by Mr. Way, that on 
his recommendation, the' Benoni Consolidated 
Gold Mines decided on a crushing plant with 
heavier stamps than any' as yet in operation 
.here ltUd with a higher ratio of tube mills to 
.stamps than has yet been adopted in regular 
,practice L'n the Rand. This proves, in any case, 
that Mr. Way is unprejudiced. By skipping the 
intermediate stages and at once adopting the 
·coarsest possible crushing, he is only drawing 
correct conclusions from the trials and research 
work executed by the Mines Trials Committee. 
Theory proves that decided advantages are to be 
·expected only by the adoption of the heaviest 
stamps and coarsest screens and if they are 
realised the onus of proof of the "absurdity 
and untrustworthiness" of my method of efficiency 
computation still lies on the other side. 

The good efficiency attributed to stamps by my 
method of calculation is in practice borne out by 
the fdct that all attempts to replace them by 

something better have hitherto failed. In any 
case; they will not be superseded by our present 
t1tOe milts. 'Vith the coarsest meshes the stamps 
nearly encroach on the domain of the ore breakers, 
and even the most rabid .tube-mill-progressists 
are afraid to consider the possibility of feeding 
the tube mills directly from the crushers, pro
bably because in this case the tube mills would 
have to be self-supporting and could no longer 
live as parasites at the expense of the stamps. 

By submitting the method to the hard test of 
applying it to ore-breakers the relative mechanic~l,l 
efficiency obtained is, as a rough average, about 
50. (Stamps vary comparatively, according to 
mesh, from 31) to 85, and tube lllills from 13 to 
25.) This figure appears reasonable, seeing that 
the efficiency of, ore-breakers is being probably 
over-estimated as up to 40% of the rock hauled is 
already broken to the size of the discharge. All 
methods of efficiency computation by "surfaces" 
fail completely in this case, giving such low 
efficiencies for ore breakers that it would not be 
worth while to have them running. 

The conclusions arrived at with regard to the 
varying efficiency of stamps and' tube-mills in
dividually under different working conditions 
met with little or no contradiction, and some of 
them are now successfully acted upon in actual 
practice. 

Final Remark5.-From the great number of 
tests executed on behalf of the Mines Trials 
Committee, especially from .those executed in 
series, it has been ascertained that the proposed 
method, if judiciously applied, is rem1!-rkably 
reliable and trustworthy. The fact that its 
application must be limited to materials of equal 
technological state does not seriously diminish 
its practical value, as the industry of grinding 
has become so specialised that the possibility of 
establishing the relative merits of crushing 
appliances in dealing with any type of raw 
materials is already a valuable first step. 

Completely independent from the question of 
the merits of the method of computation are the 
following two factors which affect the accuracy 
of the t'oillputation to a certain extent ;--

1. The difficulty of obtaining representati I'C 

average samples, p'l,rticularly in the case 
of battery feeds, as these samples are 
subject to considerable variations in their 
composition with regard to sizing. By 
assuming in rough calculations their relative 
mechanical mlu,e in the average to be 
represented by t).ie 0 grade, i.e., by the siztl 

. determined by tqe 1 in. screen, we are not 
erring as much as Mr. Johnson would make 
us believe when, he states that the stamps 
receive credit for the reduction of 10% of 
the ore which was already finer than 60 
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mesh before it reached the battery. He 
overlooks .the fact that the 67'7% of the 
6 mesh contain a large amount of rock 
remaining on the 1 in. screen, the reduction 
of which to the 0 grade compensates for the 
work already done. 

2. The more or less arbitrary assumption of an 
average size for the - 200 grade. It is quite 
apparent that th~ ave~age siz;o of a, final pulp 
leavjng a tube-mill with 64" % - :WO 1I1esh 
isbound to be much finer than that of a 
battery pulp with only 21'2~~ of this grade. 
In taking however, as I have done, all pulp 
of the mechanical value of 28 E. U. into 
account, I have heen guided by the con
sideration that for Rand ore a further reduc
tion of the - 200 sands· simply means mere 
waste of energy, and that fro111 the point of 
view of practical·efficiency even this figure is 
too high. l The . large amount of work over
done in tube-mills- is chiefly responsible for 
their inefficiency, and in my opinion conical 
tube-mills mark an improvement in this 
direction. 

In conclusion, I wish to record my hearty 
thanks to the many contributors for the atten
tion they gave to the paper, especially to Mr. 
MacDermott, who, in introducing it with kind 
and indulgent remarks, thought it worthy of the 
hOHpitality of the Institution of Mining and 
Metallurgy. The recognition and the apprecia
tion of the importance of my introducing the 
energy factor into grading analyses, kindly 
expressed by Mr. H. L. Sulman and others, gives 
us hope that they will not lo~e sight of it and 
th"t they will find some further time to spare for 
its closer investigation. Those who admit the 
practical value of systematically executed re
search work, willjo';n me in my appreciatioll of 
the liberality of the Mines Trials Committee in 
permitting the publication of data obtained in the 
eourse of investigation work executed on it~ 
behalf and of its broadmindedness in allowing the 
free expression of .quite personal views and 
{lpinions, which, if scientific problems were to be 
settled in conclave, would, in the present stage, 
perhaps be those of a minority. 
::'{oTE.-Plea~e a.dd ill the fUrJlmhle gi"ell ill Table 

B the figu;'es and letters printed below in hea"Y type, 
an omi~sion which waR unfortllnately o\·erlooked. 

I F- N o·r~. d N_ 310g F- log 27 og -[0+ ./1 a.1l - - log2 

AJ)D~~NDUM. 

Yry reply was already written when I was 
favoured by Mr. E. H. Johnson with an advance 
copy of his second contribution, * giving the 
experimental results of separating the ·finest 
J..!ortion of the battery feed from the coarse rock 
and taking it direct to the tube mill. 

Compared with the example of double-stage 
crushing given in his previous contribution, the 
mechanical value of the final pulp, under the new 
working conditions .has increased from 26'09 ED. 
to 27'27 EU and the relative.mechanical efficiency 

k t t 261 tons.x 27'27 EU 41- 4 now wor sou a : = ,', 
150 h.p. 

as against 37'3 of the previous example. -
The data available are not sufficient to deter

mine the proportion in which the single units 
contribute to this improvement. In' my opinion 
the credit is entirely due to the increased efficiency 
of the tube mill in consequence of the increased 
coarseness of its feed. The same results would 
have been obtained--;-and by experimental tests. 
they have been proved obtainable-by using a 
very coarse battery mesh. The great capacity 
and efficiency of tube mills with coarse feed has 
been proved more than a year ago, and the results 
of the first practical application of this fact, by 
Mr. Johnson at the East Rand and by Mr. Way, 
at the Benoni Consolidated, will be awaited with 
great interest. 

Mr. Johnson's remark, "that we are only just 
beginning to realize the possibilities of the tube 
mill" is gratifying to me, aR it proves that I 
have not been hammering away quite in vain for 
two years at a point admittedly capable of 
improvement. 

An account of the laws of ore crushing and the 
experiments executed in that connection is COI1-

tained in a work by F. Kick :-" Das Gesetz del' 
proportionalen Widerstiinde und seine Anwen
dung," Leipzig, 1885. 

The President: I have pleasure in asking 
you to accord a very hearty vote of thanks to 
Mr. Stadler for his interesting reply. I am sure 
it is quite in the best controversial fashion 
of this Society and I fancy the subject will require 
to be reopened again. 

NOTES ON PRECIPITATION. 

(Read at July 11feeting, 1910.) 

By F. D. PHILLIPS (Member). 

~EPLY TO DISCUSSION. 
Mr. F .. D. Phillips plembe1')": The interest 

taken in this paper is gratifying, and my thanks 
are due to those members who have contributed 
their-not adverse-but very instructive criti
cisms. It convinces one that precipitation as 
conducted on these fields is still open to improve
men t, more especially if particular attention be 
paid to the minimum amount of zinc requisite 
for a first-clas~ result 

* See t·his .]()/{j'jud, Oetol)c,-, 1~)10. 
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?III'. Brazier's curves are interesting, but would 
have been more so' b:ld be given anotber, showing 
wbat bappened a week later, making it, say, the 
15th or 16th day after the clean up. 'I quite 
<1pree with him that it is folly to keep the zinc in 
the ~tore if it can be of any use in the boxes, but 
I am still open to conviction that eight or more 
compartments should be used when exactly the 
same results can be obtained with six. Admit
ting that it is only a question of labour, surely 
that alone is a point worth considering in these 
day!? of record-breaking in working costs. 

With reference to his paragraph on tempera
tures, i'lfr. Brazier's experience appears to be in 
direct contradiction to that witnessed here, and I 
append some figures extending over a period of 
three months showing comparison between the 
results previous to installation of heat and the 
corresponding winter months in the following' 
year after installation. It will be seen that on 
the average, the temperature was increased by 
20" F. The remaining figures speak' for them-
sel'ves. 

Be/ore Utilizing Waste Heat. 

I Assay Assay 
Value Valne 

I 1(01\, 1\aOll. entering leavillg" , 
Boxes Boxes 
dwt. d\\"t. 

---- --- ------

June '08 0'010 0'0140 0'331 0033 
July 010 '0150 '366 '041 
August- '0 L 1 '0140 '357 '033 

--- --- ------

Averages '010 '0140 '351 '036 

Ape?' Installation. 

I I 
'u90'008 0'0140 0'412 0'010 

'006 '0157 '381 '015 
'006 '0156 '362 '013 

June 
July 
August-

TOilS Tempel' Solution atul'c a 
pCI' cub. Head 0 ft. of Boxes Zinc per 0.1<'. 
24 hours 
----

1'58 564 
l'42 53'8 
1'59 57'2 
---,--
1'53 

2'08 
2'17 
216 

I 55'S 

73'8 
76'3 
77'4 

Averages '007 '0151 '3851'01~ 2'14 75'8 

One very impo:tant point not to be overlooked 
is the increased amount of solution it was pos
sible to precipitate.. To sum it up shortly, there 
is less consumption of cyanide, better results 
and greater flow. Mr. White's statement on 
temperatures also verifies the above inasmuch as 
lie says he found '004% "free cyanide" sufficient 
with Lotter solution up to 2S· C. ,Heated solu
tion is certainly responsible for the comparative 
absence of white precipitate in the boxes bere, 
and it is somewhat peculiar why the reverse 
should be the case at the Crown Mines. 

Mr. Fraser Alexander advocates the use of 
extra cOlllpartments of zinc, "if only for filtering 

purposes." Can not a substitute just as efficient 
and much cheaper be found-coil' for instance, 
which if placed in the last compartment of an 
extractor, could, be taken out at each clean-up, 
washed, and replaced 'I ' 

In reply to the point raised by Mr. :White as 
to the accuracy of assays, I may say that for aU 
the solutions quoted in lIly paper, our assayer 
worked with 40 assay tons in duplicate. When 
there was a discrepancy between the two results" 
a "mean" WitS taken which gave a value on 80 
assay tons. I hope Mr. White will admit that. 
this is working to a very fine peint, and accurate 
enough for any experiments in connection 'Yith 
solution3. 

Attention is drawn by MI'. Hayward J,ohnson 
to the fact that on some plants the flow of solu-· 
tion is not regular. ,Thi~ often happens here 
when the rate varies from 150 to ~OO tons pel' 
box per 24 hours, but precipitation does not 
appear to be affected thereby. It is unfortunate 
that Mr. .Johnson was unable to get an analysis. 
of the coating on the zinc, as it is difficult to 
make out .from his remarks whether it was white 
precipitate or a deposit caused by the stope- ' 
sweeping. 

Below is an analysis of a substance which had 
accumulated in an empty compartment at the 
bottom of a slime box. It took the form of a, 
thick white slime, a,nd was pumped throngh a. 
filter IJless. When calcined' it' was very light in 
weight, and of a powdery lj'Lture. 

Silica 
Iron and alulI,iJl:L 
Lime 
Zinc oxide 
Citr bOll dioxi d e 
Loss on ignition 

Per eellt. 

0'94 
4'30 
6'08 

62':l3 
8'19 

11'57 -_ .. _' 
99'31 

(Carbonate of lime 10'8:l 
Calculated as " Carbonate of zinc 9'70' 

l Hydrate of zinc 55'7:l 
The remainder of the zinc had most probably 
become dehydrated in drying on the hot-plate. 
A trace of ferro-cyanide was also present_ 

In conclusion, the writer can hardly believe 
that the information desirable on this subject has, 
been exhausted, and trusts tbat it will again be' 
brought forward at sOllfe future date. 

The President: lye thank Mr. Phillips very 
much for his reply on tibe great subject of preci
pitation, which you see is by no mean;:, exhausted. 
I should like to ask .about the substance analysed. 
What preliminary treatment was given to it before 
analysis 1 
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Mr. F. D. Phillips (Jl1emoe1') : It received no 
preliminary treatment before analysis. 

NOTES ON BATTERY PRACTICE. 

(Read at Septembe1' Meeting, 1910.) 

By A. It. STACPOOLE (Member). 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. D. J. Pepler (Member): The author in 
his paper made sweeping accusations against mill 
managers and amalgamators on the Rand for not 
taking an interest in the extraction of gold in the 
mills, for their careless way of 'recovering black 
s:Lnd and the handling of same. 

After having read the paper over carefully, I 
could come to no other conclusion than that the 
author must be an absolute stranger on the 
Rand, for he seems not to have the remotest idea 
of the methods in vogue in mills here. Some of 
his recommendations are obsolete, and others so 
unnecessary and cumbersome, that in my opinion 
they are not wl)rth considering. I presume the 
author must have seen these practices somewhere 
in the outside districts, and if he will visit some 
of our large mills here and see the means applied 
to recover all the gold possible from the ore by 
amalgamation, and how black sand is rtoaJly 
recovered and handleu,' he will be sure to form 
quite a different opinion. Personally, I shall be 
quite pleased to show the author over the 
Ferreira Deep battery, and I am sure that other 
mill managers will be willing to do the same. 

The author asserts that mill managers and 
amalgamators are rapidly having their power and 
responsibility usurped by the reduction officer 
and cyanide manager, but have themselves to 
blame for it; the reason he gives is that the mill 
men take no interest in the extraction of gold, 
but simply rush as much tonnage through the 
mill as possible. This statement I consider to 
be misleading and unkind to mill men on the 
Rand. ;r wonder what people in other (:ountries 
will think of u~ here as mill men when reading. 
such a statement in the Journal, notwithstanding 
that our mills have always been able to produce 
the greatest proporti ')n of the total gold recovered. 

With respect to the usurping of the mill 
manager's and amalgamator's responsibility by the' 
cyanide manager :LS stated, supposing that the 
cyanide manager usurps the responsibility of the 
mill manager, will it .be conducive to better 
results in the mill if he has no practical mill 
experience 1 Personally, I have failed up to the 

present to detect any improvement in the few 
cases where such appointments have been made, 
either in gold extraction, crushing'or costs; there
fore I fail to see where the cyanide manager has 
the advantage over a mill manager, .' I can quite 
understand a good and practical cyanide manager 
being appointed to the charge of several cyanide 
plants, a business with which he is thoroughly 
conversant, and a good and practical mill man 
being appointed to thfl charge of a likfl number ,of 
mills, a business with which he also is thoroughly 
conversant, Such appointments will naturally 
be conducive to good results. 

It may be said the crushing can be watched, 
. the assays, the percentages of gold recovered; 

this sounds vety well, but what about that 
very important factor, the upkeep and mainten
ance of the mill, a factor which is so sadly over-

, looked in many cases and costing thousands of 
pounds which could have been saved. I do not 
claim for one moment that there is not room for 
improvement in our Rand mills, for there is
always room for improvement in all classes of 
business, neither .will'I deny that there may be 
a certain amountiof slackness in some instances, 
but you find exceptional cases in all classes of 
business, which only requi.re to be put in order. 
In my opinion it is to the best advantage for 
many reasons that these two departments should 
be kept separatE', for a one-man government has 
always been a hopeless failure, whereas party 
government is the great success o~ the day. 

One great drawback which mill men are suf
fering under is, that the mills have no one at 
head qu:trters to represent that department in 
its true form. Personally, I take a pride in mill 
work, and if I,can keep all the gold in the mill 
and let the cyanide works have none, I will- be 
more than pleased. The maintenance of a. min 
should be constantly watched, for once a structure 
is shaken there will be no e~d to trouble and 
expense. 

With regard to the recovery of black sand, 
it is not necessary when dressing plates to 
shut off the water immediately the stamps are 
hung up, for that will mean that 75% of tail· 
ing will be collected with the black sand. 
N.either do I see any advantage in hosing 
the sand down the plate into a trough. 
The water should be allowed to flow over 
the plate after the stamps are up for about 
8 seconds, and then shut off; by that time most 
of the tailing will have disappeared while the 
black sand will remain on the plate, which should 
then be brushed up with a soft hair spoke bru~h 
and the black sand placed in a locked dish. Thi~ 
should be done again after the plate is dressed, 
there need be no fear that the black sand will be 
dislodged by the steady flow of clean water for a. 
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few seconds, since it remained on the plate when 
the stamps were in motion and pulp running 
-over it. At the Ferreira Deep the black sand 
r;ecovered by the above method gave the following 
iresults: of total amalgam, recovered at tube mill 
plate house, black sand gave 59%" sc,apes and 
other suurces 41 %; in the battery black 'sand 
402%, scrapes and other sources 58%, which 
should be considered sati~factory. The pi aLes 
are brushtld every four hours, and with regard to 
the author's truck for carrying black sand 
and a trolley for carrying amalgam and 
brushes, I do not think it necessary to comment 
on them, as Mr. Alexander has already re
marked -that the author might have supplied a 
horse to pull the truck. An amalgam safe 
which is locked, and a stamped-steel dish 18 in. 
wide and 8 in. deep tor brushes and scrapers 
which the amalgamator carries with him from 
I date to plate serve the purpose quite satisfactorily. 

When changing screens, the author recommends 
the use of an apron, for what pur~ose I am 
unable to ascertain, as the methods in vogue u~ 
to the present have been found satisfactory to every 
< ,ne concerned. If the author were fully conver
~ant with the subject. upon which he has written, 
he would find in actual practice a different proce 
dure altogether, and I would rather leave it for 
others, who have practical experience, to enlighten 
him as to how the changing' of screens can be 
-effected. 

The. idea of putting black sand or barrel 
residue through the mortars is in my opinion 
wrong, for on high grade mines the barrel residue 
is still of high Talue and is likely to contaminate 
tailing samples, especially when such residue runs 
'up to 4 oz. to 6 oz. per ton. Sometimes the 
barrel residue should be treated by itself at the 
cyanide works and a return made to' the mill 
manager of gold so recovered. ' 

Screen sampling seems to be a vexed qu~stion; 
'mill yield plus 'pulp I think leaves mill men 
absolutely in the dark. In my opinion the mill 
manager should work out his results on the actual 
screen value, and if the extraction called for is not 
what is produced he should go into the matter 
ito find out where the discrepancy arises and have 
.it remedied. . 

I work out my gold recovery on the assay 
'value every day, and as soon as I find a discre
'pancy I go into the matter right away and find 
out where the discrepancy is and have it put 
.right. I am glad to say that actual recovery and 
assays agree very closely. 

I agree with Mr. Pyles that launders need not 
be lined with amalgam if plates are properly 
looked after. Pmf. Stanley remarked that mill 
men are not taking part in the discussions. In 
my case I must admit the fact, for I very seldom 

--------,---

attend the Society· meetings. 'fhe reason is that 
I cannot hear when any' interesting remarks ara 
being made, and therefore cannot take part in the 
discussions. Having been in the mill for 23 
years, my hearing is badly affected, and I think 
the S'ime applies to a good many other mill"men. 
At the same time it must be borne in mind that 
the man who shouts most is not always the man 
most to be relied on. 

With regard to the disposal of amalgamating 
plates in the batteries, I rather prefer to reserve 
my opinion for a future occasion. Two new 
reductilm plants have been started up lately '-'There 
the new scheme has been adopted. Anotherone 
will be started soon in which a' keen interest is 
being taken by everyone connected with the gold 
industry, and it is to be hoped that the returns 
will show agreat success. : 

In conclusion, I may say' that 'the aufjlOr's 
paper has not shown anything new in. -mill 
work, nor has it enlightened any practical mill 
man whatsoever, and as the Prof. Stanley remarked 
" that mill men are not taki ng part in the djscus
sion," thi" Rhows that the paper is of no import
ance, and should have been criticised by the COlll

mittee before placing it before the members .. 

Mr. G. A. Robertson (Member'): Thi maiu 
questions at issue in the author's interesting con
tribution are to show some weak points in the con
struction and methods of handling mill .clean 
up plants. The illustrations and some of the 
methods given are good, 1l,nd with the exception 
of the ove,rfJow from the" collecting trough,'" the 
" storage .tank " and the "trolleys," there is HO 

really new departure from representative Rand 
battery practice. 

The author first tells us that the power of the 
mill manager and amalgamator is being usurped 
by the cyanide manager and reduction officers, 
and "have only themselves to blame for it." 
When first I read this I thought the author ,,'ould 
be able to bring forward some tangible evidence 
to show that millmen had been guilty of gross 
negligence or incapacity to conduct their depart
mental affairs, but instead of so d'oing the author 
proceeds to make a sweeping statement to the' 
effect that millmen paid "little or no attention 
to the extraction of gol<;l, and looked upon it as 
his first and almost orJly duty to crush." It is 
the millman's first duty to crush I'should say, 
but the author in laying down the duties of 
amalgamators would appear to put the ::art before 
the horse, and want the free gold, amalgam and 
mercury looked after as \the "first and principal 
duty." Instead of the ·.author then showing us 
some method whereby \l- saving might be made 
in the free gold, mercury, and amalgam when they 
find their way into the cyanide 'works, he pcoceeds 
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,to tell us how to collect sand from plates which 
even though a part of it were lost by the "clumsy 
,method," which I think died out on the Hand 
years ago, it. w~uld only be a mere ?agatelle to 

. what is lost lllcidental t.o the productIOn of amal
',,gam in the ordinary course. According to H. ~. 
'.Johnson and F. H. Roche" 15% of the entIre 
,mercury fed' is lost ... and it is well known that 
: the amount of gold eiuried a way and totally lost 
by this means is enormous."* Another authority 
in commenting on the quicksilver situation stat,es 
that the "ordinary stamp mill loses 20% or 
more."t It would therefore appear to be duties 
.extraordinary ":to 'see that no free gold, amalgam 
,or mercury goes' over the end of the amalgam 
plate." "Whether the autho'r meant that the 
word!'. " to see" is visible and external meallS in 
·the collection of sand, etc., and invisible in the 
,ca~es just cited is perhaps not altogether void of 
logic.· At the same time if the cyanide manager 
usurps the power and responsibility of the mill
man he wants to be a little more careful iii defin~ 
i)lg the duties of amalgamators, 

, I do not SEe any ad van tage to be gained by the 
de~ign of collecting trough Fig. 1. (p. 113) andover
,flow into a bucket. Collecting trobghs gene~ally 
in use are !!lade to fit the launder with square 
.edges and as a rule catch all the sand desired, 
'also allowing for decanting off a portion of the 
water before emptying the contents into a bucket. 
Launders, like everything else, are not always 
designed in accordance with the needs of practical 
,experi:lllce, ~o no doubt in that case the author's 
overflow would allow a factor of safety to work 
upon with shallow launders. I might here 
point out that the plate tail launder sloping 
towards the centre as shown by the author, 
'though almost generally adopted, is not required 
and should be made perfectly horizontal at least 
,6 in. deep by 6 in. wide. The author's brackets 
to hold the trough on are certain!y original. 
Riffles are generally to be found in plate launders 
which being cleaned out alternate days are re
. sponsible fQr over 80% of the silver recovered 

'4vhich escaped from the amalgamated plate. 
'These riffles meet the requirements of the author's 
brackets. I am of opinion that instead of the drop. 
pipe into a mercury trap the fall could be put to 
more profitable use by allowing the pulp to pass 
down a flight of step riffies not unlike those used 
by theE!!yptians and illustrated in Johnson's 
" Getting Gold," I agree with the author about 
fhe cleaning out of the troughs in a cylindrical 
tank set on a carriage because sand cannot be 
properly tipped out of the trough into a bucket. 
'The author must have seen some carel~ss 
.amalgamators at work carrying brushes around 

-~ ./Ollr1wl S.A.A.B., Sng:gestions for Deep Lc\"el Mining. 
1 See llltninv wla S,cieniijic ·Press, )Iay 28, 1910. 

by hand '" full of amalgam." _I'agree with the 
author that "scratching and tearing up of the 
plate and amalgam" should not be allowed. No 
doubt the use of the rubber apron, as ,suggested 
by the author would obviate this trouble; caused 
by " throwing 'tools, screen pins; pulling coarse 
gravel out of mortar box, &c., on to the plate." 
The storage vat, as illustrated in Fig. 3, p. 113, 
is the proper method for storing concentrate 
for amalgam barrel treatment. Several new 
milling plants have the amalgam barrel' and 
accessories placed in the following order:~ 
Amalgam barrel, chute, Batea, amalgamated 
plate, settling boxes, the overflow from the settling' 
boxes going into the' tailing launder. If the 
tailing launder is at mill floor level, such gener
ally being the case where the amalgam room is 
at the end of the mill, it will necessitate the axle 
of the amalgam barrel being 6 ft. above floor 
level. A storage vat of 5 ton capacity is not 
uncommon; the difficulty however arises in getting 
sanction for the rearrangement of the storage 
vat in the method shown by the author, which 
in many cases would, T am afraid, necessitate' an 

'extension of the building. Simplifying matters 
further would be to have an inclined stage to 
haul up a concentrate collecting trolley and ·tip 
direct into the storage vat. Such an arrange
ment would very soon pay for itself beca,use it is 
'not a difficult matter to collect concentrate to 
the assay value of 100 dwt. from traps, (\:;c., in 
the tube mill circuit from.a milling ore of 6 dwt. 
With modification in the handling then the tcin-' 
nage dealt with could be trebled without 
materially affecting the assay value of' the con
centrate. One objection to amalgam barrel 
treatment of concentrate is that it slimes all the 
silica where with tube mill treatment this portion 
passes off readily, allowing the pyrite to be more 
finely comminuted for subsequent treatment by 
cyanide .. 

A simplification in the methods adopted in 
treating "magnets" or "battery chips" would 
in the writer's opinion be effected by treat .. 
ment in a miniature tube mill. "Weather
ing" of these chips is generally practised 
before treatment, but expeTiments went to 
show that fine particles of amalgam adhering 
to iron or steel can be separated by a tap from a 
hammer; this led the writer to the conclusion 
that ron abrasive action to the "cl:ips" would 
wear off the amalgam, which would then be 
released by passing through a fine meshing on 
the discharge of a tube mill. 

The sketch represents a model which was 
partially made some years ago and consisted 
of, a short piece of an 18 in. pipe which when 
found, on the scrap heap had conveniently 
flanges on each end. By charging up this tube 
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with magnets and steel balls a gentle stream of 
water at A would undoubtedly free the amalgam 
which when ground fine enough would pass 
through the fine meshing B. The proper 
diameter of meshing apd aperture would easily 
be determined by experiment. This tube mill 
possesses the advantage that when not used for 
the purpose stated it can be converted into an 
amalgam barrel by the bolting of a plate on the 
discharge. 

Mr. W. C. Brown dealt with the arrestment of 
iron from the tube 'mill circuit, * and Mr. G. O. 
Smart emphasised the fact that a magnetic 
separat9r would be Qf considerable advantage. 
With the tendency there is towards coarse crushing 
'Yhich releases increased quantities of coarse iron 

.from the mortar box, thereby increasing the 
quantity of this objectionable product in the 
tube mill circuit, the use of a magnetic separator 
will soon become essential, likewise a quick 
method of treating the increased quantity of these 
by-products. 

I agree with the author that mill men 
should join more generally in the discussions 
on tube mills and milling in general, a subject in , 
which we havc all got much to learn. When our 
chiefs, however, in their periodical visits round 
the mines, give vent to free expression of 
opinion, the result is that millmen have per
haps foolishly converted it into the command
ment "Thou shalt not adversely criticise my 
ideas," however the recent speech of Mr. Lionel 
Phillips, who pointed out before a kindred 
society that Consnlting Engineers and their 
chiefs are only too pleased to have their 
faults pointed out., ought to stimulate free ex
pression of speech, without which we are ab
solutely in the dark. We have heard of the 
good points of various processes and devices; we 
now want to know o( their bad points (if any). 
These are more likely to come from those whose 

--* Trans. S.A. ln8tU'Ut~ of Ele(;trical Euvilleenf, Yol. I., May, 
1910, Pl'. 122·125. 

daily and, observant attention' allows them to
make a more careful scrutiny of varying.working. 
conditions in the ordinary course of routine work. 

I am afraid many of us do not agree with the 
author that free gold should not get into the 
cyanide works. Mr. David Gilmour pointed 
out* that sufficient amalgamated plate area 
was required for the tube outflow to prevent 
enrichment of the circuit, the overflow from 
the hydraulic. classifiers also passing over plates. 
On the other hand, 'the tendency is to have all 
the plates in the tube mill circuit; conseqnently if 
the pulp from the stamp mortar is notamalga
mated, nor the overflow from" the hydraulic 
classifier~, fine free gold is getting into the sand. 
charges, and the first stage .towards the elimina
tion of gold amalgamation 011 the Rand has been 
reached. If the final gold extraction is as good 
by this method as the former one, does it not 
seem probable that a portion of the gold in the 
tube outflow is sufficiently fine to be also. amen

'able to cyanide treatment. Direct reclassificatio,n 
of the tube outflows without amalga,mation would 
also add ,to the quantity of fine free gold in 
these overflows, the underflows passing through 

.another tube mill. By this method to reclassify 
the outflows from three tube mills getting in. aU,. 
say, 300 tons to pass through the final· tube mill 
would reduce the number of plates required from 
say 24 to 8. Maximum mechanical efficiency 
will not be got from every fourth tube 'mill but 
that is not of much consequence in a large plant, 
the utility of the idea and saving. in capital, 
expenditu~e having also to be taken into account. 

Metallurgists on the Rand have long pinned 
t.heir faith on the use of mercury, although this 
silvery liquid has been dispensed with in .Jnany 
cases in the United States of America and' else
where. This, of .course, does not justify its
abolition here, and no doubt the failure of the 
llieyer and Charlton minet to get 'a' satisfactory, 
gold extracti.on by the elimination of amalgama
tion will no doubt strengthen the use of mercury 
for a further period. 

Though I have gone a little outside' some of 
the points dealt with in the author's paper, aU 
of it, however, can be considered battery practice. 

It would take much space to go ·into all the 
details of the author's paper, and·:I think I have 
let him off lightly on one or two':points. He is
methodical in details, adopts a"isystem, and by 
his words he will see that it iSicarried out. A 
few more papers before the Society on battery 
practice, a wide subject, would be to the benefit 
of all, as much yet remai~s to be done in that. 
direction : 

* See this .T(JllrJwl, Sept., uno, p. 134. 
t See Chairrilnn's speedl, Report of the Company-So nth 

..African J.lfining Journal, March 12, 1910. 
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NOTES ON THE OCCURRENCE AND 
CONCENTRATION OF T!N OItES. 

(Read at October lUeet'ing, 1910.) 

By, C. FRED. THOllIAS (~ielllber). 

DISCUSSION. 

M r. E. M. Weston (Mernbej·): I am afraid 
iI cailnot altogether ,congratulate Mr. Thomas on 
,his paper. He has attempted to cover far too 
wide a field, and so has had to commit himself to 
many vague ,and wide generalizations to which 
numerous important exceptions have to be taken. 
He does not also appear to be acquai.nted with 
-1lUtny of the latest developments ill the practice 
of tin ore concentration. 

In ,his remarks under llli~pickel we first 
.meet with a somewhat vague statement. "The 
extraction of mispickel is low by wet conqentra
tion and ,selection previous to milling is advis
,able." Does he mean that it is very much more 
difficult to concentrate a mineral with a hardness 
of 5,'5--6, a specific gravity of 5'76-6'3, which 
has not a very distinct cleavage, thRIl for instance 
,chalcocite wirh a hardness ,of only 2'5,--3 and a 
specific gravity 5'5-5'S from which a 75% 
,extraction from disseminated ores is being made in 
modern milling plants after stamping with Nissen 
'stamps? Arsenopyrite is being concentrated in 
many gold milling plants to-day, without great 
,difficulty, as experience in Deloro, Canada, and 
Lucknow, N.S. W., has proved. Several of the 
Rhodesian mines would obtain I think better 

,extraction if they took the trouble to concentrate 
both their sand and slime before cyaniding, I 
-am amazed to learn that (apparently sernpej' 
ubi!]~w ab ornnibns) wet concentration for the 
extraction of the sulphides of copper is unsatis
iactory. Of course this depends on dozens of 
conditions, and I will not waste tile time of this 
Society by quoting many instances, I need only 
.mention that in the Tasmania mine, Beaconsfield, 
Tasmania, a gold bearing quartz ore containing a 
large percentage of sulphides of copper and 
iron is treated in stamp mills. The sand and 
slime I are successfully concentrated, yielding a 
high grade concentrate for roasting, while the 
extraction of the copper renders the sand amen
able tL cyaniding. The author really should try 
and rbalize that Cornwall is nnt the universe
or ev~n the hub of it, 
Th~ author again shows that he is not aware 

that ~n some parts of the world stannite is by 
no means rare. He is unaware that the Conah 
Mines; Z~ahan, Tasmania, depends on this ore 
.exclusively, and that a special smelting plant is 
successfully at work, designed for the extraction 
·of copper, silver and tin with an output of some 

£4,000 per month, In the' Towlong district, 
New South Wales, an extensive bedded deposit 
is now being mined. It is not always found in 
slate near granite. 

Under the head, of production of tin the 
author appears ignorant of the fact that very 
extensive depo~its of alluvial tin have lately been 
discovered in the Niger Protectorate which bid 
fair to compensate for the stationary or declining 
output of the Straits Settlements and Australia. 

Under the head of occurrence, what does the 
author mean by " the fluidity of the tin product 
in smelting?" I am surprised ~t the hyper
stylists of the Editorial Committee (with the fear 
of T, A. Rickard before their eyes) passing such 
an expression, especially as some of these purists 
objected to my perfectly legitimate use of the 
word" slab" as a verb and placed it in inverted 
commas as if it were a coloured person in white 
society. Besides, did not they lay impious pens 
across some of Mr. H. Smith's pet mining 
terms? I might point out to the author 
that the tin-bearing pipes of the Transvaal are 
not unique, as everyone knows similar pipes 
occur in Inverill, New South Wales. In dealing 
with concentration the author again commits 
him~elf to ex-cathedm statements that require 
modifying. He states that sand from a modern 
tin-dressing plant should not require further 
treatment, apparently not considering that this 
depends entirely on the fineness of the tin ore 
and the nature of the gangue. At Mount Bischoff, 
where n:iUch fine ore occurs in a hard i'ronstone, 
it is necessary to regrind a portion of the sand to get 
a proper extraction. As most of the tin dressing 
plants of Cornwall are or were notorious for their 
slime losses and generally inefficient work, I am 
n'ot surprised that the author from his experience 
ventures the opinion that average extractions do 
not exceed 80%, If the author goes to Australia 

,he will ,find that better work is required and 
better means used for obtaining it tban he appears 
to be acquainted with, The }Iount Bischoff mine 
treats 19,000 tons of ore a month containing less 

, than 1 % Sn02 with 90% extraction. It is qnly fair 
to admit that the Cornish tin dresser has h'1d on the 
whole a difficult ore to deal with, and until about 
25 years ago, considering the circumstances he 
worked under, he did really good work, This 
does not alter the fact that, until the Germans 
came over to Clitters and gave Oornishmen ocular 
demonstration in the art of ore dressing under 
modern conditions, ore dressing practice in Corn
wall was about a generation behind the tiriles. 
This would not matter except to the Cornish tin 
illdllstry if it were not for the fact that the 
Cornish ·tin expert is prone to strut around the 
world posing as the one and only authority on 
the ore and its concentration and intlicting out-of-
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date Cornish dressing devices on young and 
unsophisticated tin industries in other countries. I 
have no prejudice against Cornish mine methods. 
'fhe Cornish miner in his day and generatioll 
lee! the world in the 'art of practical mining and in 
the evolution .of one type of pumping machinery; 
but he got wedded to these methods and the 
refusal to adopt more up-to-date methods because 
they did not come from Cornwall nearly wrecked 
tlle Cornish tin industry. When I state that out
of-date methods and machinery are used on many 
of the new mining fields, I speak from what I have 
myself seen here and in Australia and elsewhere, 
and what is too well known to be denied. Cornish 
workers have a rooted disbelief in the capacity 
of any vanner snch as the "Lurhig" to make heads 
concentrates and middlings from slime. Take 
again the famous rag frame. Here the Cornish
man excelled himself in inventing an automatic 
device to save labour, which he so freely wastes 
despite its cheapnpss on his sand or slime buddIe, 
and he is so proud of it that he has overlooked 
the fact that he has deliberately sacrificed the very 
quality that is essential in such a device; namely, 
area of settling sl.uface. The procedure about 
the famous Red river in Corn wall is somewhat as 
follows: (I have heard that it derives its name 
from the fact that the ruby tin escaping from 
tIre concentrating IJlants is in such quantity 
as to colour its sand red. This may, of course, 
be a wicked libel). The mine dressing plants 
pass the slime over a row or two of rag frames, 
and extract about 10% of the recoverable values 
and pass the slime to worker No. 1. on the Red 
Ri ver. He does the same and passes slime on 
to No. II., and so on to ~lJ. V. or Vr., so that 
about 60% of the recoverable value is finally 
saved. Does it never strike any of these 
workers that if the tin is recoverable it is just 
as easily recoverable at the mines as by six 
different workers. Australians long ago discarded 
the rag frame with its 30 sCj ft. of settling 
surface for what the author calls" strips" and 
does not explain what they are. I suppose some 
American or Australian came along and gave the 
designers of the South Crofty plant some hints, 
as I see they are ins tailed there. These" strips" 
in Australia consist of frames made' of T and 
G, 6 x A in., pine constructed thus: 

Each-tray consists merely of 6 by } in. T. and G. 
pine boards held together by two 3 by 2 in. pieces 
to which they are nailed. These 3 by 2 pieces 
form the sides of a shallow launder of whir.:h the 
boards form the bottom. The canvas is somewhat 
longer than the tray in order to overlap the next 
tray and is secured to the tray by light strips of 
pine at the sides lightly nailed on. This' 
size is about 30 in. wide, and just the width, 
or little less than the width, of a strip of. No.8 can-

vas du~k, and about 4, ft. IDng. These are simply 
stacked in three or four layers one above the 
other, and' the nUlp.ber of separate rows depend-· 
ing Oll the quantity of slime to be treated, 
,md are given the proper inclination. A 
spare row is provided. The concentrate is. 
collected by turning the water off one row, and a 
boy then dips the individual frames in a t!l.b .after 
running fresh water over them, and if necessary 
gives them a brush over. One boy can look after 
quite a brge plant, and labour e.xpenses are' 
negligible, and capital cost is almost nil. In 
Bendigo I have' seen gold saved on these' strips 
after passing the amalgamating tables, which was 
so fine that it took over ten minutes to settle in 
a bottle of water after it was shaken' up: I 
believe lag frames have been installed on sOllie 
South African mines wlJere the cost of labour to· 
look after strips of this kind would have been a 
negligible quantity. 

In this connection ~fr. Edward 'Walker* asked 
some years ago" why is it that a succession of 
from a dozen to 20 tin stream works between. 
Dolcoath and the sea can handle the same tail-· 
ings and all make a profit? I have heftrd many 
theories put forwil.fd, varying from the natuml 
concentration in river beds to the growth of tin. 
crystals out of nothing." , 

"To me the explanatioD seems quite simple. 
Each dressing works at the mines or at the tin
stream works passes the original slimes only once 
over the rag frame. The succeeding series of mg .. 
frames treat the concentrates from the preced
ing ones. With such a slippery article as tin 
oxide it is obvious that the settlement of the· 
particles on the surfftce is a matter of chance, and 
the passage of the slime down· a mere 6·ft. 
length is not sufficient to catch 5% of the con
tents. Fr0m this p()int of view it is easy to' see 
why constant retre<ltment of the slime pays the 
various tin streamers, and why the last streamers· 
do very nearly as well as the first." 

The author's opinions on the origin of cassite
rite in the Zaaiplaats and Groellfontein pipes are' 
open to gravp Cjuestion. I can only refer him to 
the opinions and arguments ]Jut fOf\mrd by I1fr. 
R. liecknagel, who has made this subject It, 

.special study. As the cure of the pipes consists· 
of altered granite, there are great difficulties in 
imagining them to be geysers in any shape or 
form, and all the evidence points to them never 
having been open wftter channels of any sort. I 
have never heard res~onsible geologists declare 
that simply because the source of the ores is· 
from beneath, it is re;tsonable to look for large 
deposits in depth. I~ most mining depth is 
unfortunately an important factor lending to' 
poverty, and though I have not the slightest. 

* b'lIgineeJ'iny and 111 ill ill!! Juul'1wl, ~. Y., May'2:\ 1007. 
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reason to suppose that the tin deposits of the 
Transvaal are only su perficial or that prospects 
discourage mining in depth, yet I object to genera
lizations of this sort as tending to mislead, . 

J'in Ores,-'L'he author has neglected to mention 
the nnfortunate association of ilmenite or titanic 
iron with cassiterite in many parts of South Africa, 
Ilmenite is frequently mistaken for cas~iterite 
and owing 'to its high specific gravity causes 
trouble in lllany places in the 8eparation of the 
two, arrd calls for the use of' magnetic separation 
methods, 'Yhat is one to think of a generaliza
tion like this? "Some difficult orcs for concen
tration have been met with, but with depth such 
difficulties may not be met with." One can only 
ask when 7 where? why? And to the next 
sentence the n,uthor might add" in Cornwall," as 
I know many inst:J.nce8 to the contrary elsewhere, 
His remarks as to mining tin ore may apply to 
Corn"'all but not to everywhere else. 

Under Concentration. the author shows his 
ignorance of modern practice by stating that 
"sizing for fine grained cassiterite is unsatisfactory, 
and tlul.t one is dependent on hydraulic concen
tration." In modern Australian plants great 
ad vantages have been gained by the use of Callow 
screens and similar devices below thA battery in 
place of clas~ifiers, I might mention the plant 
on the lIfount Bischoff Extended 1',111. Co, It is 
not at all necessary to avoid pulp elevation, One 
of thtl features of the 1I10unt Bischoff plant is the 
~uccessful use of small jet elevators, enabling 
middlings and slime to be subjected to retreat
Illent without trouble. 

THE EFFICIENCY OF LABOUR U~DER
GROUND, 

(Read at August M'eeting, 1910,) 

By 1'OM JOll'l>SON (Member of Council), 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION, 

Mr, Tom Johnson (Member of Council): Judg
ing from the' criticism outside the Society my con
demnation of placing young men without practical 
experience in as shift bos~es I expected to be well 
trounced during the discussion and my error 
pointed out, No challlpion has been forthcoming, 
and the remarks of my critics hav,e strayed 
somewhat from the Illain point of my paper, viz., 
on the question of the method of payment, If 
tpe present system is not worth defending it 
should be altered, 

One critic remarks that there are not enough 
techn!cally trained exnerienced men to fill all 
billets, therefore I say let those who are only theo
retically trained go down ·the mine and tackle 
the real wo'rk firiit, instead of frying for staff 

billets in the s~\mpling and survey departments, 
One 'year's work at actual manual practice would 
make better men bf them than three years in a 
stafr billet, It is easier for a technically trained 
man to be a successful manager than a good 
shift boss, I maintain that a shift boss's job is 
the harde:;t in II mine when well done, 

Many of the young college men think I am 
prejudiced against the technical man, Far from 
it ': I am prejudiced against any man who only 
knows one side of his business; and in proof of 
that I may mention tllftt I went to a great deal 
of trouble to become technically proficient by 
travelling miles after a hard day's work to attend, 
night dasses, and this I did for two years, No 
one expects it surveyor to handle an instrUILent 
underground proficiently without previous prac
tice, so how can a man only technically trained 
expect to boss up any practical branch of work ~ 
Is it do lie in any other department of the mine 7 
It seems strange that when one dares to mention 
that the managements of the mines do not take 
the trouble to see that the fair thing is done by 
the men, one is at once accused of unfriendlinefs 
towards the l?ines, Hecords, however correctly 
kept, are worthless unless they can be made good 
use of, and that can only be hy a practical man 
capable of Ilnderstanding them. 

Mr, Price is quite right about the price paid 
per unit of work, the correct price is what a man 
of average ability can make a fair living wage at; 
a good lllan who breaks well above the average 
amount of ground should be paid for his extra 
ability, while the poor and indifferent worker 
should be made to realise that a standard wage 
will only bl' paid when the standard alllo~nt of 
work is done; the indifferent should be tn,llght to· 
to better work and the good man should not be 
"cut,"thus making the latter lower his efficiency by 
just doing sufficient work to be profitable tohimself,. 

The following figures from practice will more 
or less bear out Illy contention that the actua], 
pric(' paid to a man does not necessarily determine 
the true C08t to a cOlllpany. 

s. 
1 74 3:31 45 
~ 80 '415 42/6 
3 74- '673 45 

4- 49~ '289 4:) 

5 57 -727 50 
6 69} '246 45 

7 86} '5-19 45 

8 55j· '614 ,15 

s. d. 

15 I 
25 I 
30 4-
15 4 

8 9'\. 
8 5j 

25 4'\. 
24 51 

Cost per 
Fatholll to 

the 
COllq)(t1I~'. 

s. <I. 
104 5 

80 3 
7S) 

135 2 

67 ·1U 
127 2 

67 6 

65 6 
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Looking over these figures it can be seen that 
Nos. 4 and 6 did not earn anything Oil their COIl
trit<;t, but were bonnsed by the manager, but one 
would have thought Nos. 2 'and 3 deserved a 
bonus if 4 and 6 did. Then note No.5 with his 
high price: -his wages are fair and his total cost 
ow. These figures are worth studying by those 
miners who say that they cannot understand how 
they can come out in debt. In this list Nos. ], 
2, 3, 4, 6 did not earn anything, yet No.5 comes 
out with 30s. per shift and a lower total cost to the 
company. Who is the best man to the company, 
the man who made the wages, or any of those 
men who were in debt? N o1;e that No. 8 made 
wages and has a low total cost. These figures 
show that there is room for. tuition by somebody, 
and who better than the man who hy actual 
practice has proved his worth! 

I would refer M r. Wiseman to a paper read be
fore this Society by Mr. Weston, in Jan., 1909, for 
the reasons why machine stoj>ing costs more in 
ex'plosives than hand-stoping; but there is some· 
thing more than cost of explosives only to look 
to for general efficiency; it is the total cost of the 
particular work that should be looked at ; thus 
in a comment in the S.A. .Mining Journal, 
November] 9th, on the Goldfield's Report, taking 
a comparative stoping width of 55'7 in., the 
cost of breaking rock at the Robinson Deep in 
August was, p3r ton :--

For small machines 5s. 2 ·3d. 
For lftrge machines 5s. 7 ·3d. 
For hammer boys 5s. 10·8d. 

The point I wish to emphasize is to ignore the 
increase of indi vidual items, so long as the total 
is lowered. 

I do not think a lllan can drill as lllany holes 
per day, drilling two holes per bench, as when 
·drilling four holes per bench, as it takes time to 
move a ~nachine from one bar to another. ",Vhen 
lighter stoping machines come into general use 
then we shall get the two hole bench. If holes 
are drilled too short by hand on one shift let 
them be deepened to the desired depth on the 
Ilext shift, instead of their being blasted j in spite 
·of 'the old arguments of a man wishing to blast 
his own holes, drills losing gauge, etc., the results 
would justify the trouble j drills, whether machine 
·or. hand, should not lose their gauge if well 
shaped, sharpened and tempered, and in most 
ground for 8 ft. or 9 ft. holes two star bits should 
suffice. Leaving sockets depends a great deal 
·on the man putting in the holes; if the burden 
is heavy and the explosive is required well down 
in the bottom, the hole should be "chambered" 
first to make room for the explosive, and the 
benches should be kept long. 

I am an advocate of long holes, and I do not 
like Mr: Weston's idea' of drilling the four holes 

"looking out," I would rather use a little more 
explosive and 'get the ground with four holes 
instead of five. The average depth of hole 
drilled in the stope drill competition will surprise 
Mr. Weston. It would be much better to lead 
water ·on to the face and use a fan to ventilate 
01' even have a leak in the air pipes than worl~ 
with such a complicated gear as Petersen's 
respirator. 

I fancy Dr. Aymard's device was anticipated 
on the second rock drill brought out, but if it suc
ceeds in keeping down the dust, I wish it success. 

During my management of the Rose Deep I 
always advocated the principle of only sending 
ore to the mill from which profit could be earned, 
not to keep the mill running at any cost, and in 
this I was supported by my chiefs. 

I cannot agree that if there were no natives on 
the mines work \vould stop; we should do the 
work oursel ves, as is dORe in the Australian and 
North American gold fields, and as cheaply as 
the nati, es do it. 

Mr. Hoss Browne reported that on two mines 
in the ",Yestel'll States. using white labour under 
similar mining conditions to our own, the same 
amount of work was done with as few me::! as we 
employ for supervision. I am of the opinion that 
cheap nati ve labour has been a factor in keeping 
up c:Jsts, and that there has not been sufficient care 
taken to get the best efficiency out of the native. 

There is room for an explosive of lower p.ower 
than either gelatine or gelignite. I have often 
felt the i'ant of it for breaking" leaders" in the 
roof and floor and for light burdens If MI'. 
Beaton will trouble to read previous papers 
brought before this society by me he will find I 
have mentioned most of the things he proposes, 
viz, longer backs, straight dri ves, double traeks, 
etc. I do not agree with stoping breasts of 30 to 
60 ft. width on the strike for 300 ft. I have 
been ad vocating a more extended use of the stope 
face and I have not heard or seen anything yet 
to cause me to alter my opinion. Mr. Beaton 
claims several advantages for his system of long
wall working. Let us examine them: 

1. LOWe?' developing costs.-Any system of 
lengthillJing backs will do that. Will not ~toping 
costs be higher i 

2. Less slw'velling a"d .tnt1n1niny costs, as all 
gr07tnd w07~ld be bla.sted down to the t1'ack and 1W 
manual tramming to n !J1'eate?' distance than 30.0 
feet.-As long ago as 1897 I split up 200 ft. 
stope faces in the GeldElDhuis Deep into three 
portions with brake roads ;and side tracks and for 
many years have advocat,ed locomotives on the 
drives. : 

3. BetteJ' s7Ip'1'vision w01'k, being 11W1'e concen
tmted.-This is not so, for 200 ft. of face is open 
and only 30 ft. to 60 ft. of it in use. 
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4, Simple ventilettion and d1'ar:n(tge,-Breast
ing dead end~ in 300 ft, is not going to simplify 
ventilation or drainage, 

5, },Tew mines would reach the producing stage 
in less t·irne th'ln at p1'esent,-I cannot see this, 
as longer backs will al ways mean longer time in 
opening', up, ' 900 ft. of intermediate shaft sink-. 
ing would be done quicker from three points of 
attack than from one. 

6. Greater s(Ijety, no great I.ketches of w01'l:ed 
01tt plnces being left to endnnger' the whole rn'ine 
nnd slwjace wor/.:s.--This is granted, other ways 
have been proposed. 

7. No pillars of 1'eef need be l~f't and no r.osts 
'incurnd in raising box lwles.-This can be done 
with our present system of opening out. See 9. 

8. Less timber' and timber·ing.-This is granted. 
9. Sand would be held srifely in position and 

no mud rusl~es coulel take place in a wet stope.
This is not so '1S there is always one open si:1e 
to barricade, and the top must be taken out 
under wet sand 1 

10. J'he output fi'om any stope would not be 
limited by the nurnbm' of' shovelling boys it· is 
possible to cruwdin a stope,-The output would 
be limited by the amount that could be broken 
on the 30 ft. to 60 ft. face .. 

Mr. Beaton should embody his ideas with 
sketches in a paper so that members of this 
s0ciety could criticise ana then he would I am 
sure be forced to modify his views. I also 
suggest that the Johannesburg correspondent of 
the 3[ining .Afaga.ine (Oct.) would have done 
better to have attacked' me in this hall in open 
discussion rather than give me a rap in the dark; 
he has evidently been" hard hit." In conclusion 
I must thank those' who have taken part in the 
discussion and so extended its scope. And I 
predict that in the near future we shall have 
better and cheaper work done and a more 
satisfied and steady set of men when the work is 
put up to tender and the men thereby fix their 
own prices. 

VEN.TILATION AND HEALTH CONDI
TIONS ON THE MINES OF THE WIT

,':WATERSRAND, WITH SPECIAL 
REFERENCE TO THE VEN

TILATION SYSTEM OF THE 
EAST RAND PROPRIE-

TARY MINES. 

(Rend at August Jfr:eling, 1910.) 

By S. PENLERJCK (Member.)' 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION. 

Mr. S. Penlerick CMernbm'): Several interest
ing pomts in connection with ventilation and 

health conditions in our mines ha,ve been broug~t 
IIp in t,his discussion. I think the lllost iill port
ant of these is the question of the origin of d'lUlt 
in the mine.' -

I gave the sources of dust as: (a) rock drilling; 
(b) blasting, and (c) handling of rock. Tne 
judicious use of water and sundry contri'vallci!s 
arrest at least the heavier dust generated by rock 
drilling and by handling of rock, but ,there still 
remains to be dealt with the, finer dust which 
escapes, and also the dust generated as a "result 
of b:asting. As blasting operations are distributed 
throughout the mine and are violent, the amount 
of dust thus created is enormous, and the area 
over which it spreads makes it impossible to 
arrest it all with water, and moreover much of i~ 
-the finer portion-does remain in suspension, 
and mnst therefore be removed from the 'mine 
altogether, and as quickly as possible, and this is 
effected by an efficient, ventilating current carry
ing it directly into the main upcast. ~rr .. Stllart 
Martin does not agree with me on this point; he 
does, however, admit the existence of the, tine 
dust and at the same time acknowledges the 
necessity for ventilation, which necess3.rily entaifg 
a current of air in the mine. Therefore, the state 
of affairs to which he objects will actually prevail. 
whether he wishes or not. An efficient ventila.t
ing current does not create a dust storm', and 
should not have a greater velocity than will carry 
off the finer particles which do not readily settle 
nor can be arrested by any spraying device in the 
mine. By this means the fine dust will not be 
allowed to circulate throughout the mine, bnt 
will be under control and· carried by the shortest 
route to the main upcast of, the mine. , 

Mr. Stuart Martm rightly points out the' 
necessity for limiting the amount of water used. 
This leads us to the consideration of a most 
important point which has to bedealt with, viz., the 
high percentage of moisture of mine air, and along 
with this we must deal with the question of reduc
ing temperatures. It may be that we shall have to 
instal cooling and dewatering apparatus in· the 
workings, to which processes Mr. Johnson has 
referred, but that is a matter for lengthy con
sideration. The author does not consider it 
necessary to place brattices or pipes inall deadend..~ 
but stated "where a drive face is being carried 
far beyond the last connection with an adjacent 
level, it is necessary to provide·for an intake'and 
an outlet." The case instanced was that of a. 
connecting drive 3,000 ft. beyond a connection. 
In normal development, putting down winzes as 
soon as ,the drive face is advanced far enough, 
working single shift and machines in the face are 
sufficient. I consider single shift in developmen~ 
faces and stopes is hOt ol'lly practicable but, i~ 
every way; most fI.dv'll.ntageous from several 
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points of view, of which I may mention, efficiency, 
cost and ventilation. I, therefore, have to rliffer 
from NIl'. Johnson in this respect. 

Referring again to dust, I may mention respira
tors. I do not agree with Mr. Rildick Smith 
that a respirator can be worn continuously with 
"no inconvenience in either breathing or talking," • 
and as he asks the question I may tell him that 
I have personaliy experimented with all types, 
and for many years, and can, therefore, speak 
witn authority. 

With regard to vitiation of mine air by com
pressor air, my experience agrees with the state
ments of Mr. E. J. Laschinger and Mr. ~fcArthur 
Johnston to the effect that no carbon monoxide 
can be detected in the air delivered by the .C0m
pressors under normal conditions. 

Some surprise, and even doubt, appears to have 
been occasioned by my statement that the tem
peratures have been redllced by from 2° to 3°. I 
can only say tlUit my statement is founded on 
actual results, and the same remarks refer to the 
figures for CO2 which our President considers 
were impossible unless representing samples from 
absurd places. The samples were taken in every 
case from actual working places while work was 
proceeding and special precautions were taken to 
have correct analyses. 

With regard to Mr. Johnson's remarks, I may 
say that the Hpeed of the" Sirocco" is 185 r_p.m. 
maximum, and of the "Barclay" 165 r. p. m. 
The former is driven by a 250 h. p. motor, the 
latter by a 200 h.p. Illotor (temporarily). 

The water gauges are in the fan drifts about 
25 ft. to 30 ft. fron} the fan. We have two 
forms of gauge pipe, in one form the pipe is bent. 
at right angles, open at the end and facing in the 
direction in which the current is travelling; in 
the other form the pipe is straight across the 
drift, closed at the end and has about 24 small 
holes bored on the side facing the direction in 
which the current flows. I do not intend to 
follow Mr. Johnson's advice and take down the 
'e Sirocco." chimney and rebuild it, giving it a 
larger area as the gradually increasing areas of 
the chimney in its present form are correct as far 
as it goes. Theoretically, however, it would be 
better to continue the chimney higher till the 
a~ea at the top was such as to still further reduce 
the velocity of the air as it was delivered into the 
free atmosphere. Probably for our purposes here 
144 sq. ft. area at top would be suitable, the 200 
sq. ft. mentioned by Mr. Johnson would, we 
think, reduce the velocity too low. 

We should all be obliged to Mr. Cullen for 
introducing the "health" aspect in his lengthy 
.discourse on ambulance work. Unfortunately 
the average miner who would benefit most by a 

·general knowledge of "first aid" has generally 

shown a decided disindination to undergo any 
useful training in ambulance work. The neces
sity of it, however, is only too frequently instanced 
and I truet they will soon recognise this. At the 
same time every encouragement must be given 
them by the mine managers. Drs. Irvine and 
Macaulay have already laid down the require
ments in this department. 

With regard to safety helmets, I have only had 
direct experience of one make, and while it 
worked satisfactorily on several· occasions, it 
failed on one occasion with, to say the least of it, 
most uncomfortable resultR. 

The whole ambulance question is certainly one 
for collective action by mining authorities. As 
Mr. Cullen eays, it entails lleither heavy expen
diture nor much trouble, while the ·return is 
invaluable. 

THE SHRINKAGE METHOD OF STOPING 
AT THE FEHREIl1.A GOLD MINE. 

(Read at November Meeting, 1910.) 

By G. HILDTCK SMITH, B.Sc., F.G.S. (~femh<)'). 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Tom Johnson (J),Iemberof Council) : The 
author has certainly made a miRtake in describing 
the operations set forth in his paper as new; still 
it is a mistake one could easily make seeing how 
little the method is used. It beeves to point out 
to us older hands how we keep looking for some
thing new instead of using the gooe! old ways 
where applicable. 

I have many times heard men talk of swinging 
on a chain in their stopes and of the trouble they 
had to rig their machines, etc. If the system 
described by the author had been in use in these 

-places, a deal of the trouble would have been 
obviated. I believe I mentioned this matter of 
back stoping, working on the broken ore in my 
paper, "Notes on Mini',g," (this Jou7'nal, March, 
1908.) AlthGUgh the method is not new to the 
Rand, still the author deserves our best thanks 
and of the younger members especially, for the 
description and wealth of detail costs given. 

In putting in the bearers for the set~ of 
timbers forming the ore passes it is not necessary 
to be so particular as the author seems to imply. 
If the hitches are it little wrong, causing the 
bearers to be out of, perpendicular, levelling up 
where necessary before placing the first set will 
overcome the trouble: 

In examining the '. results of working I thin~ 
the cost of 3s. Id. per ton to be a little low, as thiS 
only leaves 'about 9s.'per machine shift for ai:, 
steel, sharpening, machine upkeep, etc., which IS 
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not enough. If this figure is correct it serves to 
strengthen my opinion that the wor~ done in 
breaking ground shows up badly, '::>82 of a 
fathom per machine shift is low considering the 
facilities for breaking described by the author. 
He shows a bench 7 ft. x 5 ft. equals 35 sq. ft. 
area but only 21 sq. ft. area per shift is broken, 
a little greater than 5 ft, x 4 ft., which is bad 
with a clay foot and good hanging. I cannot 
,see that there was anything else than poor work 
to account for this 'seeing that 'it only took 
between 10 lb, and 11 lb. of explosives per fathom, 

The author "peaks of dry holes decreasing the 
efficiency, where elry holes should not have been 
necessary: the 'winze or rise should have been 
wiele enough to rig up in and drill wet holes. If a 
bench got spoiled it should have been put right 
with a hand hole or two, which ie the cheapest 
way of doing it, 

The author mentions, and also shows in Fig. 
YIII. of his paper; that when the b:u is rigged 
across from foot tp hanging, the machine only 
gives 2 ft. between the two positions of over and 
nnder the bar, for parallel holes. If the machine 
',Vas given less dip than shown a fairly well 

. balanced bench would be the result, but why does 
the author not use the arm on the bar and take 
larger benches,1 

I take it from the reading of the paper that 
the benches were broken in rotation from top to 
bottom, which is a great mistake as I pointed out 
in 1908. They should be broken in rotation from 
bottom to top, as there would then be no danger of 
overrunning the benches 01' being choked by the 
rocks lodging against the points of benches, as 
the machines would be travelling away from the 
rock. I think the manner of breaking the 
benches is responsible for the low fathoma&;,e. 

The amount of rock taken out of the stope 
should be 40%, and with a combination of over
h'lnd and underhand stoping should be about 
70%, two-third" being overhand and one- third 
underhand. The faces would have been better if 
carried at such an angle as to just save dry holes, 
or, say, about half the angle shown by the 
author, the rock would not roll so much the 
standing would be much better, and it would not 
introduce any disadvantage. ' 

This closed the meeting, the President wishing 
all present a merry Xmas and a happy New Year. 

Contributions and eorrespondence. 

STOPE MEASUREMENTS. 

"Before 'discussing Mr. Tonnesen's paper on 
Stope Measurements, I think it well to arrive at 
some conclusion as to what the requirements of 
stope measurements should be. In the field work 

I consider accuracy of paramount importance. 
Rapidity and cost are essential factors while the 
'other considerations of plotting the notes and 
determination of areas in the office come under 
the head of accuracy and rapidity. Convenience 
in the use of the working plans resulting there
from, is by, no means unimportant. Accuracy 

. must not be sacrified for speed and also too much 
time must not be expended for tbe sake of a 
slight increase of accuracy. For this, reason 
I have pointed out a method in the ~ub-joined 
paper, * securing a high degree of accuracy, in 
which the determination of dip plays no part. Any 
method which requires extended calculations is 
of little practical value. The method for ascer
taining the slope area must be rapid and accurate 
both in the field and office, so ~hat (say, for a 
mine of 300 stamps) the contracts may be out 
within three or four days after measurement has 
begun. Regarding cost, the method should be 
one that does not require ·too many assistants in 
its manipulation. My conclusion, from my own 
experience, is that, underground, the method of 
r'1cliation with a transit or theodolite, reading 
slope distances, vertical angles, horizontal angles, 
in the office, reducing the slope distances to the 
the horizontal, the plotting of the reduced'dis
tances, the determination of the angle of dip, the 
determination of the :horizontal area by means of 
the planimeter, the reduction of the horizontal 
area to the slope area by multiplying by the 
secant of the an'gle of dip, is the most 
advantageous one for all classes of stopes, fiat, 
vertical, inclined and warped surfaces or any 
combination of them. In the case of vertical or 
nearly vertical stopes the area is projected on the 
vertical plane through line of strike, and the pr')
jected area reduced to the slope area by multiply
ing by the secant of the complement of the angle 
of dip. The plotting of the notes on the 
horizontal requires no fnrther reductions, as would 
be necessary if the stope were plotted on the 
plane of the reef j and hence, as regards the 
working plan, is the most advantageous method. 
My experience is that the errors in the use of this 
method are due, more than to any other cause, to 
the faulty methods commonly used in the deter
mination of the angle of dip. The methods I 
have indicated in the accompanying manuscript 
give the dip accurately, hence the slope area, far 
more accurately than before and as accurately' as 
any other method consistent with rapidity and 
the data at hand. Anyone who has surveyed 
a stope knows how irregular the stoping face is, 
and, hence, the difficulty of judging just where to 
8elect the point in the face at which to hold the 
tape; if held too high or too low the variation in 

* See this .Journal. "Deyices fol' Plotting Co-ordinates, Dri\'cS 
and Stopes," pp. 2S0·203 ... 
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the slope distance may be half a foot and, hence, 
when introduced in any method of deter.mining 
the slope area, will cause error. The most refined 
mathematical method will not compensate an 
error of this kind. In using this method only 
one. assistant is absolutely necessary, although 
rapidity is enhanced by having two; if they an~ 
natives the cost is a very small item. 

Taking up lIfr. Tonnesen's paper, which I have 
read very carefully and compared with my own 
experience, I may state that as regards paragraph 
1, I concur with his views entirely. Hegarding 
paraamph 2, I disagree most emphatically with 
his n~ain contentions. I take exception to his state
ment that in a steep stope the setting up of a theo
dolite is a very lengthy and difficult (conceding 
that it is sometimes difticult) operation. I have 
always been able to survey the face of a steep 
stope by setting up in the upper drive or, if the 
face could not be seen from the upper drive, 
in the intermediate drive at the top of the swpe, 
surveying part of· the face from there and, then, 
setting up above a pillar in the stope or above the 
lower drive pillar and surveying the remainder of 
the stope from either one or both of these points. 
In connection with this point I may state that 
:M:r. Brewer, of the 'Witwatersrand Deep Mine, 
has overcome this difficulty by devising an 
extensibl~ . bar carrying an adjustable arm to 
which the transit is clamped. It is true that at 
times I have had to keep myself in position by a 
rope fastened around my waist and fastened to 3-

point above me while setting up and taking 
sights to the face of the stope. This has been 
the exception rather. than .the rule. In vertical 
stopes I have set up on one of the benches, 
sighted to one or more stations, thus locating the 
transit, and then sighted to the benches of the 
stope: Foe example see Fig. 1., which represents 

Lower Level. 

. FIG. 1. * 

Intermediate 
Level 

a vertical section of the stope through the line of 
strike. In case a point cannot be seen with the 
instrument such as c, ae and be were recorded, 

~ Figs. L, 11., VI. and VIr. in this article arc not to an~' 
pal'ticulal' scale, and are in some instances, slightl~' out of propor
tion; this has lJeen done to sho,,' more 'clearly the idea to be 
con,"eye<L • . 

thus locating e from the observed points a and 
b. After taking the necessary sights I sighted 
to the backsight to see if the horizontal angle. 
agreed with the first reading on. the ba?k·sight. 
In no case do I recall any discrepancy in the 

. two readings, thus showing that the instrument 
had not been shifted. 

Mr. Tonnesen states that the method requires. 
a large number of angles, and that the recording 
thereof is inconvenient. True, the method does. 
require many angles, .but if good. judgment be 
used in sighting to the most prominent points of 
proJection and recession of the face of the stope,. 
their number need not be excessive, and, when 
one considers that the time used in recording 
them is small, the inconvenience is of no moment. 
The method of procedure that I use is to sight to. 
the ~ace, read the tape (alw~ys a steel tape, and 
readmg to tenths of feet) record, and then' read 
th~ hor!zontal and vertical angles (to 10 min. by 
estimatIOn) record, and then unclamp instrument 
and sight to the next point, Almost invariably 
I. have recorded t~e angles a~d been ready to. 
Sight to the next pomt by the tlllle my assistant 
had arrived there, so that I cannot conceive of 
any time being lost. I must admit that the 
sUl'veyor's position is somewhat trying at times, 
but by transiting the telesc')pe and rertding the 
other verniers he need n0t shift from his originrtl. 
p')sition after beginning the sightil,lg. That the 
office work is Rlow, is true by the methods usually 
employed-reducing the slope di~tances to the 
horizontal by means of tables, plotting the 
reduced dist~nces with a scale and ordinary pro
tractor. vVlth the protractor I have devised 
which was used on the Simmer and Jack Proprie: 
tary ~fines, Ltd., for several months, this pro
cedure is dispensed with, the slope distances being 
reduced to the horizon tal mechanically on the· 
instrument and the position of the point on the 
paper indicated almost simultaneously. One can 
easily plot thirty stopes in about eight hours. 
Stopes containing numerous pillars require a. 
longer time, but even here, and more so, I claim 
that the method is the most rapid and accurate. 
I agree with Mr. Tonnesen that ther~ is a liability 
to error in con verting the horizon tal area to the 
slope- area. This error is due entirely to the 
method usually used in making thc determination 
of the angle of dip. If the dip is ascertained by 
the methods I have indicated in the subjoined 
paper there should exist no cause for doubt as to· 

,the accuracy of the, area thus deteJ mined. An 
average dip should inever be used unless the 
entire area is equallJi distributed over the entire 
dip line, and not then if the dip line is such that 
its radius of ~urvature is a var able quantity. In 
a case of this nature the best pl~n is to find the 
al'er<1ge width of the horizontal area and multiply 
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this by the length of the dip lim'. The .eq~ation 
,of this line may be found by a method mdlcated 
in Wright's ":Method of Least Squares," and 
thence the length found by the integral calculus, 
'The most practical way, however, is as I have 
indicated in the following paper. In using the 
methods indicated good judgment lllust be used 
in the selection of the points to be sighted at. As 
.an iJ.lustmtion of the difficulty encountered in the 
.,election of the points, suppose the contour of the 
Jace is as represented in Fig. IL, which is a 

0' 

'=3:" '. , , 
, ' 

~
' , I 

: I 

, ' 
e" 'b ; 

Fig. II. 

,section of the stope throug!! the' line of strike and 
.at right angles to the line of dip at that point . 
.suppose (a) the leader or reef c has been selected 
as being the true direction of the plane of the 
,stope, then if A is a depression in the face of the 
,stope, it would not be correct to place the end of 
the tape therein. If an a verage of the section of 
the face were made, as indicated by the line 
.(hk), then B would be the point to' be sighted to ; 
but on the plan c' is the greatest recessi0n of the 
face on plane of reef c, and point B lies within 
the f:1ce. In (6), (hk) is the aver;l.ge line and 
point B the point to be sighted to; but on the 
plan c' is the greatest point of projection, and, 
the point 6 lies within the face. The question is, 
how are the points c in '(a) and c in (6) to be 
·chosen so as to reccmcile the vertical contour of 
the face and the horizontal contour, and have the 
points selected in the plane of the 'reef so as to 
arrive at an accurate value of the slope area. My 
plan has been to select the mest promin'ent points 
·of projection and recession of the face on a leader 
whose continuity is preserved thronghout the 
,stope, or, if this is not feasible, to assume points 
about halfway between the hanging wall and the 
footwall; but here again if the two walls are very 
irregnlar the plan is not feasible, and if this be the 
·case, to judge where the points should be selected 
,so that they may be on the average line of. trend 
of the face of the stope, and to ignore the vertical 
lint' of contour of the face. (I write of· the 
verticallirie of contour as though the plane of the 
stope were revol ved to coincide with the horizontal 
pl;j.ne.) If poor judgment is used then errors are 

'~---------------------------

the rule and tlte resulting line of .dip will be 
undnlating with perhaps incongruou~ points. 
These incongruous points may be rejected in as 
far as the determination of dip is concerned, just 
as one would in a series of observations reject an 
0bservation at total variance with the remaining 
ones of the set, although retained for the hori
zontal plan. The waving curve may be averaged 
and the resulting line of dip will be the most 
probable one, and hence as accurate determina
tion of the true dip as possible. A point to be 
taken noticp. of here is that, if the contractor 
works the stope for a long period of time the 
errors discussed above are oJ little moment 
(except as regards the determination of the line 
of dip), as what is lost one month is gained the 
next. If tlu; contractor be released from his 
contract then greater care should be used. in 
averaging the face of the stope. 

In paragraph 3, without going into deb-il, I 
agree with Mr. Tonnesen's conclusions regarding 
the tape triangulation method of measuring 
stopes. Although he is in error (as Dr. J. Moir 
has pointed out) in regarding the curve of a sag
ging tape as being a pambola, the very slight 
error in so doing does not invalidate his conclu
sions. My objections to the tape triangulation 
method are the amount of time consumed in sur
veying the stopes, the method of triangulating in 
the stations, and the number of assistants required 
to hold the tapes. Accuracy is impaired in the 
establishment of the stations owing to the 
irregular nature of the hanging wall, and in the 
surveying of the stopes by the sagging of the tape 
and to offsets not being at right angles to the tape. 

Although I ha ve not had the opportu
nity of using Mr. Tonnesen's instrument, and 
am therefore unable to of!'"r an absolute 
opinion of its merits, it would seem to me that 
the conditions essential for its application to 
secure accurate results would have to be ideal; 
that is, the hanging wall would have to be 
regular, and hence the dip uniform. If such were 
'the conditions, I can understand the device 
lessening the labours of observation and the sub
sequent reduction of notes. It would seem 
that a great deal of time would be required in 
bringing the three points into position, unless the 
stations were very favourably placed, especially 
if the backsight were behind one. In the case of 
stopes of varying dip it would appear that 
the instrument would be absolutely inapplicable, 
both in surveying the stope, and establishing the 
stations therein; for the reason that a common 
reference plane for all points of the face does not 
exist and hence if it were attempted to plot on 
the plane of the reef the areas would consist 
of areas that over-lapped or contained hiattls\ls, 
depending upon whether the radius of curvature 
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were positive, or negative as well-as the p()sition 
of the stations, and' hencp causing error al'ld con
fusion. Fig. III. and the following discussion 
thereof will suffice to illustrate my contention, 
Snppose a is the backsight station, and b the 
station nnder which the instrument is placed; 
say, under v the same distance as the point on 
the plumb line suspended from a is below ct, and 
that d is the foresight at same distance below 
hanging wall. Then the angle measured is the 
angle abd. The next point sighted to is e, and 
the angle measured nbc. N ow the part of the 
stope in -;vhich de lies is at a different slope from 
va as may be seen by projecting de to d Zc2 and 
drawing line through d2e2• hence if ct~c is the 
plane upon which the area, is represented 
then d cannot be in this plane, and if 
represented as if it were in this plane an 
error is perpetuated. If el' c' represent two 
other points the error is more noticeable as 
d' c' is at a greater inclination than dc. N ow if 
it became necessary to use two new Rtations, as 
Ig, for the next survey, for purposes of checking 
it would be nece~sary to sight to c of the previous 
survey, and, since the plane containing cfg is less 
inclined than al)c, if the ]Joints were plotted as 
though all were in the nne plane they would not 
coincide and confusion and errors would aris'l. 

To iihow the error that would arise in the a.ngles. 
detel~mined by Mr. Tonnesen's device if the plane 
of the reef ~as slightly misjudged, suppose the 
co-ordinates (found with transit and tape and. 
reduced to (t as the origin) of abc are :-

a: :c = 0 b: x = 1 ° c: x = 20 
y=o Y= if) y=2'5 
z=o z=15 z=3 

Now suppose a second survey were made and a 
. were 1 ft. lower than (I, or if a were sighted at 

directly it would amount to the same thing 
if the second surveyor held the instrument 
1 ft. higher, at the same time making the saille 
error at the face; then the co-ordinates of a' in the· 
first instauce .would then be, a': x = 0, y = 0, z = 1. 
~ow find the equation of the lir.e through ab and 
throu'gh bd and·then find the angle between these· 
lines.; then find the equation of the line through 
a' b and then the angle between a'b and bel. 

lf x'y'z' and x"y"z" are the co-ordinates of two· 
pOints, the equa~ion of t~e line through them is 
( X - x ) (1,/ - Y ) (7 - Z ) • ---- = -'--- = ---- and If the equations· 
(x" - x') (y" - V') (z" - z')' 

of two lines are (.1: - ;r;') = (y.- V') = (z - z') and 
L M N, 

(x - x') _ (y - V') _ (z - z') an4 fI the angle be
L' - M-- ---w-

Intermediate Dl'ive-.· 

- - -- -'-. 

Line of l3trike. 

o 

\. : ". "'?i!J .... . : '" , , 
" ......', .... ---- ... _----.--_ .. -------------":" ..... -... -- .,- -;----------,,-- , 

.... _______ __ .. ~ ______ • __ ............ ___ .... "':. .• l.--...-.... ..:..,. __ ........ _." ...... ::J". 

tower 1>r1V6. 

Fig. III. 
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Dec, 1910 . Cont1'ibutions and Correspondence, 
------------------------------

tween them, then 0 is fonnd from 
LV +MM' +~N' 

cosO = JL2 + M2 + N2 JL'" + 1f2 + N'2 
, " x y z 

Hence equatIOn of the lille ab IS 10 = 15 = 15 

I, bd' x - 20 Y - 2'5 ,Z - 3 d [<nd of the me IS ~~ = ---. -- = ----,- an 
- 10 1:l'5 1:l 

- 100 + 187'5 + 180 
cos8= JI00+225+2:l5 ",'100+1.56'25+144-

267'5 __ , ''l'' 
= I J andO=D.) 14~6. 

'" 550. 400'25 
. ., . x y z-1 

The equatiOn of the ILne a b IS 10 = 15 = 14 
x - 20 Y .- 2'5 z - 3 

and of bd ~- = '----- = - hence . 
. - 10 12'5 l:l 

I) 
-100+ 187'5+ 168 

cos = 1~;:;===;;C~==;C=;;=;;-----r.~c==;=;:7,=~::::=:;=;=; 
J100 + 225 + 196JI00 + 156'25 + j 44 

255'5 and 0 = 55' 58' 13" 
J5:l1 ""400'25 

and the difference is 44' 17", which would certainly 
show in the plotting and give rise to an overlap. 
This is not an extreme result, as in a stope with a 
very irregular hanging wall an error of a foot in 
judging the plane of the stope can easily be 
incurred. Owing to· the irregularities of the 
hanging wall of stopes, I am ~nwilling to believe 

~ . 

18 Int. Level. 

Stope ~O 
021 9 East. 

Fig. IV. 

o 20 Level. 

that stations may be accurately established there. 
in with Mr. Tonnesen's device ... · For accuracy, 
this necessarily in vol ves the reading of a vertical 
angle, and hence, to my mind, requires the use of 
a transit or theodolite. Figs. IV and V. repre. 
sent a vertical section at right angles to' the line 
of strike showing the line of dip of two stope~ 
(now worked out) on, the Simmer and Jack Pro
prietary Mines, Ltd., which, I venture to state, 
would offer many difficulties in the application of 
Mr. Tonnesen's instrument. With a transit, and 
a determination of the line of dip, the area is 
very readily and most accurately ascertained. 

An error that sometimes occurs, especially in 
steep wide stopes is illustrated in Fig. Vr., 
which is a vertical section of a stope at right 
angles to the strike. Accurately, the horizontal 
projection of the length of the stope is a'b', but if 
the assistant were to hold the tape at c the 
horizontal projection would be a' c', and the con 
tractor would gain an amount in wid'th equal to 

J . . 

Stope 14 
01:1 l~ East. 

l.eveL. ! . , 
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1/ r! on the horizontal, and on the stope slope' bib, and 
in length equal to the' bottom width of the stope. 
This would also happen if the tape were held at 
d. This gives risa to some trouble with the con
tractor, as when he notices the tape being placed 
at a he at once concludes that he is being 
" shortened, on the tape," as' his conception is t(, 
hold the end of· the tape as far from the trans·it 
as possible. And also the contractor may, con
trary·to orders, carry the reef in a position such 
as ab Fig. VI., so that the horizontJl area of the 

o 
d 

c 
.. , 
, \'h 
' I 

0: I • 

I : 

Fig. VI. 

----+----'---~r--7b 

o 
Fig, VII. 

mtope should be multiplied by the secant of e. If 
the contractor has been ordered to carry the reef 
as indicated then the area should be calculated 
using the angle. 
f Another source of error results from the care
less use of the plallimeter. With the rolling 
planimeter, unit of vernier reading 0'0005 sq. in;, 
the error is for an area of 7'75 sq. in., 1/3000 
of the whole; ,the error for the polar planimeter, 
vernier reading to 0'015 sq. in. is 1/355 of the 
whole, so that it is far more preferable to use the 

rolling planimeter where a high degree of accuracy 
is desired. A constant for the planimeter should 
be found depending on the cha'racter of the paper 
used for the stope sheet~, and should be checked 
occasionallv because of the contraction and 
expansion ~f the paper. 

In conclusion, I vellture the opillion. 'that, .if 
more care were used in the surveying of stopes 
with the transit; in the selection of tlle_ points 
sighted at, and in the determination of the a'ngle' 
of dip, the errors of measurement would be 
extremely small. 

J. J. BRISTOL. 

Reno, Nevada. 

I fully enllorse Mr. Bristol:s introductory re
marks, "A method which re'luircs extended 
calculations is of little practic~l value." A 
decided ad vantage with the inclined method is, 
that no calculations are required. The author 
proceeds: "I have al ways been enabled to wrvey 
the face of a steep stope by setting up in, the 
upper drive, or if the face could not be seen from 
the upper drive then in the intermediate drive at 
the top of the stope, surve~'ing part of the face 
from there and then setting up above a pillar in 
the stope or above the lower drive pillar and 
surveying the remainder of the stope from ~ither 
one or both of these points." MI'. Bristol is 
most fortunate in the many exceptions {i'om his 
" always" to have intermediate drives to cling to 
and COil venient and accessible pillars to jump on' 
alld glue his theodolite to. But if this method is 
so easy and the setting up of a theodolite is 
neither lengthy nor difficult, why does the author 
reconlmend the use of "an extensible bar carry' 
ing an adjustable arm to which the transit is 
clamped "1 I have also constructed an extensible 
bar but found it impractical for stope measuring 
owing to the varying stope widths and the weight 
and inconvenience of the bar. I should' be able 
to measnre the stope shown in Fig. 1 far quicker 

: and cheaper tlum by setting up a transit. 
"If goodjudgment be used in sightingto the inost 

prominent points of projection and recessioil of 
,the face of the stope their number need not be 
excessive." True, and equally true for any 
method. 

Mr. Bristol's protractor and method I have 
already criticised elsewhere. To use methods of 
least-square and integj'al calculus for stope, 
mea~uring is absurd. S}lCh calculations are only 
justified with elaborate triangulations, where the 
highest degree of accuracy is needed and obtain-

• able. The difficulties illustrated in Fig. 2 applies 
: t') the theodolite method only, as in inclined 
methods the surveyor himself will be close 
enough to the face to direct the boys where to 
hold the tape. The author bases a proof against 
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my method on an example illustrated in' his 
:Fig, 3. Sucl~ a stope would. present equally 
great difficulties to the theodolIte method. To 
show the absurdity of his~ example ~ have in 
:Fig. I constructed a vertical section from Mr. 

.""..-------...... ......... 
/' ....... 

/' "-
/ "-

/ , 
/ \ 

I \ 
\ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I L _______ ' ______ _ 

~. 
\ 

/ 

)/ 

/ 
I 

\ 

/ 

\ 
\ 
I 
/', 
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Bristol's Fig. 3. The stope-dips vary from 
vertical to horizontal connected by a circular 
curve of 47ft. radius. What an ideal place for 
shooting the shoot! If Mr. Bristol will take the 
trouble ,to re-read my paper he will find 1 hat it 
is bas'ed on the reef of the Witwatersrand. The 
Main R~efs of the Band form to an astoni,shing' 
degree true planes when considered in blocks. 
When faults occur the reef is broken up into 
smaller planes to be considered separately or 
developed on to one plane as' described in the 
May Jom·nal. The author's example is not 
applicable to our reef and the proofs derived there
from thus void of practical merits. If the angle 
abd was measured for radiation }J1t1'}Joses then 
an error of 44 min. in such a short line as bd = 
20'91 ft. is of small account being 3 in. only, ',wd 
if the line bd was longer then the resulting 
ang'ular error would be less: If traversing, such 
an acute angle as 55° would never be needed for 
theltraverse framework as one rarely would "go 
backwards to come forwards," but naturally 
chobse lines in the main direction of the faceline. 
Th~ greater the angle the smaller ,the error caused 
by;l ft. drop of backsight disappearing entirely 
at 180°. The angles required in, practice lie 
somewqere between 130° and 2300, where con
sequently the 'result of this error is, negligible. 
The author' has chosen his backsight line as short 
as 20 ft. in order to exaggerate the effect of the 
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I ft. drop, . In practice there is !Jot much dan'ger 
;of slich short lines being used. ' 

Let us now for a.rgument's sake for the time 
being imagine that in a stope, for Some un
accountable reason Mr. Bristol's error of 44 min. 
crept in. 

Angle abc (see Fig. 2) is measured = 150 °14' 
Correct angle 8 b c, = 150° 58~ 
The points a, b, c are plotted on a tracing 'paper 

and points a and c located on to the known 
points a and c of the stope-plan. 
Co-ordinates : 

a b 
x=o x=O 
y=O Y= 100 

Length etc = 1933 

" 
ac' = 193'6 

Equation of line ac 

" " 
ac' : 

c 
x= 49'65 
Y= 186'81 

c' 
x= 48'53 
y=)87'43 

186'81 
Y= 49'65 J; 

11)7'433 
y = 41)'i):3 x 

- 100 
Dista~cefrom btolinea~ = --;------;~=-=o:;=~~ = 25'41 

± ,./1 + 3'8U7 2 

Distancefrombtolineac' = ± - 100 = 25'07 
Jl+ 3'8622 

The error at b = 2541 - 25'()7 = 4 in. only 
showing how this method of plotting reduces the 
angle-error. 

Figs. 4 and 5 in Mr. Bristol's paper will cause 
little difficulty when using tape-triangulation and 
do n, t "involve reading of a vertical angle and 
hence require the use of a transit." The author's 
Figs. 6 and 7 are arguments weighing very 
heavily against his own method and prove the 
enlargement of error likely to occur when working 
from less to greater. Such Cluses of errors are 
entirely avoided in tape-triangulation and all 
inclin~d methods, where the offsets are plotted 
on the plane of the reef and therefore no 
horizontal errors come into account. 

O. TONNESEN. 

East Band. 

DEVICES FOn. PLOTTING 
• CO-ORTI1NATES. 

I have r~ad with great interest Mr. J. J. 
Bristol's p~per on "Devices for Plotting Co
ordinates, Drives and Stopes. * .,' . 

1. De1n:ces for, Plotting Co-ordirw,tes. - The 
author claims the following advantages: "The 
triangles H1. ve considerable time' in plotting, are 
accurate, and do not soil the, plans as there are 
no erasures to be made." I had some triangles 
made andexperimented with them, in order toprove 
the merits of the sys'tem. The experiments did 

• See this J01l1'1wl, pp. 280·293. 
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not show any noticeable saving of time .. Neither 
did the triangles improve the accuracy in plotting 
co-ordinates. The distances between the axes of 
the co-ordinate framework will generally vary 
somewhat, no matter how carefully this is drawn 
up, owing to contraction and expansion of the 
drawing paper. Such errors are generally inter
polated when plotting co-ordinates with ordinary 
scale, the zero points of the scale being placdd so 
as to practically mean the error. This adjustment 
can not be done with Mr. Bristc,l's triangles. 
:Further, the rectangularity of the. co-ordinate 
framework is often somewhat distorted owing .to 
uneven contraction of the paper or inaccurate 
draughtsmanship, The ordinary plotting method 
by scales allows also for this error, .plotting 
parallel to the frame-ruling, thus giving a 
relatively correct position of the co-ordinates. 
But the set-square method does not allow for 
this error. Mr. Bristol's triangles do save 
some erasure. A disadvantage of the system 
is the complicittion and the great number of set
squares to be kept in stock, one for each s-cale 
required. 

To transfer a plan to a different scale, I should 
prefer the old metJlOd of using ~wo sets of scales 
and offs\lts, becau"e this-method· has the advan
tage, that the base-line for offsetting can be 
chosen in any rlireetion convenient to the main 
strike of the plot, whereby Itlore convenient and 
accurate intersections are obtained and greater 
simplicity. 

• 2. Device for Plotting Driws.-Disadvantages 
a.re: There are two scales on each protractor 
leading to confusion. The protractor is graduated 
the reverse way. The protractor-readings must 
be located over the back-sight line, and when 
plotting many points from the same datum-line, 
the use of the protractor must be rather slow, as 
one has constantly to change its position for every 
point plotted. This continual tUl'l1ing about the 
centrepoint has also a tendency to spoil the plan 
with big centre-holes, a far gre.~.ter disadvantage 
than erasure of pencil lines. 

3. Device for Plotting Stapes, "l'he Plotting 
P1·otractor."-Thisprotractor seems rather com
plicated, consisting of so many moving parts, 
which may easily get out of adjustment. For 
each determination of horizontal and vertical 
distances one has to make four readings and three 
movements on Mr. Bristol's protractor, while a 
slide-rule will give the same result in three readings 
and one slide movement. In section 26 the author 
divides the horizontal area with 'the horizontal 
length Wand multiplies this result by the length 
of the dip-line (vh). He has thereby distributed 
the several uneven parts of horizontal areas e1'enly 
and uniformly along the total dip-line in?te~d of 
weighting the small horizontal areas according to 

the length· of their corresponding functions of the 
dip-line, which error may in cases of irreguhu' 
stoping be considerable. -

Mr. Bris~ol'determines in an example: the dip 
(J to 35° 17' and later to 36° 24', an error of 
r 7'. He points out "that the points sighted to 
must, to ensure accuracy, be chosen halfway 
between hanging-wall and foot-wall or on 
the line of trend of the stoping-face." tlowever, 
in using the method of inclined stope measuring 
the above mentioned area error is avoided and it 
does not greatly matter, whether the 'off-set points 
measured are accurately halfway between ha~ging 
and foot, as the inclined error thus caused 
is negligible compared to the vertical error. The 
inclined method also takes into dlle consideration 
"warping and change of dip" in the natur,tl 
unfoldin~ process involved in the system. 

The author even goes so far in theorising as to 
consider" conical stopes" ! 

To digest the last part of Mr. Bristol's paper 
is a rather severe test to practical men, however 
interesting the calculations may be. I consider 
simplicity to be the main aim in avoiding errors. 
In spite of much excellent work, I do not think 
that the author's methods are clear and simple 
enough for general practice. 

In conclusion I wish to express thanks to Mr. ; 
Bristol for the keen interest he is taking in the 
subject. 

O. TONNESEN. 

East Rand. 

SA~D FILLING ON THE WITWATERS

RAND, 

Mr. Edgar Pam's paper on the above subject 
and the discussion thereon has afforded myself -
and doubtless numerous other members-in ont
side districts very in teresting and instructi ye 
reading. 

Without wishing to enter into the discussion 
of this system of stope filling, which I think I 
mentioned some time ago as being adopted, in '1 

rather primitive method; on the Jubilee Mine in 
1889 or 1890, I would like to give expression to 
an idea which has struck me, and doubtless othel
members, in connectioh therewith, viz., the 
possible utilization of the power which could be 
generated by the .fall of the sands in the shaft 
pipe lines and which is at present running to 
waste. Surely some of our-mechanical or electrical 
engineering members can devise some scheme 
whereby the power at pre~ent lost can be utilized 
for, say,' ventilating. purposes or for raising the 
waste water. to surface again. 
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An improved Pelton wheel or turbine giving 
ample clearance for the discharge of the pulp and, 
which would not allow of any accumulation. of the 
sands in the pipes could surely be devised which 
would answer the purpose. 

Without gojng further into the subject at 
present, I would leave the suggestion for tlie con
sideration of my fellow members in the hope that 
it may bear fruit in the shape of a "paper" \ at 
some future date. 

JNO. MOYLE-PHILLIPS. 

New Lisbon Berlyn, Ltd., 
Pilgrims Rest. 

THE EFFICIENCY OF LABOUR 
UNDERGROUND. 

I am pleased to see that the few remarks I 
made on l\fr. Tom Johnson's paper, on" The 
Efficiency of Labour U ndergr0':lnd," and in which 
I drew comparisons between the efficiency ob 
tained from hand· and from machine stoping, 
(results which worry OUt mine managers) have 
been deemed worthy of criticism and enlargement 
by Mr. \Yestoll. 

My excuse for referring again to the subject 
is the fact that Mr. Weston has placed a wrong 
construction on what I said. I certainly made 
no reference to the law 0f blasting, which states 
that th~ .. quantity of explosives necessary to 
break a hole, varies as the square of the l;mrden 
on it, which is one reason why hand stoping 
should be more economical than machine stoping 
in explosives used. This law is known by all 
mining students, and is hammered, into the heads 
of students attending the evening classes at the 
S.A. School of Mines here. I did not advocate 
drilling one hole benches with our heavy machines, 
as Mr. Weston states I did. No practical machine. 
stopeI' would even dream of trying such an idea. 
I suggested trying two hole benclies, instead of 
the four to six hole benches, and blasting only 
one of these holes on every bench at a time. 

My objection to the narrow gauge chisel bit, 
is construed by Mr. Weston to mean that I con
sider it a mistake to drill these long holes. 
Such is not the case. I advocated the use of a 
wider gauge star bit, in place of the narrow 
chisel bit, and of the same length, not shorter. 
Tl).e narrow gauge chisel sho,uld answer well for 
holes pitched, as Mr. Weston suggests, to look 
out, but of course' good judgment must be' 
exercised to avoid "bull ringing." In. my 
limited experience of Rand mining, I have noticed 
that the majority of. machine. stopers make an 
invariable practice of keeping their holes parallel 
to the face, .or inclined to look in, with the 
object, so they say, of avoiding "bull ringing." 
If they use t~e narrow gauge :ohisel, a deep 

socket is the natural result after blasting, and 
this wa~ my reason for advocating a }on[l star 
bit, in place of the nar1'OW chiseL Besides this, 
why resort to the practice and ·expense of 
chambering the bottoms of these narrow holes, 
when it can easily be avoided by providing wider 
gauge drilling steel 1 

In conclusion, I must apologise for taking up 
your time and space, and for. my previous re
marks being so obscurely expressed as to be 
misunderstood. 

E. J. WISEMAN. 

J ohannesbnrg. 

Standardization of Metallurgical and 
Mining Terms. 

The Council has adopted the following report 
of its Sub-Committee on this subject, and authors 
and contributors are requested to comply with 
its recommendations when submitting papers and 
contributions to the Society. 

This Sub·Committee was appointed by the Council 
to consider the adYisability of furthering the Stan
dardization of Metallurgical and Mining Terms and 
Phrases. 

A.fter considerable discussion, it was decided that 
where variations in spelling and in application exist 
in the use of such terms, one form should be recom
mended and adopted in all papers, etc., published by 
the Society, even although alternative forms be not 
inaccurate. 

It will be evident that many of the words have 
reference mainly to p1'actice on the Rand. 'Vhere 
the meaning of any word is not clear, an explanatory 
note is attached. 

I.-Except when otherwise neceSSiUY, the follow
ing words shall be treated as collective nouns, and 
therefore used in the singular :--

Sand. Ash. 
Tailing. Pyrite (FeS2). 

Sulphide. 
Telluride. 
Slime. 
Chloride. 

Fine. Concentrate. 
Black Sand. Slag. 

, Residue. 
2. -The following terms shall be used in the plural 

forln :-
Shavings. 
Skimming~. 
Steamings. 

3.-Preference should be 
'form in;-

Sweepin~s. 
Drilling~. 
Reseryes. 

given to the singular 

Precipitate. Bin. lost. Profit. Value. 
4.-Such·abbrevilltions as the following shall not 

be printed in the plural ;-
Oz. ·lb. d wt. gr. cc. cm. 
kg. in. gal. m. gm. mm. 

5.-As far as practicable the following terms shall 
be avoided :-

{
Dirt. 
Mullock or Muck. (Broken ore or waste.) 
Kokopan. (Truck.) 
Cheesa Stick. (Firing Stick.) 
Lasher. (Shoveller.) 
Lashing. (Shovelling.) 

6.-The following spelling shall be used consist
tently:-· . 
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BY'product, 
Shoot (the geological term). 
By·pass. 
Hydraulicking. 
~iphon. 
Chute (passage or openillg throl~gh which 

material is guided). 
Kafil'. 
(i-raul. 
Dike. 
Rise. , . 

7. -" Vat" shall he ased in place of " 'l\wk." 
" Cyaniding" shall iJe used ill place of 

"Cyanidation. " 
"Breaking and Sorting" shlill be u!'ed in 

place of" Crushing and Picking." 
(Note: "Crnshing" eguals "Stamp-milling" 

plus Tube-milling." 
"Ore Slime" to distingnish from" Gold Slime." 
"Extraction" shall refer to met:\! extracted 

from ore. 
"Precipitation" slHdl refer to metal precipi

tated from solution. 
" Recovery" shall refer io metal won in a 

form snitable for the market. 
S.-In referring to screening, it should be stated 

whether number of holes refers to the square or 
linear inch, and the diameter of the aperture in 
,decimals of an inch should be given; battery screen
ing should haye the gauge of wire in decimals of an 
inch and the percentage of discharge area ment,ioned, 
whenever po;;sib!e. 

Temperatures shall he expressed in degrees Centi
grade (with the equivalent in Fahrenheit in paren-
thesis). . 

,Cyanide and alkali strength shall he expressed in 
terms of !'pecified reagents. thns:-

0'05% KCN ; 0'02% NaOH; 0'02% CaO. 
9.-A ton shall be 2,000 lb. , 

A fluid ton shall mean 32 cub. ft. 
, 1O·-The following scheme illustrates the nomen

,clature of Rand Reduction 'Yorks :-
Breaking , 

Plant f Sets of 

{

Stamp Mill l' Stamp 
C h' Batt'ries 

Reduction piS lrg Tubemillsorother 
'Works' an sel'ondary Crush-

ing Machines 

{

Sand ,Plant Cyanide 
Plant ~lime Plant 

Notices and Abstracts of Articles and 
Papers. 

CHEMISTRY. 
SENSITIVE REAGENTS FOR PHOSPHORIC ACID AND 

l'HosPHATES.-,-",The author has prepared a series 
{)f reagen ts for phosphoric acid and phosphates. 
u:5 g'rm. of quinine sulphate is shaken with'5U cc, of 
water, 10 ce. of nitric acid of sp. gl. I '39 are added 
and when solution is complete, 10 cc. of ammonium 
nitrolUolybdate reagent are introduced and the wh )le 
made up to 100 cc. (The nit,o-molybdic reagent is 
made by dissoh'ing 15 grm. of ammonIUm molybdate 
in lnke warm water, and making up the volume, 
after cooling, to 100 cc. with water, then pouring 
this. solution into a mixture of 50 cc. of 
pure nitric acid, sp. gr. 1 '390, and 50 cc. of, water.) 

Sill;i1ar reagents llJaY be prepared either with 05 grin. 
of ILntip.I rille, or 0'6 grill. of strychnine sulphate, 
instead of quilline snlplmte., That p,repareo with 
antipyrille LecollJes rose coloured; then red ill ab~mt 
a day's tillie, telldillg to iJecome yellow finally. That 
with strychlJille iJecomes gra:duatly of a pic-ric yellow 
colon 1', These change_ of colour, howe\'er, do not 
affect the delicacy of the t\\ 0 reagents~ In preparing 
the alltipyrille reagent, the alltifJ.l'rine is dissoll'eel i,n 
about 50 cc. of water before adding the llitric acid 
and the solntion of nitro-molybd:tte, while ill the 
case of strychnine snlphate, the salt. (0'6 gnu.) is 
dissolveo in 20 cc. of water by heitt, aelding. illlllJedi
ately aiter, 50 cc. of cold witter, theu 10 cc. of nitric 
acid and 10 cc. of the nitro-moly bdate solution, 
finally making np to 100 cc. with water. A few cc. 
of these reagents precipitate almlldantly with a few 
drops of very dilu te pho~]lhoric acid, free or comhined. 
A few hnndredths of a milligram of phosphorus, in 
the state of phosphoric acid, per litre \IIay thus be 
detected by the strychno-molybdic re~gent, which is 
the most delicate of the three. In extreme dilutions 
only a tnrbidit,y occurs, These reagent s are l)recipi
tated by tannin and 8alts of mercury, hut both 
lIlay be got rid of by calcination before testing for 
phosphates. Arsenic acid ,and the arsenal e- Ii ke wise 
precipitate the reagents, but in, a less degree tban 
phosphates, but the arsenical precipitate ubtaiiled 
with the quino-molybdic reagent is white, while that 
with phosphates becomes yellowish yery quickly."
G. DENIGES, Bull. Pha1'ln. BUI'deaux, May, 1910, 
195; Phcmn . .r., 1910, &i, :l21.-.101t1'!wl nf'the 
:;ociet!J o.l Chemical Industr!J, Sept. 30, lUlU, p. 1136. 
(.J. A. \V.) , 

'A CENTRIFUGAL PnECIl'lTATlNCl ,\1'1]) FIL'n;RING 
VESSEL.--" SOllie of the most irritatingly tedious of 
chemical operations. the settling of precipitates ana 
the filtei-ing of tluids containing suspended matters, 
also ,such processes as the draining of crystals, may 
be enormously hastened by the nse of cen trifngaJ 
appliances, and it was with the object 'of taking 
advantage of this fact'and applying.'it, more widely 
in laboratories where no lllore elaborate centrifugal 

machine than a silllple ]~efl'mann-Beam 
milk centrifugal is available, that the 
little vessel shown in the accompitny-
ing sket('h was devised. It is com
posed of an outer tube into the 
enlarged upper part of which an inner 
cup slide;;, the lower part of the cnp 
resting 011 the lower and narrower 
portion of the tnbe. The iuner cup, 
which acts as a funnel, is drawn out 
at the bottom into a short neck which 
is cut ott' at an angle. A channel at 
one sille of the outer tuiJe facilitates 
escape of air. ~The size of the 
appliance as 'a "'hole is governed by 
the dimensions of the centrifugal 
receptacles. The tube without the 
cup may be used for tests both 
qualitative and quantitative; sub
stances 'may be weighed, dissolved, 
and treated in it, with the appropriate 
reagent; oil then whirling it iu the 
centrifuge for a few minutes the pre
cipitate will often settle at the bottom 
into so compact a cake th~tt de'callta
tion may replace liltration. \Vash
ings,. too, may be carrie(J out with 

mnch smaller volumes of liquid in this way'than 
when condncted under ordinary conditions. \Yhere 
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filtration is necessary, ami it can be har~ly a"oided 
'in f]Uiwtitative work, the supernittant fluid is trans
fe\Ted to a filtering cup suitably provided with a 
lilterin" medinm, such as a ping of ashesto~, a 
filterin~ thinihle, or a ' plaited' lilter, preferably of 
hanien~d paper, As long as liltmtion proceed,s 
rapidly there will he but lit,tle gained by attempting 
to hurry it by centrifnging, but as soon as it slackeus 
and in any cuse hefore adding a fresh wash 'w'ater, 
the cnp shonld be slipped iuto a liltering tube and 
whirled for a miuute or so, whereby ,BIUCh more 
perfect draiuing is ensnred, and as a cousequence, 
more rapid remo\'al of soluble matter results, To 
lesseu 'chance of breakage, actual contact between 
the cnp and the tube at the shoulder of the latter 
should be pre\·ente,d by placing between them two 
small strips of hard~ned paper, or by clltting a piece 
of sncll paper into the shape of a star Wilh central 
hole through which to pass the ueck of the cup. 

\Yhile no great originality is claimed for this little 
appliance the writer, having fonud it of frequent nse 
in the laboratory, feels justified in cOlllmellllilig it to 
the notice of other chemists. It lIlay be oblained 
from Mr. Riley Robson, 52 Fore Street, London, 
E.C."-Chemical Trade Journal, August 13, 1910, 
p.145. (1'. D.) 

HYDROLYSIS OF CYANOGEN.-" Electrical conduc
tivity measurements lead to the conclnsion that 'the 
primary reaction between cyanogen and aqueous 
potassium hydroxide proceeds completely according 
to the equation, 2KOH+C2N2 =KCN + KCNO + H 20. 
The snbsequent,reaction forming oxalic acid, azuhuic 
acid, etc., proceeds mnch more rapidly as the concen
tmtion of the hydroxide is increased, so that for con
centrations greater than normal the primary reaction 
can no longer be 'jlHllltitatively recognised. The 
reaction of eyanogen with water is primarily 
C2N 2 + H20 = HCi'\ +HCNO. The degree of hydro
lysis of a saturat:ed cyanogen solution at 0° C. is 
about O·U~%, the corresronding \'alue for chlorine 
being 0'16%., Determination of the dissociation con
stants leads to the conclusion that cyanic acid 
(K x 109 = 120,000) is manr times stronger than hydro
cyanic acid (K x 109 = 1 ';{). The mobility of the 
CNO' ion (56'5) at 18° C., calculated from condncti
vit.y measurements corresponds vely closely with the, 
previously determined \llobility' of the CNS' ion 
(56·61."-R NAUMANN, Z. Elel.:tl'ochem., 1910, 16, 
772-777.-Jollrnnl (~rthe Society ofClw'II1ical IndllStl'Y, 
Oct. 15, 1910, p. 1156. (J. A. W.) 

TITANIUM IN ORES.-" The method as outlined 
for the determination of titanium in rutile and iron 
ores is based on the volatilisation of the silica by 
hydrofluoric acid in the preseuee of slt'lphnric acid, 
evaporation to dryness and fusion with 80dium 
carbonate and a little sodium nitrate to convert the 
iron and titanium to insoluble ferric oxide and sodium 
t.itanate, extraction, with hot water to 'remove the 
soluble phosphfttes, sulphittes and aillminates; solu
tion of the ferric oxide and sodium titAnate'in hydro
chloric acid, extmetion of ferric chloride with ether; 
and then either reduetion of slight traces of iron with 
~nlphnr rlioxitic, precipitation of t he titanic aci,l by 
boiling in acetic acid solution, filtration and ignition 
(.0 titanium, oxide; or ft colorimetric determination 
by means of hydrogen peroxide: The authors find 
that the "olumetric method based on the reduction 
of titaninm to the tri "alent state and oxidfttion with 
permanganate gi\'es low re8ult~'. ' With the sulphur 
dioxide reduction when considerable iron is present, 
the titaninni product is usually contaminated with 

~ollle iron. The ether separation removes practic~lly 
an iron from the titaniilm 'very,quickly. Re-fusioil 
of the i~nited product with sodium carbonate for 
purificatIOn, which requires considerable time, is 
never necessary by use of this' method. The final 
titanium oxide is pure, unless zirconium is present, 
in' \vhich case this element is removed' by the usuai 
phosphate precipitation. This method combines the 
colorimetric and gravimetric determinations and the 
colonr comparison is made in solutions always totally 
free from iron. For convenience hydrochloric rathe'r· 
than sulphuric acid solutions of titanic acid are nser!. 
The method is ftecurate and not long."-O. L. BAmo~
m;y and R. M. ISHA~I.-J. Ame1·. Chem. Soc., 1910, 
3,'!, P 957-96:2.-Jolt1'nal o/the Society of Chem'ica.l 
Inci'ltst,·y, p. 1061. (J. A. W.) 

METHYLENE BLUE, INDICATOR IN IODOMETRY.
" A 0'005% solution of methylene blue may be llsed 
instead of a sol ution of starch in iodoRletric titra
tions ; when a solution of iodine in potassium iodi,le 
is added to a solution containing methylene blue, an 
iodo compound of the colouring matter is precipitated, 
but in dilute solution this reaction is indieated by a 
change from blne to yellowish-green, and finally a 
yellowish-brown colour is developed. One cc. of the 
aboye-mentioned solution is a suitable quantity to 
employ as an indicator in a titration, and this 
quantity requires only 0'2 cc. of iV/lOOO solution of 
iodine to' effect the colour change."-F. S. SINNATT, 
Analyst, 1910,35,299-310. Journal ortlw Society 
u} Chemical Ind'llstTY, August 15th, 1910, p. 979. 
(A. W.) 

ELECTROLYTIC DETERMINATION OF COPPER.
" The electrolytic method is considered by many who 
have used it as the most accurate for the determina
tion of copper, prodded that care be titken that the 
metals, which are deposited nnder the same con
ditions as copper, are, previously, carefnlly removed. 
The great drawback is the consumption of a large 
amount of time in making the deposition, for an 
accurate resnl t is often desired in the shortest 
possible period. When the deposition is allowed to 
run over night and none of the chemist's time is 
taken, the time element can not always be con
sidered an inconvenience. Still, be one ever so 
careful, accidents are likely to OCGur, arid if it so 
happens, with the method in ordinary use it means 
a wait of at least a nnmber of hours before it is 
possible to obtain a resnlt. Therefore, one can see 
at a glance the value of a rapid method of deposition. 

'Within the last few years there have been worked 
ou t, among nHLlly others, three rapid electrolytic 
methods, each of which, wheu properly operated, 
will, in it few minutes, giye good resnlts. Each 
involyes a principle, lo'n!::' used' commercially by men 
doin" electroplating, i.e., that itgitation of the 
elect~olyte, hy keeping the metallic ions in contact 
with the pole on which the deposition is to be made, 
will greatly shorten the time in which one can make 
a deposition in a good, adherent form. Herein lies 
the possibility of the ntilization of much higher 
currents, ft fact which has only within the last few 
ye"rs been used by chemists making the deposition 
of different metals for the purpose of quantitative 
determination. 

The oldestsnccessfnl, method for accomplishing 
this agitation, was, the rotation of either' pole, 'i. e., 
the anode or the cathode, or mechanical stirring or 
'by other means. , 

The use of the rotating anode for chemically pnre 
solutions, has heen worked out, on not only nearly 
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all of the elements which can be electrolytically 
deposited quantitatively but, as well, in case of 
many separations Iwd for some ores, as for cOl?per. 
In scientific laboratories, where the comparatwely 
complex piece of apparatus necessary for ~his opera· 
tion can be skilfully enough handled that It does not 
readily get ont of order and the incoll\'enience is not 
great should something go awry in the mechanism, 
this method can be called a perfect snccess, for, by 
its agency, it is poss~hle. to .deposit all of the copp~r 
which the analyst WIll find III a one gram sample, III 

from five to ten minntes. For rontine work, in 
commercial laboratories, complexity is a point to be 
done a way with. 

A simpler form of apparatns is the solenoid. This 
canses the rotation of the electrolyLe by means of 
mao-netic stress set np in the solntion by' the electric 
clu~ent passing through it. Bnt here, again, thongh 
in a lesser degree, occnrs the disadvantage of com
plexity, and, furtheTlllore, with this, one can not 
deposit the copper wiLh thc same rapidity as with the 
rotaLing anode or cathode. 

In either of the above cases the results are, how
ever, as accurate as with the older methods and 
practically the S:LIne electrolytes can be used. 

Of rapid methods, the latest published is probably 
the best for the practical workman, comhiniug, as it 
does, the' simplicity of the older with much of Lhe 
rapidity of the newer methods. In this, nse.is made, 
in the agitation of the soluLion by : . 

(1) The passage of high currents, causing (a) the 
el'olution of large amounts of gas; (b) heating of the 
solnt.ion to snch an extent that it boils. 

(2) The free circulation of the electrolyte, allowed 
by the use of the ganze electrode. 

Its application to the precipitation of chemically 
pnre copper solutions has recently been experimented 
with by several chemists, including the author, who 
has also workell ont a means for the rapid analysis of 
copper ores by this method. Ii. is as follows :-

PTocess JOT Orcs.-From 0'5 to 1'0 gram of ore, 
which contains none of the interfering elements, is 
diRRolved iu nitric or nitric and hydrochloric acids. 
"Vhen aqua regia is used, or if lead is present, 
sulr,huric acid is added and evaporation continued 
until heavy white fumes are el'oll'ed. The excess of 
snlphUlic acid is neutralized with ammonia and three 
cc. of concentrated nitric acid added. Provided 
sulphuric is not 'added it is only necess:uy to concen
trate to three cc. ln either case t.he solntion is 
dilnted to 75 cc., transferred to a tall battery beaker, 
without being filtered (if, however, the residue does 
not settle it is better to filter) antI the copper 
deposited by means of a current of eight to ten 
amperes and three to four vol ts. If the deposi t is 
black or dark colored it i- dissolved in nitric aeid and 
re-deposited iJ~ the mme way. This re-depositiol1 is, 
as a rule, easIer than til tering. The following re
snIts show the accuracy of the method on ores, as 
compared with those obtained by the old method: 

Result obtained wlth the Gauze Electrode. 
Amount of Per cent. Copper 

No. of Sample. Ore taken. Copper ill ore. fonnd. 
4 0'500:l 16'49 0'0825 
4 0'500:l 16'47 0'0825 
6 0'500a 1.5·:l9 0'0770 
6 0'5003 15'37 0'0769 

Results obtained by the OnlincO'y 111 et/wds, 
4 0'5000 16'50 0'0825 
4 0',5000 16'50 O'08:l5 
6 05000 15'40 0'0770 
6 05000 15';38 0'0769 

P.,.oce,~s f07' Slags. - J n case of slags alill other low 
grade material, it is nccessary to select a method of 
disintegration suited to the pa'rticular material in 
hand. Slags, which u.lways give large quantities of 
gelatinous silica and contain low percentnges of 
copper, give the most acclll'ate resnlts when disin
tegrated hy means of nitric acid followed by hydro
flnoric anll sulphuric acids. After evaporation until 
heavy white fnmes are evolved, the armlysis is 
finished, as in the process for ores. He-deposition is 
more freqnently necessary with low grade material 
than with high, but in all cases is more rapid, as 
well as more accurate, than filtering. The following 
will illustrate the accuracy of the procednre : 

Dcterm'inations 11/.«dc 1i.1l 7neftns of the. G a'/l.zc 
Elect,·ode. 

No. of Sample. Ore taken. Found. Copper in OI'C. 

1:l 1'0000 0'0060 0'60 
13 1'0000 0'0059 O'D!) 
13 2'0000 00123 0'6] 
11 2'0000 00103 0';)1 
11 2'0000 0'0101 0'50 

Detm'1n'inat'ion 1na.de by means of t/te O}'(l/:nary 
JUctlwd. 

1:3 2'0000 0'0121 0-60 
1:l 2-0000 0'012l 0'60 
11 1·00no 0-0051 0'51 
11 1'0000 0'0050 0'50 

}<;Iements which interfere, and, at the S<LlIle time, 
are likely to occnr in copper ores, are arsenic. 
antimony, lead, and bismnth. The separation' of 

. antimony and bismnth from copper was tried under 
the preceding conditions, but without 8nccess. Lead, 
ill such qlHlIItities that it will deposit with the 
copper, is bcsL removed as the sulphate. Arsenic, in 
small quantities, will not deposit with the copper, 
but in quantities about equivalent to the copper 
present begins to be deposited with the last of this. 
The followrng series of experiments, ill which copper 
was deposited in the presence of varying amounts of 
arsenic, illu.tmtes the point:· 

Arsenic taken. Copper taken. Coppel' fOllnd. 
o '(j6U5 0 '2652 0 '2648 
0-1210 0'2751 0'2747 
0'1815 0'2183 0'2183 
0'1210 0':l038 0'30:l5 
0'24'20 0'2686 0'3106 

0'2028 0'2026 
All these deposits were made under the Ilsu'al con

ditions. From these results it is seen that arsenic, 
when present in amonnts large enongh to contami
nate the copper, can be easily removed by dissolving 
the dep0i;ited copper and re-precipitating nnder the 
same conditions as before. The removal of the in
terfering elements by chemical means Cttn be accom
plished by the following-method: 

The ore is disintegmLed with nitric or nitric and 
hydr )chloric acids. Five or six cubic celltirlletr~s of 
sulphuric acid are added and it is then evaporated 
until heavy white fnmes are g-iyen oR'. rt is (Elnted 
to one Illindred and fifty cnbic cenLili'etres with 
water, hoi led to insnre'cOlnlllete solution of the basic 
sulpllf1te of iron (a few drops of hyd rochloric acid are 
added, if silver is present), filtere(1 and washed with 
water containing a little snlphuric acid. The lead 
and silver relllain on the filter paper. The filtraLe i~ 
now heated to boiling and saturated with hyrlr.ogen 
sulphide and allowed to cool during the process. The 
precipitated copper sulphide is ftltered ofl' and washed 
with water containing hydrogen snlphide. The 
precipitated sulphides are rinRed from the HI tel' paper 
into a beaker lIsing as little water as possible, 
warmed with a little colorless sodium sulphide to 
remove the antimony and arsenic and again passed 
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through trle same tilter, ueing wasbe" with some 
Wftter containing sodium sulphide. Bismuth is now 
removed from the copper by warming the mixed 
sulphides ~I'ith a solution of potassium cyanide 
allmline with amlllonia. This dissolves the sulphide 
of copper leavillg that of the bismuth insoluble. The 
"olntion of the copper is boiled with nitric acid to 
,dest\'0y the potassin))) cyanide and electrolyzed in 
the nsnal manner."-PROF. R. C, Ih;NNER, Los 
Angeles Mining Review, September 17, 11'10, p. 12. 
(H.A. \V.) 

THE QUANTI'l'A'l'IVE D~;'l'Ell~n:\ATION OF BAllIUM 
SULPHATE IN TIU~ PllIcSENm; OF SUBSTANCES WHICH 
INFLUENCE Tlm RESULT. -" Tbe i1utbor uetftils his 
work ami contellds to have established the following 
points: - ' 

I. The presence of potassiulll, sO,diulll, ammoninm, 
calcium, magnesium, iron ami cobalt work disturb
ingly outhe estinmtion of snlphate as BaSO. as tbey 
contaminate the precipitftte and cannot be washed 
out in the nsual manner. 

2. The impurities appear in the precipitate as 
$ulphates, and they go so slowly into solution by 
washing with water that it is illlpracticable to try 
and get rid of them in this way. 

:~. Calcium snlphate is tbe principal illlpmity, and 
if the solution to he examined contains a snflicient 
alllOunt of this base, theu even in the presence of the 
?ther base~, 9ftSO. wil} be the ollly impurity found 
III the precqntftted uannm snlpb",te. 

4. Calciulll sulphate can be, dissolved out of the 
BaSO. precipitate uy boiling for several hours iu 
stron" HCI 

;,. Other 'salts, however, are not removed in this 
llHtnner. 

6. For an exact estimation of SO" ions in solutions 
,c(mtaining other salts it is advisable to make sure 
that an excess of calcinm is present. After tile pre
cipitation the solution is boiled I\'ith sufficient HCl 
to make 20% thereof, whereby all the CaSO. is con
verted into BaSO. by the BaCle present. 

7. A lllixture of HCI allel HNO" lllay be nsed 
instead of HCI alone, in which ease 10% is enongh. 

8. If the BnSO. is contaminate,l with BaCI2 the 
latter cannot be got rid of by boiling with HC!. 

9. The precipitate will not contain HaCl2 if the 
latter is used in a 10% or still lIIore dilute ~ohltion, 
and dropped drop by drop into the boiling solution 
ll)1der examination, shaking all the while. There 
mllst.not, however, he mnch HCI or HNO j present. 

10. If the solution to be examined contains either 
of Lhese ~tCius, the excess must be relllol'ed by 
evaporation. 

11. '1'0 estimate baIium in a ~oln tion containing 
foreign salts, it should be bronght slowly into an 
€xc'ess of boiling dilute sulplmric acid. 

As' a general prescription for an SO" ion estimation 
in a' solution containing also Am, K, Na, Mg, Ca, 
Fe or Co. the author recolllmends thc following 
procedure :-

An amount of pure calcium chloride is added to 
the solution which may not contain, much HCI or 
HN03, at least double the equivalent of the probable 
S03 ions present. A precipitate of CaSO. may come 
down bnt does not interfere. (If tbe solutiun contains 
mnch HCI or HNOs it is best removed by evaporation 
on a. water bath.) 

After the addition of the CaCI. the whole is boiled 
and a solntion of not stronger than 10% BaCI2 added 
drop lly'drop with continued shaking. The amonnt 
of BaCI. added should be about donble that theor
etically necessary. After the precipitation Lhe 

solntioll i~ heated to boiling, and enouO"h Hel of 
38% adde,l to llH1ke 20% of the whole, or o~e may add 
a mixture of Hel (25%) and HNO" (50%) 3 : 1 sufficient 
to form 10% of the total solution. The mixture is then 
boiled for three hours on a small flame, When a mix
tllTe of HCI and H N 0,) i~ nsed for this purification it is 
nenessal'Y ~lllrillg boiling 10 now :l:nd again add a fe,v 
dropg HN03. The precipitate is allowed to settle 
and the sulution decallteu off as completely as 
possible iuto a glass basill. The precipitate is then 
boiled for a further .period of three hours in 150 c,c. 
of at least 20% HCI or Hel and HN03 with the 
addition of a fel\' cc. BaC]2 solutim', After settling
this solution is also (Iecan ted into the basin and the pI'e
cipitate treated a third time in thl', same manner. 
The three solutions nrc evaporated nearly to dryness, 
taken up with water, heated a little, and carefully 
added to the precipitate in the beaker or Erlenmeyer 
flask. The whole is tl18n boiled for several minu tes 
in 100 c.c. distilled water, and at once filtered. If 
theorigill:tl solution contained iron salts it is necessary 
to add LO the el'aporaLe I mass after taking up with 
water abonL 5 cc. HCI and a few drol)S HN03 in 
order to prevent the separation of iron. This will 
only ue uecessary if the iron chloride is decomposed 
by carrying the evaporation too fftr. 'Vhen the 
method i, carrie,l out ex:tctly ns here stated, not only 
are all the sulphate iuns precipitated as B:tSO. but 
the precipitate will contain no inlpurities of any 
importance whatever, the method being therefore not 
dependent npon allY compensation between the 
desired precipit:tte and its implll'ities. One must be 
careful that theTeagents contain no sulphuric acid. 
CaCI 2 pal'ticul:trly often contains this acid. vVhen 
the reagents are not 'Iuite pure a blftnk test is done 
along with the sarnple."-ZcitschTijtliir Analytisclw 
Cheinie, 1910, p. a9:{. (1), G.) 

GAS ANALYSIS BY CONDI':NSATlON.-"'l'wo gases 
whose mclting points are widely apart can be f[uanti
tatively separated by bringing the one with the higher 
lif[uifying point into the liqlli(1 state by means of 
a suitable cooling- medium, The app!tratus required 
consists mainly of a measuring tube and gas pipette 
between which is interposed a til be with a relatively 
small ,inlet, and cooled by liquid air, liquid oxygen, 
melting ether, solid carbon dioxide ur some such 
cooling medium. The dried and measured gas 
mixture is by the usual means made to pass back
wards and forwards throngh the cooling tube between 
the pipette and the measuring tube. After measur
ing the non-condensable portion of the gas mixture, 
it is removed from the appamtns. The cooling 
medium is then taken away and ti,e condensed 
portion re-gasified and also measured."-Zej·tschrijt 
iii>' Angclcande Che-mia, 19th Aug., 1910, p. 1580. 
('1'. D.) 

,ESTDIATION OF SULPHUR IN PYRITES, SLAGS AND 
SULI;HATES.--" A method proposed by A. Zehemayr, 
in the Zeitsch. angew. Chem., is :-The substance 

. under examination (pyrites, slags, sulphates, etc.), is 
heated with metallic iron, the sulphur present is thus 
cOlll'erted into ferrous sulphide, sulphates also ~eing 
reduced to sulphide, and the ferrous sulphide is then 
decomposed with hydrochloric acid, the liberated 
hydrogen sulphide being collected in potaf,~ium 
hydroxide solution. The details of the method are 
as follows :-0'5 grm. of the finely powdered sample 
are placed in a hard-glass tube, closed at one end, 
together with :tbont 1 grnt. of ferrum redactum, and 
after being mixed the contents of the tllb3 are heated 
to dull redness for a short time. While still hot, but 
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not glowing, the· mixture is shaken into a flask con
taining about ·25 cc. of water, anti the flask is closed 
with a stopper ('arr.ving a safety funnel and a delivery 
tube. The latter is provided with a bulb filled ,,;ith 
glass beads to prevent any solution in the flask 
splashinf( over into the receiver; above the bulb the 
delivery tuhe is bent downwards, and is surrounded 
bya comlelber, the lower end of the tube dipping 
illto the potassium hydroxide solntion in the re
ceiver. Conceutrated hydrochloJic acid is arlded 
throngh the safety funnel to the contents of the 
flask, and when the evolution of gas has nearly) 
ceased heat is applied, the solution heing finally. 
boiled ulltil all the hydrogen sulphide has been 
driven over into the receiver. Towards the end of 
the distillation a drop of the distillate may be tested 
with lead aeetllte to ascertain whether all the 
hydrogen sulphide has been expelled. The alkaline 
distillate is then poured into a known quantity of 
N/IO iodine solntioll, acidified with Ilcetic acid, lLlld 
the excess of the iodiue is titrated back with thio
sulphate solution. Olle cc. of N/IO iodine solution is 
equivalent to 0'0016 gnu. of sulphur. The ferrum 
redactum used must be free frolll sulphur. Results 
of analysis of pyrites, slags and ferrous sulphate are 
given, the figures obt;tine(l by the abO\'e described 
method agreeing closely with those yielded hy 
Lunge'S l\Iethod.-Zcit liir Angcwandte Chcmic. 
Chcmical Tradc Journal, September 17, 1910, p. 262. 
(T. D.) 

HYDRO FERRO- AND FERRICYANIC ACID, DETER
MINATION of.-''The titration of hydroferrocyanic 
acid with penllanganate by De Haen's method is 
found to give accllmte results when carried out as 
follows :-20 ce. of sulpll1lric acid (1 mol. of allid to 
4 lllois. of water) are added to 150-200 cc. of the 
soluLiun (containing about 1 grm. of ferrocyanide), 
and the mixture is titrated with N/20 permanganate, 
until the colour changes from yellowish-green to 
yellowish-red. Hydroferricyanic acid also may be 
determined by permanganate, after reductiun with 
ferrous sulphate; but this ;tcid is preferably estimated 
by Mohr's method, wh'ch is accurate when carried 
out in the following lllanner :-0'7 grm. of ferri
cyanide is dissolved in about 50 cc: of water, and to 
the neutral solntion are added 3 grm. of potassium 
iodide and 1'5 grm. of zinc sulphate (free from iron) ; 
the solution is then shaken and titraterl with lV/20 
tbiosnlphate. The determination of hydroferro: 
cyanic acid by oxidation with iodine and titration 
with thiosulphate, in the presence of alkali bicar
bonate (RlIPP ami Schiedt; this J., 1902, 1099), is 
found to be inaccurate. Small quantities of fprri
cyanide were detected in all the samples of potassium 
ferrocyanide examined."-E. MOLLER AND O. 
DIEFENTHALER, Z. anor.q. Chem., 1910, 6'7,418-436. 
Journal 0./ the Socicf,y afChemical Industry, August 
31, 1910, p. 1007. (A. "r) . 

DETERilIIXATWX OF FERRO- AND FERRICYANIDE. 
-" Potassiumfcl'l'ieywnirlc.-" The salt is dissoh'ed 
in 500-no cc. of water, lind 10-15 cc. of concen
trated hydrochloric acid (sp. gr., 1'19), 10-15 "I'm. 
of potassiulll chloride, 10-20 cc. of a lO% soluti;n of 
potassium iodide, and 10 ec. of zinc snlphate solution 
(approximately molecular) lire added. The turbid 
mixture is allowed to stand for 3 minntes in a 
stoppere,l flask, after whieh Bome starch solntion is 
introduced, all ,I lV/1O thiosulphate is added, until 
nearly all the iodine has disappeared; the titration 
is then finished ·after waiting again for 3 minntes. 
1 cc. of N/1O thio,ulphate=3~'921 mgnns. of potas-

siulIl fcrricyanide. P()tassimnfc"i'Oeya~idc.-To tIle 
1L<lueous ,olution (600-800 cc.) 10':"'15 cc. of COllCell
trated hydrochlorie acid and 40-60 cc. of sodil1lll 
acetate solution (250 gnn. of crystallised salt iu 
675 ce.) are added, lind then lV/1O penllanganat'" 
with shaking, until the solution is qnite clear and 
(listinctly red; then 10 cc. of 10% potassium iodide 
sulll tion are added, and, after:{ IlIilll1 tes the separated 
iodine is titrated· with lV/IO thiosulplmte (best 
standardised against pennanganate wlution). 1 "c. 
of lV/1O permanganate=42·236mgrms. of crystallise(l 
pntassium ferrocyanide. An approximately standal'll 
wlntion of permanganate may also be used; and the 
ferricyanide produced determined as abo"e, thus 
giving the ferrocyanide indirectly. To determille 
potas81:u.m ./crroeyanide and fel'1'i~y(tn'idc, the abO\'e 
methods are com bin ed, the solution (700-800 cc. ) 
being mixed with 15 cc. of concentrate,l hydrochloric 
acid and 60 cc. of t.he above sodium acetate solution 
and the fel'rocyanide determined direclI) , and· then a 
fnrther 10 cc. of hydrochloric acid, IU cc. of [U% 
potassium iodide, and 10 cc. of (mole<.;ular) zinc 
solution being adned and the total ferricyanide 
determined."-"T. ~1ECKLENBUllG, Z. anar.q. Chcm., 
1910, 0'7, 322-338. Jour1wl oJ tt. c Society 0./C!w1I1ical 
Imblstry, August 15, 1910, p. 946. (A. 'Y.) 

METALLUR.GY. 
AUTO}[ATIC SAi\lPLlNG.-·" Lamb's Tailings 

Sampler' is one that may be recommended. This 
sampling machine has been designed to obtain an 
accurate sILlIliJle of the tailings discharged from the 
mill-something that would iJe reliable in operation, 
automatic, simple in construction, an(l· ;tccurate iu 
results-the main idea being to introduce a de"ice to 
obviate the hand sampling by mill lllen or foremen, 
who might have reasons for fa"ouring results in 
sampling, and also to take a sample regularly at 
such stated intervals as may be desired, which latter 
.is seldom attained in mill work, for many well 
known reasons. '.vith t.his sampler placed below the 
final discharge of tailings sluice, and enclosed in a 
small building under lock and. key, it can be made 
accessible to only one person, and accurate samples 
are bonnd to follow. As the whole tlischarge of 
tailings from the mill does not pass through the 
sampler, there is not the wear on it that there is on 
machines or devices that ha"e to carry the ~dlOle 
stream. This sampler has been in operation in one 
of the IHrgest and most complete concentrating mills 
in the 'Vest, and, during a period of twelve month~, 
many comparative tests with hlllld sampling ha"e 
been carefully made, and the results have proven 
that this device is reliable and accnrate in its work. 
Its simplicity of construction, small liability of 
getting out of repair, together with its low cost, I 
beleive, lIlakes it the most desirable appliance for 
this work that has been placed on the market. 

Adaptability.-This sampler can be applied to any 
mililegardiess of the process employed for treating 
the ore, with the single proviso that the tailings fro III 
the mill are discharged by means of 1L sluice box, to 
which the sampler could be attached. 

Details oj Constl'uction.-By referring to sketcher{ 
drawing, in conjunction with. the following rlescril'
tion, the details of construction will be more readily 
understood :-A represents a:' tailings sluice.' run
ning out of the mill; B, '\vater pipe' for filling 
ballance box; C, balance (or tilting) water box. 
Thi~ is a double compartment box, arranged with a. 
partition in the centre, so that when one side has 
tilled and is discharging, the other side- is being filled. 
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Attached to the front of the balance box is the track 
for carrying the sampling spout (D). 

(D) SctUtJl1in.r1 Devicc.-This consists of a narrow 
spou t or trough, suspended from a hanger or carriage, 
having two grooved pulleys which run on the track 
attached to the balance box. This spout and carriage 
works by gravity, and, as the balance box discharges 
at either end, the spout travels across the face of the 
,stream. This gives an accurate sample of the 
tailings, as it takes an eC[ual amount right across 
the sluice. and also iucludes a proper proportion of 
the slimes, as .well as the fine and coarse sands. 

(E) Divide1' 01' Reducer. -This consists of a number 
.of small troughs, made preferably with a V bottom 
and vertical sides, the sides being high enough to 
prevent the slimes or lighter material from slopping 
out. These troughs rest loosely in a notched rack, 
alld are set at a pitch that will give a free discharge 

.on the apron below. By varyiug the number of 
trough8 employed the volume of the sample can he 
regulated as desired. 

(F) Apron on to which the dividers (E) discharge, 
. and hy means of which the sample is conveyed to 
the fil tel' sack. 

Pitter Sack.-This is simply a canvas duck sack, 
which petmits the surplus water to be drained oft'. 
In place Of the filter sack, a series of overflow tanks 
mar, be Il~ed. 

The wdterfrom the feed pipe discharges into the 
upper half of the balance or tip box. 'Wheu the 
weight of water accumulated in this compartment 
eC[uals or: slightly exceeds the weight of the travel
liug trough, the balance box tips and the travelling 
trough moves along the inclined rods, sweeping 
across th~ stream of tailings at right angles to its 

. cOlII'se, cutting out an eC[ual proportion of the full 
width of· the/stream, and taking an actual pro
portionate amount of coarse, fine and slimes tailings. 
The travelling trough moves over and across a series 

.. of V tronghs, with open spaces bet.ween, discharging 

the sample cut into these tronghs, the excess fall in;,;' 
through the open spaces between them. The Y 
troughs discharge on to an apron, which in turn dis
charges into the final receptacle, the filter sack. 
Beneath the filter sack is placed a box for receiving 
the filtered water from sampler. This is a guard 
against imperfect filtering or leakage, as well as 
means for testing snch waters for any values that 
may be solnble. 'With this sampler the feed water 
to balauce or tip hox can he regulated by a valve, so 
that a sample can be taken at any inten-al of time 
desired, or, for a twenty·fonr· hours' Olll (if only a 
daily sample is to he taken), can be regulated hy 
mcreasing or decreasing the V troughs, into whicll 
the tra\-eiling trough discharges its contents. If·the 
machine is kept· well oiled it will do its worK 
faithfully." ··-A 1lstml'ian Mining a1!d En.qineerillg 
Revicw, Oct. 5, p. 23-24. (C. B. S.) 

CHARGE AND SERIgS SYSTgMS OF CYANIDING 
SLIME. -" The varions methods of treating .pulp in 
air-agitation tanks offer prohlems for experiment· and 
study which are fascinating as well as practical. The 
usual method heretofore has been to fill each tan kill 
turn,. agitiLte the mixture the reC[uired period and 
then discharge the treated pulp into a storage tank, 
from which it is drawil to the hltei' as reC[uired. 

A later method is to run the pulp from the tuhe 
mill, classifier, thickener, or settler into the first of 
a set of tanks, and theuce continuo~lsly, or in series 
through the remaining tanks, finally drawing off the 
pulp to a continnolls filter, or to a pulp storage tank 
If the filter is of thc intermittent type. It is this 
method which I propose to discuss in a preliminary 
way, with the idea of going exhaustively into the 
examination of the results of a series of experiments 
in a later paper. 

It may be of interest to note that the design of a 
cyanide plant Ims recently been completed in which 
the estjmated cost of the agitation tanks, storage 
tanks, and pumps was :~O% Iligher for the charge 
agitation arrangement then for the series plan. 

The first qnestion in stndying the series method is, 
, 'V hat. is the actual period of treatment undergone 
by the pulp?' One first supposes that by chance' 
some of the pulp may get through with little or no 
treatment, while other portions may stay in the 
tanks a needlessly long perio(l. The former is not 
probahle or e\'en possible, and the latter is, practic
ally, true to only a limite(l extent. The greater the 
num bel' of tanks the greater is the percentage of 
chance that all the pulp will he treated eC[ually. 
\Vithout going into the mathematical analysis of the 
problem its important terms may be clearly grasped 
by thinking of, or 'visualising,' the conditions when, 
say, 50 tons of dry slime is treated in 24 hours. The 
thickened pnlp representing this tonnage is a sluggish, 
2-in. stream flowing 25 in. per second. Taking the 
flow of this stream for any given periOlI, say 5 min., 
16 cub. ft. will flo\\- into the first of a set of agitation 
tanks. If the tanks have a working capacity of 
1,600 cub. ft., one such tank will contain 17 tons 
(dry weight) of slime in a ~. to-ll *. pulp, and three 
tanks will be reC[nired to lLgitate r,0 tons for 24 hours. 
Assuming an instantaneou~ mixture of the stream of 
incoming pulp with that alrearly in the tank (an 
impossible condition which will be dilcussed later), 
then 1% of 16 cub. ft. will he discharged with no 
treatment. 'Vith two tanks the proportiou which 
would be discharged with no treatment is reduced to 
0:01%. Of course, other portions would be discharge I I 
with varying and increasing periods of treatment. 

* ? 2 to I.-ED. 00,\1, 
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The rate of ltow of the pulp from the time it is 
thrown out of the top of the central tube until it 
reaches the iJOttOIll of the tank varies with the 
amount of air u~ed and the shape and the size of the 
tank The period is from 0'5 to 2 hums. If the 
incOllling stream enters at the side of the tan k 
opposite the outlet, and giving clue consideration to 
this slow movement of the charge, it is n physical 
impossibility for lWy particle of the pulp to go 
throngh this serie~ of three tan ks in less than 1 ~ 
hoars. [n the mathelllatical analy",is this minimum 
period gi\'es the series method a big handicap, and 
one which increases directly with the nnmber of 
tan ks used, In fact, this low circula.tion Ye locity 
makes the operation re£elllble the treatment of pulp 
in a horizon tal tube of the same diameLer as the 
agitation, tanks and of a length 'eqn:.1 to the combined 
lengths, having the agitation at right angles instead 
of parallel to its length. 

If any comparisons have l'een nmde on a practical 
scale to show the difference in eXlract,ion by the two 
method8 of using the air·agitation tanks, the results, 
so far as [ kno\\", have not ueen published. Snch a 
test would be of great interest, and the mal1<tgers of 
several plants are now in a positiou to make it. In' 
tests on a slllall scale, with tanks of a capacity of 
]00 Ih. of dry slillle in a Z·to·l pulp, seveml interest· 
ing thin~s have been noted. With pulp cOiltaining 
coarse s:.nd (and even with fine ~and iu a thin pulp), 
care lllust be exercised in drawing I he pull' frolll one 
tank to the llext in the, series, otherwise either the 
san,l or the slin.e will accllmulate. If the drawing. 
otf pipe is merely flanged to the tank, the oulilo\ving 
pull' will contain a greater proportion of slime to 
sand than is contained in the a\'erao'e of the pulp, 
since during agitation by this methocI"'the sand has a 
tendency to sink through the pulp as soon as dis· 
charged throngh the cenLre air lift, rather than to 
work ont to the sides of the tank wilh the floceulent 
slime. This diilerence in pnlp /low is greater with a 
thin lllixtnre and Je~s wit,h 11 thick one, and can be 
utilizer! practically in a "pry simple lllanner if it is 
desired to agitate the saud longer than the slime. A 
concelltmtion of sand in the tallk 'will be attained by 
drawing the slime from a qniet point in t.he circnll;' 
ference of the sllrface of the pilip, To do this, a 
diseharge pipe, pivoted at t1,e side of the lank, is' 

CHARG'E SYSTEM 

arranl?ed to swing in a horizolltnl plane and to be 
placea and held at any desircd point in its arc 
between the central pip'e and' the side of the tank. 
After the desired initial concentration is attained, 
this discharge pipe is then placed so as to draw off a 
mixture of the saine proportions of sand aud "lime as, 
that being fed to the tank, which will maintain the 
charge in the tank at the highcr ratio of sand to 
slime. Thus the slime will go through faster and the 
sand slower than the average pulp ltow. To illus· 
trate this point, imagine a tank containing 100 tons 
(dry weight) of pnlp consisting of :3 of sand to 1 of 
slime. Admit a stream of pnlp ca,rrying 100 tons in 
~4 hours, which consists of hall sand and balf slime, 
drawing otf an exactly silnilar stream. The slime 
which was originally in the tank (25 tons) will be 
replaced twice in ~4 hOl1rs hy the 50 incoming tons, 
while the original >ialHI (75 ton,) will be replaced 
only two·thirds time. In other words, the slime 
will receive a 12·honl' treatlllent and ·the sand will 
receive a au. I. consider this one of the important, 
ad\'antages of the' series' system, The regulation 
of the ratio of sand concentration in the t:.nks, 
\\'ithin the practical limits to be detennine,l in each 
case, will be controlled hy taking a pulp sample of a 
certain size, washing it through a ZOO· mash screen, 
and setting the discharge pipe as many indIes frolll 
the rim of the tftnk as there are Ollnces of sftnd reo 
maining on the screen. The proper weight of the 
sample to give best results can be determined ex
perinlentally. 

A point of great ,tdvantage possessed by the series 
method in the design of lllallY plants is the saving in 
dilrerellcc of level req nired ill the site. Thl1 agit a· 
tion tanks, if nsed in this manner, need not require 
more than from 2 to 4 ft. difference in level between 
the inlet and the outlet, depending to some extent 
npon the nnmber and size of tanks and the distance 
apart, bnt also and mainly npon the mftrgin of 
capaeity require,l to l'l'Ovide for ltuctuations in pulp· 
feed and discharge. This mar~in depends largely 
npon the type of filter used. urdinarily, the pUlp 
will be drawn from near the tol' of the lllst tank, 
while in the '('harge' system the outlet IS at the 
bottom of the tan k. Fig. 1 shows this difference. 
In the series system no storage· tank is needed below 
tire last al-:itator tank if a continuous fi Iter, such as 

SERIES SYSTEM 

Bettler 
, 'F" - .---- -- -~~.----. - - - - -------- -. --

}'IC:. I. Charge System and ::lei ies System Compared.' 
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Oliver or tIle Ridgway, is llsed, ouly a small tank of 
a capacity to supply pulp to equal the displacement 
of a 10a(le,1 basket of leaves if a Moore filter is nsed, 
and a sli~h~ly larger tank (sutlicient to till the filter 
box wita the unloaded frames in place) with a 
Butters filter. Compare this arrangement with the 
charge system, in which the storage tank, even with 
continuous filters, must have at le~tst a capacity 
ellllal to that of an agitator, and with either the 
1\1oore or the Butters filter lllust have a slightly 
greater capacity, as is explained above. 

The question, what is the least .number of tanks 
,,-hich can safely be used in this manner, can only he . 
answered by experiments. Even with the charge 
system, the occasion will rarely arise in which it will 
be convenient to use less than two tanks for agitation, 
and in such a case thrf'e smaller tanks with e(lual 
average treatment capacity will be so much smaller 
that their combined cost will be little, if any, more 
than the cost of the two larcrer tanks. In a plant 
having air-'tgitation operated. on the charge system, 
it is rare that the site will permit all Lransfers of 
pulp-fi'om settler through agitators and storage 
tank to Ii Iter-by gl'llyir,y. Usually the saving of 
about 45 f~., as shown in Fig. 1, will pmctically 
amount to the sa\-ing at least of the cost of a 4 or 
6in. steel-lined centrifugal pump, with its require
ment of from·lO to 20 h. p. 

There are numerous plants at which a change to 
the series method of treatmen t could be made at 
slight expense, with an in<1reased capacity and easier 
work for the plant foreman. I have in minll a plant 
with at least twenty 12-ft. air agitation tanks, each 
of which is used as a settler in ils turn. This 
arrangement entails continual running by a shift
man and several helpers. The result of installing a 
Dorr continuous slime-thickener, together with con
nections hetween all these agitation tanks, would be 
a revelation and a revolution."-MARK R. LA~IB, 
The l1finill.fJ f'Vodd, February 19, 1910, p. 430. 
(C. B. S.) 

ApPARATUS FOR THE TREATMENT OF CRUSHED 
ORES IN ORDEll TO RECOV~~R THE METAL CONTENTS. 
-" The apparatus' is intended for the treatment of 
rorllshed ores by cyanide or other soh-ents. It may be 
employed for the extraction of the total pulp as it 
comes from the mill, and this without the necessity 
of a previous separation into sands and slimes.. The 
liquid pulp as it comes from the battery is directed 
by the trongh or pipe, 1, into the de-watering vessel, 
2. Up the centre of this vessel there passes a \-ertical 

. shaft, 5, carrying at the top.a small cone, 4. LarO'er 
inverted cones, 6, 7, 8, with vertical cylindrical P~'o
longations, 11, 12 and .13, are arranged nnderneath. 
The liquid pulp being distributed by the pipe, 1, 
into the space comprised. between the cone, 4, amI, 
the internal conical ring, 10, the liquid .rnns down
wards and under the lower edge of the cylindrical· 
prolongation, 11, and thence passes in and ont he
tween the cones 'until it rises in the vat and o\-er
flows as clear water into the annular discharge,:~. 
During the circulation the solids are deposited upoa 
the small truncated surfaces, 9, between the cones, . 
6 and 7, and upon the onter trnncated surfaces, :W, 
whence they afterwards fall to the bottom of the 
vessel, the operation being assisted by the revolving 
radial arms, 18, carried by the vertical shaft, 5. -The 
partially drained solids, falling t.o the bottom of the 
vat, are thence removed by llleans of the conveyors, 
24 and 29, and the pumps, 36, to olle or other of the 
classifiers, 46, 46, 46, being mixed on the way with a· 
suitable Iluantity of the extracting solution conveyed 
from a reservoir by Lhe pipe, 90. The classitiers, in. 
which any desired proportiofl of the dissolving 
solntion is separated, comprise internal alld 'external 
cones, 4i and 48, an intermediate conical passage, 
49, and an annular overflow, 50, by means of which a 
certain proportion of solution is retnrned through 
the pipe, 51, and again mixed with the solids as they 
emerge from the drainer. The extraction vessels, 
39, 40, am! 41, into one of which the mixture, con
taining about 3 parts of solution and 1 of solids, now 
passes, are simple in constrllction, the necessary 
agitation being ohtained by means of an air-lift· 
arrangement. \Y.hilst the vessel is being filled, the 
deposition of solids is prevented by ,t current of ail' 
passed in near the bottOlll, but subse(luently, tile 
vessel being replenished, the circulation is obtained 
by mean of an air-cnrrellt which, forced down the 
central pipe, 62, escapes through valves at 64 allli 
passes up Lhe liuger concentric pipe, 61. The snhse
'luent course of the extmcted mixture as it is con
veyed away through discharge pipes at iO to classi
fiers and separators, 76, ii, and 8:3, 84, can be readily 
observed from the diagram; the clear lifluid over
flowing from these vessels is brought back through 
pipes, 86, 88, and 94, and again mixed in the desired 
proportions with the ongoing pulp. Finally the 
solids coming from the deposition vat, 84, are 
received upon the transporter table, 85, and conveyed 
to the waste heap. The solution may be taken from 
the overflow of the depositing vat. i7, through the 
pipe, 78, n,nd removed for the precipitfttion of the 
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metallic contents." - A. J. ARBUCKLE, ,P1·. Pat. 
418,417, March 9, 191O.-Jotwnal of the Society of 
Chemical Indttstry, Sept. 30, 1910, p. 1115. (J.A. W.) 

EFFECT ON THE SOLUBILITY OF GOLD WHEN ORE 
IS CRUSHED BETWEEN' IRON SURFACEs.-"The 
.author describes a series of cOlilparative laboratory 
experiments' on the chlorination and cyaniding of 
gold ores, which had been pulverised' respectively in 
,it grinding mill, on a bucking board, and in an im
provised wooden tube 'mill with silicious pebbles. 
'The assay result showed a higher gold extraction in 
:the case of the tube mill, which the author considers 
is probably due to the fact that when the ore is 
·crushed between iron surfaces the particles of' gold 
become coated with it protective film of metallic 
iron "--J. M. TIPPET, Met. and Chem. -En.g., 1910, 
.8, 519-520. - J01trnal of the Society of Chemical 
Industry, Oct. 15, 1910, p. 1161. (J. A. W.) 

LINING FOR ORE CHUTES.-" The majority of 
mining companies usually line the bins and ore shoots 
with sheet steel. It is seldom that the steel ,sheets 
are worn uniformly, and as soon as a hole occurs it is 

FIG. 1. 

necessary to "renew the entire sheet, which often 
means a waste of material and extra expense. At 
Mineville, New York, Witherbee, Sherman and Co. 
found it more economical to use bar steel. At pre· 
sent they use !i x 6 in. bars. By, using ,bars it is 
less trouble to do repair work, 'arid it is riecessary to 
remove only the worn out part and put in,it new 
piece.' All the steel may thus be used. Even short 
bars with one end worn thin may be used. Railroad 
rails of heavy weight are also ~ood for lining the 
front of ore bins, at a point directly opposite the 
place where the cars dump. They are occasionally 
suspended by the upper end, and are free to move at 
the lower end. They form an excellent buffer. for 
heavy ore as it comes from the mine car or skip.""':'" 
A nstntiinn Mimng and Engineering Review, Jan. 5, 
1910. (C. B. S.) . 

MINING. 
DEVICES FOR PLOTTING CO-ORDINATES, DRIVES 

AND STOPES.-" 1. The device for plotting, co
ordinates consists of a 45°, triangle graduated (on the 
two edges at right angl,es to each other) to any 
required scale. Fig. I represents a triangle graduated 

Fw .. ) 
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so that 1 ft, =240 ft,: Fig. 2, 1 ft, =250 ft.: .Fig. 3, 
1 ft. =500 ft., and Fig. 4, 1 ft, =2,500 ft. The 
gra.luated erlges are about six inches in length, 

:FIG.3. 

~~~~~~Will~~~~~~illl~J~.~~~~~ 
FIG, '4. 

2, By a proper assulllPtion of the distance apart of 
the co-ordinate lines their representation on the plan 
will be contained within the graduated ed~es of the 
triangle. For example, using the 1/240 tnangle the 
co-ordinate 'lines must be 100 ft. apart and hence 
represented on the plan 4 4{5 in. apart: 1/250 x 100 ft. 
- or 4 4/5 in, : 1/500 x 200 ft. - or 4 4/5 in. : 1/2,500 x 
1,000 ft. - or 4 4/5 in. 

3, In the following discussion the axes of co
ordinate's are assullled to be as represented as in 
1<'ig.5. 

4. Suppose the plotting is required on the horizontal 
plan (scale 1 ft, = 500 ft.) of the stations' whose' co
ordin'lites are 

X, .Y. Z, 
309 6953':30 4995'06 1283'24 
310 6978'09 4982'28 1280'64 
311 6997'73 4975'30 1281'64 
312 7059'39 4959'8.5 128;','29 
3 lOa 6976'75 4969'72 1251'65 , 
3IOb 6974'15 4961'79 1241'71 
310c 6975'36 4955'56 1235'55 
210 696:{'14 4897'66 1185'99 
211 6975'96 4892'15 1185'45 
212 70ti8'83 4866'98 1186'47 

5, Ttl plot station 309, place graduated triangle, 
1/500 on plan (see F:ig. 6) with oue graduated edge 
coinciding with the line Y =4,800, then move so that, 
the 153'30 (6953'30 - 6800'00) division coincides with 
the line X=6,800, then at the 195'06 (4995'0(;-
4800'00) division on the other edge, prick a poillt : 
this will represent on the plan the position of station 
309. The other stations are plotted similarly (see· 
Fig. 7), 

6. As a check place the graduated triangle as in 
Fig. 8 so that the 195'06 division on one edge coincides. 
with the line Y =4,800 and prick a point at the 
153'30 dil'ision on the other edge. The two points 
sh/mld coincide, 
'7. On any vertical plane or section the Z ordinate· 

may be plotted similarly. 
8, The gTaduated triangles above described Illay 

be employed in various ways, For example, suppose 
it is required to transfer the lower drive and part of 
raise representeu in Fig. 9 (scale 1/500) to a plan 
(scale I/MO) (see Fig, 10). In Fig, 9 the 1/500-
triangle is placed as indicated; in this instance with 
the ltiO'OO division on one graduated edge coinciding 
with the line X=6,800: the Y ordinates (4,800+ 
189'50) and (4,800+ 195'50) of the points of inter
section of the contours of the drive with the gradu:~ted 
edge of the triangle are read off.: in Fig, 10 the 1/240 
triangle is placed as indicated with the 60'00 (160'00· 
- 100'00) division on one edge coinciding with the 
line X=6,900, then points are pricked at divisions_ 
89'50 (4,80(J+189'5Ll-4,900) and 95'50 (4,800+195'50, 

.:7:+ 0r-----------______________ _ 

z+ 

I 

FIG. 5 
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tzo 

( .. 
So 

·7<700, 0t70. 

FIG. 6. 

- 4,900). The triangles are moyed convenient dis· 
tances of 5 or 10 ft. and the Y ordinates reud oft' and 
transferred as beforc. The points thus indicated are 
joined showing a contour similar to that of Fig. 9. 

9. Again if a projection is require(1 on the \'ertical 
l,]ane I hrongh stations 210, 310, of the raise connect
ing 210 and 310 (see Fig. 7) (scale 1/240), then 
.assnming in this plane that 210 is at 0 ft. horizontal 
distance, the other stations are at horizontal distances 
;(lIIeasured oft' from Fig. 7) 

210 000 ft. 
:310c 59'00 (projection on plane 210, 310) 
310b 65'00 
:310a 73'50 
310 86'00 

:.nd (see Fig. Il) for 310 the graduated triangle 1/240 
is placed as indicated, the 80'00 division on one edge 

,coinciding with the line Z=I,200, a lJoint pricked at 
,diyision 80'64 (1280'64 - 1200'00) (obtained from 
:stat,ion eo-ordinates listed aboye), on other edge. 

The other stations are plotted similarly. 
notes tal,en when the transit ,was set 
~everal ~tations the contour is sketched 
desired section is as shown in Fig. 12. 

From the 
nnder the 
in fwd the 

10. These triangles iifLYe considerable time in 
plotting, are accnrate and ,do not soil the phtns, as 
there are no erasures to be made. 

II. The device for plotting drives is represen ted in 
Fig. 13. It consists of a l'rutraetor about 8 in. in 
diameter. (A) graduated to 20 lllillutes and numbered 
to correspond to those instrulllents whose numbering 
of graduations Oil the horizontal circle is froltl right 
to left. (E) is ,a slot in \vhich the slide (e) can be 
freely 1I10\·e,1. (D) and (~) are scales gra,Iuated as 
desired; in this instance (0) is 1/500 and (E) 1/240. 
(F) is a hole in slide (e) wiLh centre on line through 
centre (0) of protractor and 0°. Line (G) passes 
through (F) and serves to indicate the distancc along 
(D) and (E) of the centre of hole (F) fro]]] (0). (R) 
is an upright, shown in section at (I) through which 
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~ 
\l:) 
'1\ 

--~~--~~Q_'-+---------------------------------------~-----f~~+-~-----------

FIG. 7. 

passes vertic'1lly a tine needle. This needle is exactly 
over centre of protractor. 

lZ. The application is as follows, supposing the 
notes for the drive sUl"\'ey are 

Tnst. under 212. Racksb"ht 211. 
Horizontal angle. Slope distance. 

1. 157°20' 4'75 
2. 188° 40' 12'00 
3. 198° 40' 18'00 
4. 206° 40' 26 '00 
5. 213° 30' 10 00 
6. 213° 30' 2500 

Foresight Drive. 
V crtical angle. 

90° 
90° 
90° 
90· 
90° 
90° 

OlfsetTight 2 ft. 
" left 3 ft. 

A 'line j~ drawn through 212 and ZJl, extending 
heyond 211 ; the protractor is then placed on the 
planj' needle point pres8ed' down through 212, and 
'and then revolved until 157° 20' is indicated, the slide 
moved to indicat,e 4'75 ft. in 1 hiR instance on scale 
1/500. A mad, is then made throngh hole in ~lide. 
·Thisl mark repre8ents It point in the contour of drive. 
Simi11a.rly for the other points. When point 6 is 
plotted the off.~ets in,dicated are made and the several 
points joined, thus showing the outliue of the driye 
(see IFig. 7). 

13: If when u~ing this protractor the two ~tations 
·nre ~ery near together, to secnre accnracy, the ·hest 
rlnn is to find the co·ordinates of an imaginary point 
ill the extension of the line throngh tile two ~tatious 
hefore drawing the reference line through the two 

·,stations. 

14. For example suppose the transit were set uude 
21 I, hacksight 210, then proceed as follows: 

X. Y.' 
211 6975'96 4892'15 
210 6963'14 48!H'66 

Difl'. 12'82 
10 

-----, 
- 5'51 Multiply hy 10 

10 

128'20 - ii5'10 Suhtract from 
210 6963'14 4897'66 

Co·onlinates ",f -------
imaginary point 6834'94 4952',6 

Plot this point (see Fig. 7) /tnd then draw a lille 
through it amI 210 or 211. To eliminate erasure I1S 
much as possible the line should lJe drawn for a short 
distance only, near edge of protractor. ' 

15. For distances less than half the length of the 
slide, that is leos than two diyiiiions of 1/500 scale or 
2 ft., after the horizontal angle has been indicated, 
the needle may be removed and the slide moyed to 
the required distance. 

16. Perhaps a clearer idea regarding the use of the 
device for plotting stopes (which I prefer to· desi!!nate 
t,he 'plotting protractor ') will be engendered by 
describing briefly· the method of snryeyillg anrl 
plottin!! stopes to which it is applicable. 

17. The transit or theodolite is set up under a 
station, a sight taken to another station-the plate~ 
being clamped at 0°-the lower plate is then clam perl 

4. 

6 
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FIG. 8. 

and the upper un clamped and sights taken to the 
mast prominent points of projection and recession of 
the face of the Btope; these points being chosen 
about halfway between the hanging.wall and footwall 
of the stope, or mOl e preferably on the line of trend 
of the vein or reef being stoped. The horizontal 
angle, the slope distance, and the vertical angle for 
each point is recorded. By means of a table of 
latitudes and departures, or natural functions, or by 
logarithms, the slope distances are reduced to the 
horizontal; then on the plan, usually scale 1 ft. =240 
ft., the horizontal angles are laid off and then the 
horizontal distance for each angle. The points thns 
determined are joined, thus forming the horizontal 
projection of the contour corresponding to that of the 
face of the stope. This contour with that of the 
preceding survey, or in conjunction with the contour 
of the upper drive or that of the lower drive, or of 
both, determines the horizontal projection of the area 
stoped. This area multiplied by the secant· of the 
angle of the dip is the slope area corresponding to 
the area stoped. The dip is usually· ascertained by 
sighting to a point on a rod at the same vertical 
di.~tance abm'e the footwall as the axis of the insirn-

ment, and held at a point in the line of dip, as ne(Lr 
as can be judged, and some distance frulll transit. 
The vertical angle is read gh-ing the angle .of dip. 
Or the dip may be taken off the ,-ertical section of 
the raise or winze from which· the stope is being 
developed. 

18. The method of surveyingstopes above descri bed 
in conjunction with the' plotting protractor' and the 
methods of determining the dip to be described, is a. 
very advantageous one for all classes of stopes, fiat, 
vertical, those with uniform dip and strike, 9r vary
ing dip and uniform strike, or varying dip and varying 
strike and those on a conical surface. The advan
tages lie in iucreased accuracy, a saving of time-as 
the notes of a stope survey' can be plotted in one 
fourth the time onlinarily: required, at the same time 
dispensing with all laboriuus reductions--;-and the 
cleanline~s of plans, as ~ew, if any, erasures are 
necessary. I 

.. 19. The plotting plotradtor consists of (see Fig. 14) 
a protractor (A) about 13 in. in diameter, graduated 
to 20 ft., 10 ft. being easily estimated, numhereu 
from left to right as indicated with two sets of 
figures, one set black and the other set red, 180' iu 
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FIG. 9. 

advance of the black, the object of which wiII be 
explainedsubse!luently. This method of numbering 
is used ill conjunction with those in~truments whose 
graduations are numbered from right to left. (B) is 
a quadrant-independent of the main graq.uated 
circle- graduated to 20 ft. and numbered with two 
sets of figures, one from 0° to 90° and return to 1800, 
the 0° di"ision being opposite the 90° red and 270° 
black of main circle. This set of figures is used in 
conjunction with those instruments whose vertical 
circle is 1lI~lIlbered 0°. to 360· from Tight to left and 
whose vermers read 90° and 180° when the telescope 
is level. The other set of figures is from 0° to 90·, 
the /00

• di,-ision being opposite the O°.black and 1800 
red ef main circle. This set of figures is used in con-· 
jun9tion with those instruments whose vertical circle 
is numbered from 0' to 90° to the right and left from 
00 and whose verniers read 0° when the telescope is 
level. (C) is the graduated scale (in this instance 
1/240) and represents the 'slope distance; (D) is the 
grauuated scale (1/240) placed at right angles to the 
lineipassing through (D) the centre of the protractor 
and 0° black of the main circle and fastened to the slide 
(E) which' is movable along guide (F), so that the 0 
division is always on line 0, OOb. (G) is an upright 
throu:;;h which passes vertically a fine needle (H) 
,lirectly over the o division on scale (D). This needle 
npon being pressed down makes a small mark on the 

I surface of the paper aud upon the pressure heing' 
released is returned to its usual position by a spiml 
spring. (I) is a line nee,lIe over centre of protractor 
and when not pressed down is retained free from 
paper and also from dropping out when protractor is
not in use by a small tlat spring. (A) corresponds to· 
the horizontal gmduated circle of the transit, (B) to 
the vertical circle, (C) to the measuring tape and C,D, 
IH, is a right triangle in which C is the hypotenuse 
or slope distance, D one leg or "ertical distance, IH 
the other leg or horizontal distance and HIC the' 
the angle representing the vertical angle of elevation 
or depression. By this mechanical arrangement· 
slope distances can readily be reduced to the 
horizontal and vertical distances determined without 
recourse to tables. As an illustration, suppose that 
the slope distance is 100 ft., the vertical angle 30° 
00' ; move scale (C) until 30° is indicated on (B), then 
slide (E) until edge of (D) indicates 100 ft. on (C), 
then read off on scale (E) nO ft. the vertical distance ;. 
(HI)'is the horizontal ,listance and is determined by 
'revolving (C) to line 0, 0° ; 86'6 ft. is then read off 
as the horizontal distance. 

20. To check (D) that is to ascertain if it is at 
right angles to line 0, 0°, move scale (C) until 600 is· 
indicate,) on (B), then (E) until edge of (D) indicates 
100 ft. on (C) then read oft 86'6 on vertical scale,. 
then revolving (C) to line 0, 00, read off' 50 ft. If., 
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FIG, 10, 

there is any difference in the readings ootRoined by 9a 237 40 111 10 75'6 27'3 
,nsing 30" an,l 600 (D) may be shifted by means of the lOa 240 30 109 10 7:3'4 24'1 
screws by which it is fastened to (B) so that the 0 11a 244 10 107 10 69'6 20'6 
division is on line 0, 00 and also so that it is at right 12a 247 00 105 10 (i9'5 18'2 
angles to line 0, 00

,. The upright may also be 13a 250 10 103 30 (i(N 15'5 
.adjusted by means of t.he screws by which it is 14a 254 20 100 20 64'0 11'5 
fastened to (D) so that the point of the needle when 15a 257 10 9S 10 63'6 !J'O 
pressed down indicates 0 on scale (D), 

Slll'vey B. 
:21, The application of the protractor is best nnder-

Pt, H,A, V,A, s.D. V,D, 
,stood by considering a practical example of a stope deg. min. deg. min. 
slll'vey, In connection with this example the deter- Ib 26S 00 90 50 54'6 0'8 
mination of dip and areas will be discussed, 2b 264 10 93 50 57'6 3'8 

Suppose the Hotes of two successive sUrYeys of the 3b 263 50 94 10 62'3 ,q'i 
.stope 17 on I are as follo,ys :- 4b 257 10 98 10 63'6 9'0 

,Stope 17 011 1 "Test, Under l701A, Backsight 1701. 5b 254 20 100 20 64'0 !l'5 
6b 250 10 103 30 66'4 15'5 

SUl'Yey:A, 7b 246 50 105 ;lO 74'9 20'0 
Pt, Il,A, V.A, S.D, V,D, Sb 2:39 10 110 00 74'5 '.15'7 

deg. min. deg-, mill. 91> 2:35 40 11'1 50 76'6 2S'5 
IlL 204 40 12:3 00 lO5'f) m's lOb 231 40 ll4 10 74'9 :30'7 
.2a 207 40 122 40 JOO'7 54'4 llb 224 50 11',6 10 87'4 :{i)'O 
3a 213 20 121 10 IS'S 46'0 12b 221 50 117 50 94'1 44'0 
4a 21S 20 lIn 30 S9'4 44,'0 13b 219 40 119 00 101'4 49'1 
.5a 223 20 117 40 84'4 :39'4 14b 21S 30 119 10 104'8 iii '2 
6a 225 40 116 40 SO'2 36'0 15b 214 20 120 30 107'4 M'S 
7a , 229 40 IV; 00 79'0 :33'4 16b 20S 40 122 10 1I0'8 59'0 
.Sa 231 40 114 10 74'9 :30'7 lib 204 40 123 00 10':;'9 57'S 
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, .FIG. II. 
:Stope 17 OIdE<lst-. I; r:de .. liUIA. Bneksigltt 1701. Survey B. 

j Survey A. I'l. 1'.1. V.A. ~'. 1), V.D. 
Pt.1 H.;\.llcg'.min. \',.-\.. deg-, mill. S.V. V.Il. 

··~:~i 
SI) 50 9:, 5U 2!)·U :H) deg', mill. c1eb:', mill. 

S+ 50 97 10 ~S·7 :3 ·7 ll> 80 iJO n:, ::;0 200 2·0 

.:-l" III) II) IU;3 50 :H ·1 S·5 2" 9;3 JO lUI ~O ;)lI.(i (i-O 

4'L lUI 20 105 :30 :{;,5 Ih; :{h 101 50 111+ riO 40-9 HI·;:; 

;'il! 111 ,:;0 110 20 :)7 .4 13·0 4[, 106 :',1) 10i WI 4(i·0 I :3!J 

'(ia: 11:3 :m 110 GO .(1·7 14·S ;,h 110 :30 IOn Oll 51·5 lid! 

_7":, 1'20 :-ll) II :-l 00 4!J I I!J Z (i[, 115 (0 III 10 5Z·6 I!HI 

~al 1:24 (Ill 114 IU 5~ 5 ~1·5 71, 12/1 10 11:3 21) 00·5 2+·(1 

Da.! I~i:i JO II,:; 40 ,:;;3·] ~:3·0 SII 127 41J I Itj ;30 61·6 27'6 
'lll;l 1:12 40 Ili 20 58·4 ~6·9 !Ib I :3~ 10 lIS 10 6;:;·2 :31)·8 

Jla 
/ 

IHS 40 IH! ,jU iig-l 29·+ wb 1:36 +1I _II " ',li U·4 :'(i·o 

IZil 14li 10 I~li 00 6:3:3 :3 1·7 lIh 1:1S :30 IZIl 10 77"6 :1!J 0 

.1:·ht 14.5 00 121 .50 (,S·6 :11i·2 121, 144 :30 12:2 20 81N 4:Hi 

14n 1:,:3 on. 12;, ;:;1) 7:j-8 4:2-~ I ;3b l4(i 30 1:22 :)(1 S4·8 4U-O 

}:h 156 40 ]~4 ;)0 S;3·1 +7·5 140 Vii. ;:;0 124 00 85·S 4S'0 

:.I6a 15!J 30 1-2(i 20 8i·;3 5U·;:; l,il> 157 40 12G 20 85'1 49·1; 
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/200 

31CJC 

JiIG. Ii'. 

22. To plot; 17 on 1 "'e~t Slll'yey A, draw a line 
through J 701 A and 1701 (as, in this instance, the two 
stations are yery near together it is best to extend 
the line a~ previously di~cussed in the plotting of 
r\ri\'es), place the protractor on the plan with needle, 
r pressed ,Iown t,hrongh 1701A and then revolve nnt,l 
2040 40' black if line extending through backsight; is 
used or 2040 40' red if the line extending from back
sight, throngh ami beyond 170lA is nsed, then move 
seale (C) ulltil 12:,)" 00' is iJlllicated 011 (B), then sC>1.le 
{D) nnW it~ grHdnated edge indicates lO5'9 on scale 
(C), the neetlfe (HJ is then pressed down alld a point 
marked 011 the surface of the paper. The vertical 
distance, to be used later in the det;erlllination of the 
angle of dip, is read ofl' on scale (D) and recorded 

opposit;e the st;,ttion nnmber to which it belongs. 
All the other points are IJlott;ed similarly and the· 
vertical distances recorded. The vertical distances. 
above recorcled lmve bee~ read offfrolll the protractor 
and, with a few exceptiqnR, will be found to agree 
with the calcubLted dist;ances to 0'1 ft. ; the excep
tions to 0'2 n. The points thus plott,ed for each 
sUITey are joined by 'right lines, inkcd ill, thus 
showing t;he horizontal projection of the contour of 
the face of the stope for each survey (see Fig, 15). 
The freedom of the plan 'from pencil marks an d lines 
is here noticeable; no el'asures being neCeS8>1ry. As 
the data is not to hand and as the area stoped has no 
connection with the upper and lower dri\'e~ th ey are 
not indieated on the plan of the stope shown in Fig. 15. 
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23. Before discns.qing the detenninaLion of dip it 
'would perhaps be as well' at this point to explain the 
lise of the two sets of fignres, red and black on circle 
.(1\). If when plotting a stope the line drawn through 
the backsight would place the protractor in a less ('on
"ement position to use, by extending the line in the 
.opposite direction and without a.ltering the horizontal 
angles as read, the red seL of figures would be u~ed 
<Ln!l the plotting proceeded with as before. (This has 
heen done in the plotting of the stope above.) Also, 
when making the undergronnd survey, sometimes 
owing to the nature of the ~tope, it is more con
I'enient to rpad vernier II than vernier I ; in this 
else the angle is recorded as read from vernier II, and 
\I' hen plotting if line through backsight is heing used 
.a" reference line, the red set of figures is used; if 
the line extends in the opposite direction, the black 

figures. And again, it is sometimes necessary to 
transit the telescope to be enabled to read the 
vertical circle; in this case of IIsing the line through 
backsight, vernier II wonld require the black and 
vernier I the red, and if nsing the line extending ill 
the oppos;t,e direction, vernier I black and vernier II 
red. Tne vertical angles would have to be changed 
depending on how the vertical circle was numbered 
and the position of the verniers. 

24. Assnming that the strike and the dip for the 
stope above plotted are uniform, no considerable 
error, considering the irregularities of the trend oi 
the stope face, will be evidenced if it is assumed that 
the line of strike passes through a point in 17 on 1 
East, Survey B; whose elevation is the sallle as the 
elevation of a point in 17 on 1 'Vest, Survey E. For 
this assumption the point Sb in 17 on 1 Vvest itt 
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Frr:. H. 

vertical distance 25'7 below horizontal axi~ of in~tl u· 
ment awl a point in 17 on I East half wax between 
points 71, and Sb the mean of who~e vertical distanccs 
below horizontal axis of instrument is 2,,'7 and hence 
the elevation of the !lssumed point, will suffice. A 
line drawn through these two points is the line of 
strike, which while not the true line of strike, as will 
develop latcr, is near euough for practical purposes. 
At any convenient point (Iraw a line at right angles 
to the liue of strike; on this line project the points 
pi ott cd; then lay otf at righ t angles to this line from 
each projected point the vertical distance belonging 
to that point; join the points thus determined. The 
contour thus formed is the line of dip (see Fig. 15). 

It is preferable to tran~fer the projected point~ to 
a separate paper and lay otf the di~tances thereon. 
Thus the dip lines fOl' each suney will not be con· 
fused with Lhe stope eontoUf> .. 

25. In the dip contour of 17 on I East, Survey A, 
the points from let tt' lOa are practically on the same 
line of dip; at lOa the dip change~, and from lOa to 
16n the I,oints are 011 fhe smne dip line. In the dip 
contour of 17 on I Ea~t, !:i:Irvey 13, the points from 
Ib to 8b are on the ~;jme Imc of dip; at Sb the dip 
changeR, and the puints frum :'311 to 15b are on the 

~ame dip line. The angles of the dip are then taken 
otf with a protraetor and, ill order mentioned above, 
are :~Oo :30', :36° 30', 33° :30', 35° 00'. Draw a line from 
lOa to Sil dividing the area illto two parts. To 
determine the slope area of the upper oue multiply 
the horizontal area by the secant of 32° 00' (the mean 
of the two dip angles for that part of the stope) ; 
of the lower one, multiply by the ~ecant of 35° 45' 
(the lllean of the two dip angles for that part of the 
8tope). The slim is Lhe slope area stoped. In the 
stope 17 on 1 'Vest, SIllTey A, the poiuts are 
practically on the same line of dip, which is deter· 
mined to be 35° 45'. For Survey B the dip is fount! 
to be Lhe same. The area is found as before, As 
the ~toping surface in, 17 on 1 East is a warpe(l 
surface, the more accurate method would be to tin(l 
points in contour 17 on I Ea~t Survey B at the 
same elevation as those in contour 17 on 1 
East Survey A, assn\uing Lhat the change ~)f 
dip I,etwc!en any two consecutive points is 
unifOl m, and then draw lines through points 
of sallie elevation, These lines wiII be the 
lin~s of strike at those points: then taking the mean 
of allY two Rtrike lines as the line uf ,trike for the 
area between thooe two lines and the ltlean clip a:> 
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determined by projecting the points ami laying oft'· 
,'ertical distances as before, the slope area is deter
minerl for that part of the stope, The areas of 
remaincler of stope 'are determined ill the same way 
and the snm of the' whole is the area stoped, For 
~lllall areas and where the stope is slightly warped 
the difference of area is inappreciable, If the stoping 

.snrface is considerably warped the difference of area 
is considerable and an application of the preceding 
method, or one of the following, is necessary for a 
precise determination of the slope area, 

26, In case where the line of strike is constant and 
the dip variable and hence the contour of the line of 
dip a curved line, to lind the slope area plot the stope 

· as before, and upon determining the line of strike 
plot the dip line, and either divide the horizontal area 
into several parts, taking the dip off the dip line for 

· e,wh part, lind the slo1?e area for each part the sum 
of the several areas bemg the area of the whole; or 
find the horizontal area and the horizontal length of 
this area, measured at right an'gles to the line of 
strike, bet,ween the line of strike through the upper
most point of horizontal area and the line of strike 
through the lowest point of area; divide the area by 
the length giving the average width of horizontal· 

.area multiply tins by the length of dip line between 
tile 'two dip lines, giving the area stoped, For 
example in 17 on 1 West draw line of strike through 

·6b and '16b, measure distance W between them, 
divide horizontal area by this len~th giving average 
width, multiply this ,by length of Clip line (v h) giving 
the slope area (see FIg, 15), 

27, The line of strike and the angle of dip lllay 
he rletermined as follows: the co-ordinates of 1701 

.and 170lA being 

1701 
170lA 

X, 
6922'1~ 
6925'89 

y, 
4891'28 
4\)11'44 

Z, 
1164'84 
1178'67 

then by calculation the co-ordinates of the points \la, 
:3((., 12b, and 15b in stope 17 on I W~st, are 

2a 6900'88 49\)2'43 1235'3? 
:{a 6896'41 . 4981':31 1226'92 

12b 6882'62 4982'51 1224'~2 
15b 68S8'40 4996'09 1235'72 

· (l925'8H 4911'44 x=6940'Sl 
6922'16 4901'28 y=4992'08 co-ordinates of point in 

20'16 
4 

14'92 SO 64 
-6U25'S!l 4911 '44 

·6!l40·SI 4992 'OS 

extension of line 1701-
l701A 

CIIanging the origin of co-onliuates-to facilitate 
computations-to x=6S80, J/=49S0 and z=1220 the 

.eo-ordinates of the abo"e points hecome 
2a 20'8S 12'4:~ 15'32 
:~a 16'41 l'3i 6'92 

E!h 2'62 2'51 4'92 
15b S'40 16'09 15'72 

Find the equation of the plane containing any three 
of the above points, then the intersection of this 
plane alHI any horizontal plane will be the line of 
strike, and the angle between the two planes the 
angle of dip. The general equation of the plane is 
Ax+By+Cz=D. First taking the points 3a, l~b 

· and 15b, snhstituting the values of J), y and z m 
A,,; + B'If+ Cz=D, solving for B, C, and D in terms of 
A, suh~tituting the values thus found in Ax+By+ 
C.z=D, the equation of the plane is fonnd to be 

x+:NSmy-4'9118z=-12·SOS. Substituting z=1) 
the equation of the line of strike is J)+3'4S02y=-
12·SOS. Solving for y, y=-J).;-3'4S02-12'S08.;-
:3'4802, Whence tan 1> = 1 .;- 3'4802 1> = 16°00'. 
Hence the strikp, is N74°0f)' E. The angle of dip i~ 
gi,'en by cos /I = AA' + BB' -i- CC' / (A -i- B + C)6 
(A'+B'+C')!; A, B, C, all(1 A', 13', C' being the 
co-efficients of ";, y and z in the equation of the plane 
x + 3'4S02y-4'9118z=--12'S08 and z=O respectively, 
Making the proper substitutions and solving, .the 
angle of dip is found to be 1i=-36°24' 

2S. Again.tRking the points 2a, 3a and 12b the 
equation of the plane i~ found to be {c + 3'372541/-
4·97265z=-1:3·270Sl. Whence 1>=16°31'. Hei-ICe 
the strike is N 73°29' E. The mean strike is 
N 73°44'30" E. The angle of dip 1i=35°17'. The 
mean dip is 35°50', which is nearly in agreement with 
the angle of dip previously found. 

29. The discrepancy in the two determinations of 
the angle of dip is due to the points sighted to being 
slightly ahove or below the true line of dip, thus 
causing a slight enol' in the vertical distances, which 
when introduced into the eqnation of the plane 
produces a slight difJ'erence in the co-etfieients of 
x, y and z, this difference cansing considerable differ
ence in the detelmination of cos Ii by above formula, 
'Vhile a difference of half a foot in elevation is not 
very noticeable in the plotting of the dip line, it is 
quite so when used in the above formula as iR 
evidenced by the discrepancy in the two angles of 
dip. • 

30. That the points sighted to must, to ensnra 
accuracy, he chosen precisely hallway hetween 
hanging wall and footwall, or on the line of trend of 
the stoping face, is evident. If the points are care
fully chosen then the probability is that they are all 
equally in error and, therefore, the mean of two 
determinations should be taken as the true dip. 

:31. The direction of the line of strike is somewhat 
diflerent from the one assnmed, but not enough to 
cause an appreciable difterence in the determination 
of the dip by plotting the vertical distances parallel 
to the assumed line of strike. This dift'erence iR 
explained by the fact that the East side of the stope 
dips le.s than the 'Vest side, so that the point between 
7b and 8b East side would at the same dip as the 
"Vest side be higher up the stope, thus the assnmed 
line of strike would 'have more nearly approache,1 
the calculated line of strike. 

32. Another method of determining the dip, if the 
footwall or hangingwall of the stope is of uniforlll 
dip, is by taking sights to three points on either 
hangingwall 6r footwHlI, two in one line on one side 
of dip line and one on the other side of the dip line, 
reading the horizontal angles, the vertical angles, ami 
the slope distances. 

The form of tbe notes and forllllll", are as 
follows :-
lnst" Un., B. B.S., A. F.S" Xl"".'")''' 
Xj H.A. ~l V.A. fit ;S.D. SI V.D. a H.D. cl 

X 2 1>2 821" 82 b" t 

x" " 1>" " 8'1: "SO c t 
'1>'1-1>1 =90°00' Bearing.A, to 13 =ft If ,,'" is the 
angle made by line of stril~e with the line X"J)~, then 
'ran1> = f (b-a) / (e (c-a),-cl (e-b). Hence know-
ing 8 ami 1> the beari?g X"O:~, can he found and then 
·the bearing of the line of strike. Tan (angle of 
dip) = (b- a) / (e-d) Sin1>. 
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33. As a practical example: Bearing A to B 
S 30°20' W. 

B.A. 175°40' V.A. 
a 13'0227 d 10'9:273 

~] S D. 

X 2 H.A. 175°40' VA. 
{, 22'2738 e 22 '27:~8 

S.D. 31'5 

x~ H.A. 85°40' V.A. S.D. 
c 19'0771 f 30'52~J7 

'Whence bearing x to x is S 26°00' W. rp=59°01'. 
Hence bearing of line of strike is 1\ 85°01' E. And 
the angle of dip is 43°35'. 

34. The slope area may be fonnd without either 
finding the angle of dip or the line of strike, as 
follows: Uiville the area into triangles as la, 2a, 
16b ; 2a, 16b, 15b ; 2a, 15b, 14b ; 2a, 3a, 14b and so on 
(see Fig. 15, 17 on 1 'Vest), then use the formula 
Area=(s (s-a) (s-b) (s--;c) )'; s=~ (a+b+c). 

- ((0' x) 2+(y 1) 2+(~' ,,) )!i a - ( 'v -, I -'v, ~ -<I ) 

b (( )" ( )" ( ) 'J H = ( rc -X2 - + Y --Jh - + Z -Z2 - ) 

C = ~ (X, -X2) 2+ ('!h-Jh) 2+ (Z,-Z2) 2 ~ ~ 
x, ?}, Z; Xl, Yl' Zl ; x2, Y2, Z2 

being the co-ordinates of the vertices of the triangles, 
1'he fault of this method is that it requires nnmerons 
calrmlations of co-ordinates, although the labour conld 
be' shortened by taking the co-ordinates of the points, 
as plotted with the plotting protractor, off the plan 
and using the vertical distances given by the plotting 
,protractor. 

35. Stopes on a conical surfaee are plotter! as 
before; the dip and slope area determined consider
ing the stoping- surface as plane, the error in so doing 
belng inappreciable cxcept when the radius of the 
base of the cone is small; in which case the surface' 
may be de,veloped according to the principles of 
descripti ve geometry. 

36. It will be noticed (see paragraph 25) that the dip, 
as plotted, ehanges abruptly at lOa, 8b. Aetually 
this i~ not the ease, as there is no slip or fold at lOa, 8b. 
'Probably the points between la and lOa and lOa and 
16a have been dlOsen slightly below their true 
positions and hence the dip lirl'es are curved. The 

, slight difference in the slope area is inappreciable. 
37. Sometimes, although the pay streak, or leader, 

or reef, being stoped preserves it;; continuity, it may 
be carried near the hangingwaH or the footwall at 
the time of one survey >tn.! at the next survey may 
be on the opposite wall. This would moclify the 
strike, and hence the angle of dip and the slope area 
stoped. In a ca~e of this kind the points sighted to. 
instead of being cho>en half way between the 
hangingwall and footwall should be on the Fay
streak, or leader, or reef, irrespective of its position 
in relation to the two walls. This is again modified 
in case the stope is on contract, depending on 
whether the contractor has strayed off the leader or 
owing to a change in the walls, has been ordered to 
change the position of the stoping face.' If the con
tractor has erred then the sights should be taken on 
pay-~treak .or leader, if not, on points half way 
hetween hanging and footwalls. In either case the 
horiz~ontal plan is the same, the slope area alone 
varying. 

38.1 In the stope 17 on 1 East the assumed line of 
strike has been used in the determination of the 
angle of dip. Perhaps a better plan would be to take 
a point 6a' and find the point at the same elevation 
between 4b a'nd 5b, drawing 'a line through 6a and 
the point found, giving the line of ~trike, aud then' 
finding the dip; find the slope area for that part of 
stope la, -lOa, 8b, and also the point l3a, finding a 

point between lOb and'llu at same elevation as 13a ; 
the line of' strike and the angle of dip and slope 
area as bef01'e of that part of stope lOa, 8b, 15b; the 
sum of the two areas thus found giving the area 
stoped. ' 

39, In paragraph 26 the method is discussed as 
though the line vI. were a curved line, which is not 
the case. If the line were curved as d. (see dotced 
line, Fig. 15) tlie length of d. would be found wilh 
an opisometer and the average ~'idth of th,e horizontal 
area multiplied by the length found, giving the slope 
area 
. 40. In the stope 17 on 1 for another successive 

suney the mean of the dip Ime then found and the 
dip line of the preceding survey wonld be the dip line 
to be used in finding the angle of dip and thence the 
area stoped. If the line of strike were altered in' 
direction in Lhe successive survey, then the vertical 
distances of the preceding survey should be laid off 
parallel to the new line of strike-from the projected 
points of the contonr of face of ~tope at preceding 
survey-on line at right, angles to tlHI line of strike. 
--J. J_ BRISTOL, Mining Engineer, Reno, Nevada, 
U. S. A., in Mining and Scientific Press, April 2 and 9,' 
1910. 

ECONOMIES IN THE USE OF STEEL IN ·MINE, 
TIMBERING.-" The use of steel in mine timbering 
can be no longer considered as an experiment. It is 
a material of cOllStruction tested under all kinds of 
c~mditions and service, is adapted to all forms of con-, 
siruction, is easy to obtain, cOIl\'enient to fabricate 
and erect and economical in all directions, and its 
long- life, under all conditions of temperature, mois
tnn~ and stress, amply compensates for the increased' 
first cost of its installation as compared with woud_ 
It has, therefore, cpmmended itself, up to the present 
time, as the only material which, by its flexibility 
and convenience of nse, Cflll replace wooden construc
tion fu lIy and satisfactorily; and it may be well to 
set down in detail sOlne of its advantages and to 
point out certain considerations necessary for its 
most successful and permanent use. 

Correct Design_-The pre\-ention of economic waste, 
requires that no more sLeel be used than is sufficient 
for the purpose, and that strength and low weight go, 
hand in hand. It reqnires. therefore, that the s,p,eI 
used in mine timheriug he based on correct principles 
of engineering design_ Tables of equivalent strength 
of wood and steel beams, columns, etc., enable the 
designer readily to substitute steel for wood in exist
ing operations_ At all events the variety of sizes 
and weights rolled by the steel makers is snfficient" 
to permit a very close approximatiOli to the strf'ngth 
desired so that there may be absolutely no waste of 
materiaL There is this difference between the 
behaviour of steel ami wood under service conditiuns; 
steel deflects gradnaily nnder pressnre and will bend, 
greatly before hreakin)!; indeed, nnless there Hre 
defects in the steel itself, there is no reason 'at all 
why a steel beani shonld break under any conceivable 
load in the nline, where~s wood, in addition to the 
pulling apart of the fibre longitudinally, 'yill. ".1 so, 
break transversely. As a conseqnence of tIns dltf.er-' 
ence in the behavionr of the material wood, wInch 
has been in place and is o\'erstrained is worthIes. ; 
the steel, which ha~ deflected so far as to decrpase 
the head room in the rnof supports below the clear-. 
ance line, may be taken out, straightened. and' 
replaced. Some of the bars in theCommentry MUles, 
France, have been used 200 time.. . 

1'he desi"n of steel mine timbers must go hand III 

hand with ~ccurate knowledge as to the character of 
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the loads which they have to sust:1.in and the: tresses 
which they produce in the material itself. "There 
the strata are horizontal, or approximately so, the 
loada are applied normal to the collar with a practic
ally uniform distribution :wd produce therein bend· 
ing moments, with compressi"e stresses in the legs, 
these stress'lS in the legs being equivalent to the half 
load on the beam, :1nd the minimlllll amount of 
material is employed when the legs are exactly pro
portioned to this IH1lf load. "There the dip of the 
st.n),ta is great, or where the ground is swelling, legs 
and collars may be called upon to take both heuding 
and compl'essive ~tresses at the same time, and allow
~nce mU8t be made ill the design for this joint action. 
In a vertical mine shaft through solid ground, Lhe 
loads which need to be bome will be not much 
greater Lhan the weight of tile lining itself, and stitt'· 
ness ami strength will only be req nired for the proper 
alignment of the cage guides, etc. In heavygroun(is 
liable to displacement, or in an inclined shaft, the 
wall plates may be called upon to carry both bend
ing and compres-ive stresses, and ccrtainly the 
bun tons will be called upon to sustain a large slmre 
,of the load. 

An illustration of the necessit.y for ,1n intelligent 
appreciation of the principles of correct design was 
seen in the mines of the Copper Queen Con. !'IIining 
Co., at Bisbee, Ariz., where 0ertRin sections were 
installed in 1908, in (I rifts where timber rotted very 
~quickly. They used generally the 4 in. and 5 in. 
H-sections which took a perma,nent set after some 
length of time. L:1ter heavier sections were trip.d in 
·a part of the mine which ""1S extremely hf'avy where 
12 in. x 1:l in. Oregon pine timbers crnshed in ahout 
a month 0'1' less, and in this heavy ground the 6 in. 
R-section collars and posts failed in about the same 
time as the tim bel', the posts bending clear out of 
shape and crippling badly. The legs in this instance 
were designed to be of equivalent strength to the 
collar, whereRs experi&nce indicated that they were 
called upon to sustain not only the loads carried by 
the collar but heavy bending stresses due to the 
·cn,shing down of the material on the sides and top of 
the gangway. 

P'l'oper FOl'ln.-The prevention of waste in steel 
mine timbering will, therefore, require the use of the 
right kind of IlIaterial as well as the least weight of 
material. Old rails were first used for the support 
·of roofs in mining operation in 1878 in the mines of 
Commentry, France. The be~t results were obtained 
when they were placed edgewise bnt they were very 
liable to breakage. Old rails have also been used in 
the United States in the Chapin mine of Lhe Oliver 

'Iron Mining Co., at Iron Mountain, Mich" fabricated 
into square timber sets. They haye also been nsed 
for stnttlessepamting the horizontal frames in steel 
lined mine shafts. The defects of steel rails, how
ever, were e;Lrly appreciated. They are of small 
·depth and of con~equent low efficiency pound for 
pound of material used. They are also hi"h in 
·carbon and bleak readily. In the Commentry ';;Iines 
iron bars of rectangular section 3'15 in. x 1'18 in. x 
12 ft. long were ultimately adoptf::d in preference to 
rails, as they were easily stmightened anel great 
rigidity is not necessary. In 1889'some of the bars 
had been re-used 200 times. The roof of this mine 
",vas probably of first-class character, otherwise, owing 
to the weakness. of the form of section employed. the 
,sections in use would not have gi"en the satisfaction 
they seem Lo have rendered. 

"'here transverse loads are to be borne in the 
collars of the sqnare timber sets and for roof supports 
,generally, in the horizontal wall plates of vertical 

shaft lilling, etc., there is no form of section rolled 
more economical than the standard I-beam IIser! in 
ordinary constrnction, as this form of section com
bines a high degree of resistance to bending witlI a 
minimum amonnt of material. It is not, however, 
suitable for use as the legs of the sqllare tim bel' sets 
or as isolate(; props, by reason of the fact that, the 
radius of gyration of the section is low and it is not 
therefore adapted to resist compress;"e strains, to 
sustain which a shape is needed eqnally strong about 
bOLh'axis of symmetry. Hollow tubes possess these 
requirements in a theoretically. ideal manner but 
suffer from the disad vantage3 of relative high cost 
and the diffic,!lty of making proper. connections, 
which have practically prohibited their usc in build
ing construction above groulld exc€pt of the simplest 
character. For the legs of ti,e square timber sets, 
for Illlntons in vertical and inclined mine sh:Lfts and 
for wall plates in inclined mine shafts, or vertical 
shafl R through moving ground, the ideal rolled 
section, of sufficient strength for most ord inar.V con
ditions, is given liS in the H-section, a form of rolled 
shape which possesses a IRrge radius of gyration and 
the most economical distribution of m'!telial in o.om
parison to its weight. The 5 in. beam with a 4 in. 
tLlI1ge and -!i' in. weh, which reappears so frequently 
in English mining litemtnre since 1885, is mine 
tim bering, and it is altogether possible that mine 
timbering in tlB Ullited States would have had a 
different history hRd these sections been introduced 
earlier into this country. The first H-sections were 
rolled iu the 'U ni ted 'States 011 Augnst 23, 1907, by 
the Carnegie Steel Co., whose 4, 5, 6 .and 8 in. 
sizes have been dFsignell as the rcsult of careful in
vestigation into mining cOllditiolls with an especial 
~'iew to their use in mining operations. (Fig. I.) 
They are respectively equivalent in strength to the 
best 8, 10, 12, and 15 in .. dry southern yellow pine 
round timbers, and experience in their nse has 
demonstrated that it will seldom be necessary to go 
beyond this range of sizes. 

These relative proportions of the strength of steel 
to wood, however, are based on ordinary methods of 
calcni:Ltion which will allow factors of safety of four 
on ,steel and of two on wood, alld the use of these 
equivalents produces, therefore, much stronger and 
stiffer mine timber sets than the comparison would 
seem to indicate. Stiffness is as important as strength 
and the experience of the Copper ("lueen would il1lJi
cate the importance of using plenty of steel, just as 
it is necess"ry to use plenty of wood. The spacing 
of the timber sets should be such as to compel the 
different sets of timber to act altogether'as'a unit 
under any sudden stress or shock, and, therefore, 
light sectIOns with close spacing will be preferable to 
heavy sections Oll wide spacing, the roof itself serving 
as a beam to distribute the load over two or more 
sets; whereas on wide spacillg there is mOle danger 
of a '1'oof falling in between the sets. The close spac
ing also permits the use of much lighter lagging. 

Simplicity in Fmmin,q.-The prevention of econo
mic waste in steel requires the avoidance of waste in 
fabrication and simplieity in framing. Nothing can 
be- simpler than the me~hod in which the wooden 
timber sets are framed ;and the ideal steel mine 
timber inust also possess this simplicity. 

The first use of the sq mire timber sets of structural 
shapes for main headings seems to have been made 
ill 1897 at Stearn's shaft, Susquehanna Coal Co., 
Nanticoke, Pa. They were put in 540 ft. below the 
surface, and the conditions which caused their use 
were large spans at the foot of the shaft, and great 
pressure under which 24 in. yellow pine timber 
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eollars l:1.sted ollly about eight months. These 
t!m ber. are still in position and in excellent eondi
tlOn, exposell to constant contact with mine water 
without signs of failure or corrosion amI without 
other protection than good heavy coat.s of paint. 
They were constrncted in the form known as Steel 
Gangway Support, Style A, in which the collar is 
composed of a stand,ud I-beam, with frames at each 
enn. bptween two ch:1.nnels separatell by gas pipe 
separators, amI restin!! at their I ases on a cast iron 
shoe of circular form, which in turn tits into a cast 
iron base, as shown in Fig. 2. Pin connections are 

FIG. 2.-Steel Gangway Support, Style A . 
Pin Bearing, I-Beam Girder, Double Channel Struts, 

Cast Iron Base. 

used at t he top of the legs, one passing through the 
beam and channels and the other through the 
channels only. Steel wedges are driven under the 
collar so as to distribute the weight on both pins . 
In this form of construction, for a standard single 
track gangway it is necessary to assemble 31 pieces 
and the cost is comparatively high. An installation 
of this character, howe\'er, ean be adapted to almost 
any req uirement of strength, and large stretches of 
steel timbered gangway in the anchracite region are 
timbered after this design, orignally prepared by 
R. V. Norris,,,,,,conslilting engineer, ,I;llsquehanna 
Coal Co. The ISummit Branch Mining Co., for 
eX~Lmple, has a sing'e stretch of 1,500 ft. at its 
'VilliamstowlI, PIl., eolliery, while other long 
stretches are to be fonnd in the mines of the Lytle 
Coal Co., Minersville, Pa., Lykens Valley Coal Co., 
'Villiamstown, Pa., and Eureka mine No. 36, 
Berwind-"Wbite Coal Mining Co., Windber, Pa. In 
the last installation the collar. are 12 in., 31 '5 lb. 
beams 12 ft. long, the lega are composed each of two 
8 in. channels aud the cotter-pills are I~ in. diameter. 
Thesets are lagged in part with 30 lb. rails and in. 
part with lumber. The simplicity of the construction 
is shown in that the plain llIaterial was bonght from 
the rolling mill and the fabrication was done in the 
coal comp'any's own shops. 

The three-piece wood gangway supports used in 
square timbering are not adjustable and, therefore, 
the adjustabilit.y secured by the use of Steel Gang
way Support., Style A, seems to be needless amI 
uneconomical. Steel Gangway Support, Style E 
(Fig. 3) shows a simpler form in which the strength 
of the double channel leg can be used in combination 
with an I-beam collar. In this form the two channels 
forming'ihe legs are connected together in the shop 
by bolts and separators. They carry angle brackets 
at their tops on which the beam rests and to which 
it is connected by boltg, to permit easy removal, and 
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FIG. 3.-Steel Gangway Support, ~tyle E. 
I· Beam Girder, Double Channel Strut~, Steel Cap 

and Base. 
rest at their bottom on a steel plat!" to which baro 
are riveted forming slots for holding the channels in 
position . In this form of construction there are 
only five pieces to be erected; the single beam collar, 
two legs nnd the base plates. If the footing is good 
even the base plates can be eliminated. The angles 
riveted to the webs of the channels transmit the load 
from the collar to the legs and the bent angle brackets 
prevent undue side motion. 
. In the endeavour to obtain adjustability in a simple 
way, St~el Gangway Support, Style I, has been 
devised, in which a set consists of an I·beam collar 
and H·secLion legs connected to each other by rocker 
castings. and re~ting at the bottom on a casting 
exactly similar to that at the top, 'allowiug free 
motion both at the top and bottom. Sixty sets of 
this type were installed in 1908 in the mines cf the 
Coppe'r Queen, and examples are als!) to be found in 
the mines of the Delaware, Lackawallna & Western 
Railroad at ScrantQIl, Pa. 
. The.ide~l furm of simplicity and economical con· 
~tructlOn IS to be fonnd ill Steel Gangway Support, 
Style F (Fig. 4) consisting of an I·beam 01' H·section 

FIG. 4.-Steel Gangway Support, Style F. 

collar, two H·section legs with lng angles at the top 
thereof to·prevent side motion and absolutely plain 
plates for beari.ngs. If the plain plates are omitted, 
there are practICally three pieces to handle. The set 
can be put together on the ground and raised into 
position with minimulll difficulty, and in this forlll 
the steel square tim bet set is the exact equivalent of 
the three.piece wooden set in such common use. The 
first. sets of this' design .lIsed in the United States 

were installed in October, 1907, in the pnmp house of 
the Midvalley Coal Co. at 'Vii burton, Pa., and the 
steady demand for them indicrttes their perfect 
adaption for the usual purposes of gangway timbering. 
Examples of their use are now to be fonnd in' the
mines of the Lytle Coal Co., Summit Branch Mining' 
Co., Berwind· White Coal Mining Co., Alden CortI 
Co., Susqnehannrt Coal Co., Pine Hill Coal Co., and 
the Greenough Red Ash Coal Co. . 

The bent lug angle which preven~s lateral motion 
may be replaced by a steel bar, Steel Gangway 
Support, Style G (Fig. 5) and sets of this character-

FIG. 5.-Steel Gangway Support, Style G . 
I·Beam Girder, H·Section Struts, Steel Cap & Base .. 
llIay be found,. among other places, in the Maxwell 
colliery of the Lehigh & ·Wilkes·Barre Coal Co. In 
fact, the ease with which steel can be adapted to any 
condition of service is exemplified in the various. 
simple modificar,ions' which have been made in the 
construction of mine timbers. The ideal steel mine. 
timber of the future will be that in which unnecessary 
refinement will be eliminated. It need not be any 
more adjustable than the three·piece wooden set and, 
like it, will possess extreme simplicity an,I' economy' 
in manufaclul·e. 

Red1!Ced Cost Per Set. -A pound of steel in beam. 
shape i~, roughly speaking, equivalent in strength to 
a bonrd measure foot of the best southern yellow pine 
or white oak. Under prescnL market conditions the· 
the cost of steel in Pennsylvania is about twice the· 
cost of the wooclnsed in square timber sets. Where 
the gangway has to be mailltained over a number of 
years rtnd the workings are in any way permanent, 
consi,leration should ue had to the capitalized value 
of. the material as compared with the first cost of 
installation ami steel will be found economical in 
most eases on the basis of ultimate cost by reason of 
its long life and endurance. The reduction in weight 
to be handled obtained by the URe of steel is an 
item of large importance, leading to cheapness in 
erection and, therefore, reduction in first cost. As a. 
general proposition, the co;:t of erection of steel mille 
timbers should not exceed, 50% of the cost of wood of 
eqnivalent strength. . 

Red1!Ced Excavation.-By the substitution- of steel' 
for wood in this particular instance, 4 in. of headroom 
wa' gained and 32 in. in "idth. That is to say, had 
the steel been lIsed for ,,'ood in the first place, t.he 
excavation could have been made 4 in. lower and 
32 in. narrower; quite a large item where the head· 
illgs are dril'en partly o~ entirely throngh r_ock. At 
the Adrian mines of the Rochester & Pittsburg Coal 
& Iron Co. 4 in. H·sections took the place of 8 in. 
timbers, resulting in the saving of 4 in .• of headroom. 
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Bettc'/" Ail·.-The presence of decaying timber in 

the mines is also quite a large factor in the deteriora· 
tion of the atmosphere and the consequent comfort 
and healthfulness of the operations and, as already 
indicat ed, is a large agent in the extension of 

,deterioration to other timbers." -R. B. 'YuODWORTH. 
-Thc Mining Wadel, l;'eb. 5, 1910, pp. 327·8·9. 
·(C. B. S.) 

PIT PONIES AND CO~IPRESSED AIR HAULAGE.
"Mr. Ashton remarked that in sinking their lower 
5eLms in 190:{ he decidell to do away with ponies 
underground. One reason was the ditliculty of 
.getting lalls, the majority of whom, principully due 
to their home training, were cruel and callous. 
M'Lny lads between sixteen amI nineteen years of 
age. considered .themselves to be m~n and fnlly 
entitled. to a holiday and to' stop the Pit when they 
chose; III fart, to make themselves masters of the 
situation. He wus not in favour of electricity below 
gronnd-beyond the pit bottom and pumping, main 
haulage or li~hting-so that the only alternati"e was 
·comprcssed air. In compressed air pl1Lnt they Imd 
the best uucl most economical air compressors, and 
the best methods of storing anll keeping an ample 
reserve, although some mana"ers had cOlHlemned 
compressed air ~s a power. Ar~import'Lnt advantage 
of compressed aIr wonltl be to have u good reserve to 
·draw from at the far end of .the pipe line. The 
method adopted at this pit for hauling the coal out 
·of the heallings or slits was by small sino-Ie drum 
winches which could easily be moved

o 
to any 

position. After six yenrs of experience that method 
,of haulage had proved perfectly sutisfactory. and 
had r~dn~ed the cost underground by over 2d. a ton. 
At. hiS pit they ha.d no intention of again using 
pomes; they had stili a few ponies in one seam, bnt 
these were gradually being displaced. The ad. 
vantages of thc method of' compressed air haula"e 
were reduced cost and considerably fewer boys I~' 
.qnired. Therefore trouble was rednced to a mini. 
mum. The life of a lutuling engine was practically 
the same as that of a mine, whilst the life of the 
average pony was only 10 to 12 years. 

The speaker proceeded to dwell on the fnrther 
advantages of air haulage. There was he observed 
n? cruelty to po~ies; no liability of ' loss througl; 
dIsease; no ve~ennary surgeons; no corn, stabling, 
or harness reqUIred; the wear and tear of roads was 
consider::bly relluced.; and the sanitary condit ions 
of the .mme were conSiderably improved. He drew 
attentIOn to the recommendation of the Royal Com. 
mission that 'no lads under 18 years of a"e should 
be allo,yed to handle an engine of any de-;'cription, 
and pOlllted out that the dat1"er to, the lalls in 
1I.riving these small.engines was ;ot so great as the 
rIsks ~ttached to pony. driving. He hoped that such 
a foohsh reco~lm.elldatlOn w0!ll~ be strongly opposell 
bv that ASSOCIatIOn, because IfIt was embodied in the 
new Coal Mines Regulation Act it conld only resnlt 
in crippling a great industry. "--.J. A. ASToN.-l'he 
lJcIining Journal, Dec. 1I, 1909, p. 436. (C. B. S.) 

MISCELLANEOUS. 
. THE EFFICIENCY OF CO~IPRESSED AIR.-" , 'Yhat 
l~ the ratio of the work represented in the compressed 
aIr t? that done by the compressor?' This is a 
-questIOn often asked and it is a lIifficult one to 
answer clearly. 

It is fairly well known ti·.at the enero-v transfor. 
lllation in the use of compressed' air is n~t hio-h but 
the 'fact that it 'does things,' some of then~ b~tter 

than by any other means ~nd some which are not 
done by any other means at all, makes the matter 
of fnel economy of secondary importance. No 
apology is neeaell for the use of. compressed air 
to·day. 

Tlmt this matter of the fuel economy is not well 
understo?d. is evidenced by the repeatecl appearance 
of propOSitIOns to develop the power of a waterfall in 
t1.le form of con~[lressed '.tir and tran~lllit this through 
pipes to some distant POlllt, where Its eneray like 
that of electricity, is supposed to be turn~d' back 
again into work. 

Such power transmission propositions as this are 
absurd,. bec3;use th~ los'es in the compression and' 
expanSIOn ot the air reduce the power efficiency to 
tov low a point. These losses are not losses of 
pressure by friction, 1I0r air by leakage, bilt losses 
due to heating and cooling. 

It is not a difficult matter to prove that all of the 
work of compression goes in to heat anll is lost in 
pipe· line mdia.tioll. All of the work performed at 
the far end cOllies from the intrinsic heat oriainally 
in the air, 'Lml the economy obtained d~pends 
entirely upon how the air is used. The actual cold 
compressed air travelling ill the pipe does not at all 
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Guage Pressnre at Drill. 

represent the energy put into it by the compressor 
as this has all beeu lost.in ra~liation, and the only 
answer to the qnestlOn first propoundecl is: 
• Nothing.' 

However, we all know that the air does work and 
this may be compared to the compressor ~vork 
(although they have no direct relation) amI in this 
way nn 'etficiency' may he stated. ' 

In almost all cases compressed air is used in some 
!orm of. reciproc~ting cylinder without expansion; 
lllcleecl, If expansIOn were allowed (unless reheatin" 
is resorted to). while the air could then give up lllor~ 
work, th.e mOisture alway;; present in the air would 
quickly freeze, choking the exhaust ports and 
passages of the machine with ice. 

As examples'of machines usino- air with little or 
no expansion, rock drills and pne~lllJatic tools may 
be cited, and some interestino- fj"ures as to the 
efficiency of the power tnwsfo;mation are given by 
the accompanying diagrams. 

While actually indicating the drill or tool cylinder 
would be difficult, some rough idea of the indicated 
horsepower developed within it may be obtained by 
a liL~le figuring, together with some judicious 
guessillg. 
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Indicator diagrams of such machines would theor
etically be rectangles, but wire drawing amI cushion
ing effects of the valve mechanism would consider
ably modify this. It may be assumell, then, reason
ing from such a' thing as a steam pUIl.p cylinder, 
without cutoff, that the diagram factor will be abont 
80%. In other worcls, the actual mean effective 
pressure will be about 80% of wl1at the theoretical 
rectangular diagmm \\'ould give. , 

On th is basis it is determined that a standard rock 
drill having a 3 in. dill.. cylinder \\"ill develop about 
6'2 indicated horsepower with 100 Ibs. at the throttle, 
this decreasing with the pressure applied, down to 
about 3'7 indicated horsepower, with only 60 .lbs. 
pressure. 

A :~ in. rock drill will require about 138 cub. ft, of 
free air per minute with 100 Ibs. pressure at the 
throttle; this decrea~ing to 90 cub, ft., with only 60 
Ibs. pressure, . 

Knowillg the quantity of air and the pressure, the 
compressor horsepower is easily calculated. 

Thus, allowing 10 Ibe. pressure drop in the pipe, a 
3 in. rock drill will require 29'8 indicatecl horsepower 
in the steam cylinders of the compressor, with 100 
Ibs. pressnre and single·stage compression, or 25'2 
indicated h()r~epower with compound compres~ion. 
These figures reduce as the pressure used is reduced, 
but this, of course, reduces the work done by the 
tool. 

Comparing the probable indicated horsepower 
developed illside the drill cylinder with the actual 
compressor power required to furnish the air, gives 
the probable efficiencies shown by the chart. These 
efficiencies are referred to both the air and steam 
cylinders of the compressor, so as to give a basiR for 
calculations for various methods of dridng the 
compressor. They include 10 Ibs. pressure drop in 
the pipe line. 

Referred to the air end of the compressor, it is thus 
seen that with single.stage compression and 100 Ibs. 
pressure, about 23'5% efficiency is obtained, increas
ing to about 29% with the low pressure of 60 Ibs. 
Compound air compression brings these figures up to 
27'8% with the 100 Ibs. and 31% with 70 Ibs. 

Referring to the steam end, allowing 88% mechani
cal efficiency between the steam and air ends of the 
compressor, si'ngle-stage compression gives a little 
le~s than 21 % efficiency with 100 Ibs. and abont 
25'5% with 601bs. air pressure. Compounding the 
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air cylindeB of the compressor increases these fignres. 
to about 24'5% with 100 Ills. and almost 27'5% with 
70 Ibs. air pressure. 

'Vhile these J\gnres for efficiency have been deter
mined for rock drills in particular, they apply equally 
well to almost any machine using compressed air 
without expansion. It must, however, be remem
bered that the figures are ba'setl upon indicated 
horsepower only, both in the drill and the COIl1-

pressor. This is because of the impracticability of 
measuring the brake horsepower of the drill. 'If, 
however, break horsepower efficiency is required, 
these figures tor efficiencies of indica,ted horsepower 
can be multiplied by the mechanical efficiency, of the 
device using the air, say 90% or 80%, as the case may 
be. This, of course, gi,-es a still smaller result. 

It is to be noted that the higher efficiencies an~ 
obt~,ined with the lower pressures This is because 
there is less loss by heating the air dnring <lompres
sion and, therefore, it is adyisable to use pressure as, 
low as is consistent with the size and wei~ht of the 
machine required to do a given amount ot work."
SNOWDEN B. REDFIELD, llIining Science, June 2, 
1910, p. 515. (C. B.) 

Reviews and New Books. 

(We shall be pleased to j'eview any Scientific OJ' Tech
nical TVo1'k sent to us /01' that ptfrpose.) 

DICTIONARY OF METALLURGICAL AND CHE~lICAr. 
, ',MATEIUAL. pp. 219, paper cover. Price 50, 

cents. Published by Metallurgical and Chemical 
Engineering, 239 'Vest 39th Street, New York, 
1910. 

" This convenient and time-saving little volume is 
a Illodel of conciseness .. , It gives the reader accurate 
descriptions of the different makes and special 
featUl'es of any metallurgical or chemical apparatus 
and material. A directory of manufacturers is 
included. Supplementary sections are headed 
, Measuring Inst~uments and Laboratory Supplies: 
and 'Professional Directory.' - Canadian Mining 
Jottrnal, Oct. 15, 1910. (A. R.) 

MORE RECENT Cy ANlDE PRACTICE. Edited by H. 
FOSTER BAIN. pp. 424. (San Francisco: Min-
ing and :::cientific Press, 1910. $2. ' 

This work consists of the more interesting articles 
contributed;frolll October, 1907, to .JUly, 1910, to the 
Mining and Scientific Press. ' Among the authors 
represented will be found 'V. A. Caldecott, Courtenay 
de Kalb, Philip Argall, E. M. Hamilton, Alfred 
James, F. L. Bosqui, and many other well known 
metallurgists. _ 

As no attempt appears to have been made to allo,,
contributors an opportunity of revising their wor}: a 
num' er of unnecessary errors have been perpetuated 
such as gold for cold, on p. 96, an incorrectly drawn 
graph on p. 95, and the heading, "Size of Gold, per 
cent.," on p. 89. : 

A discussion of considerable interest on the treat
ment of an ided ore with strong resemblance to 
Rand' banket, initiated I y "Viator" (W. A. 
Caldecott), is here rescued from the oblivion of con
temporary technical lithature and 'will be highly 
appreciated in this country. Among the more 
interesting artides will be found notes on use of zinc 
dust, filter presses and vacuum filters, agitation 
vats, tube mills, cones 'and diaphragm~, mechanic!> 
of ore crushing' and on kindred subjects of use and 
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interest to cyanirlers and metallurgists generally. 
A work of this kind is valu~.ule in that it represents 
a concentration from much matter of ephemeral 
interest, and it~ only draw hack is the fact that only 
one of the numerous technica,l papers is made use of 
in.itspreparation.-(H. A. ·W.) 

Boving, J. O. 'Vater Tnrbine Plant, a ~hort 
Practical Ti·eatise. 4to., pp.206. RaitT/by, Latvrcnce. 
Net lOs. 6d. _ 

Howe, J. Allen. The Geology of Building Stones. 
Cr. 8vo .. pp. 464. E. A mold. Net 78. 6d. 

Iron Ore Resollrces of the \Yorld, The. A Summary 
Compiler! upon the Illitiati"e of·the Execut.ive Com
mittee of the Xlth International Geological Congress, 
Stockholm, 1910_ Edited by the General Secretary 
of the Congress. Illustrated, 2 Volnmes, and Atlas 
of Maps. 4to. Dulau. Net 60s. . 

Lewis, K 1. Inorganic Chemistry. In two parts. 
8\'0. Call1b. United Press. Each 3~. 

Mailley, J. J.' Ou~ervations on the Anomalous 
Behaviour of Delicate Balances, and an Account of 
Devices for Increasing Accuracy in Weighings. 4to. 
sd. Dul(ltt. Net 2s. 

Pru(lden, T. M. Dust and its Dangers. 2nd 
Edition. Cr. 8\-0. Putnams. Net 3s. 6d. 

Stewart, H. Wallace. An Elementary Text Book 
of Physics. Part 1., General Physics. Cr. 8vo., 
pp. 420. C. G1'Ijfir!. Net 4s. 6d. 

Storldarrl, J. T. Introduction to General Chemistry. 
Cr. 8vo. Macmillan. Net 7s. 

'''alker, James. Introduction to Physical Chemis
try. 6lh E,Jition. 8vo., pp. 430. Macmillan. Net 
lOs. 

Abstracts of Patent Applications. 

(C.") 4/10. William Pill (1), Samuel Thomas (2). 
Illlprovements in and relating to linings for tube 
mills. 4.1.10. . 

This application relates to an imRroved tube mill 
liner which is described as a double lining, con
strncted of pebbles, stone, etc., cJmented together 
and kept from stripping by bars of iron or steel. The 
drawing sho\\'s the liner to be laid in two courses 
with the bars longitudinally aIranged, and of the 
mme depth as each course. 
(C.) 7/10. Enmund Paul Millington Je:Tard. 1m

, provelllents in and relating to mine signalling 
instrument,:> and the like. 6.1.10. 

This inventioll relates to an improved "Mine 
Signalling Bell Pull." The inventor seeks ~o br~ng 
ou~ an improved type, more especially ~s to Jts hemg 
waterproof, and also at the same tIme to afford 
g-reater accessibility for repairs. With this latter 
ena in view he makes the working pa,rts removable 
asia whole from the casing. 
(C.)· 23/10. James Edward Thomas. Improvements 

'

in. or relating to tnbe mill feeding devices. 
~7.1.10. 

This application relates to improvements in tube 
mill feeding devices, and consists of the combination 
with a spiral· feeder for introd ucing grinding mateJ ial 
into the mill; of a hopper and hinged chute to 
neliver.the grinding material from the hopper into 
the spiral feeder-said chute being providpd with 
adjustll.ble stop and weighted hinged lid or cover and 
in· which the lower end of . lid is bent upwards and 
extends beyond the sides of the chute. 

(C.) 35/10. John 'Yhitford (1), Joseph Amos Mills 
(2). Improvements in mine ventilation. 3.2.10 . 

. The object of this invention is to provide to under
gr,ound workings a quality of air which will be free 
from moisture and other impnrities that can be 
J'emuved hy refrigerating the air before it is in tro
duced to the working places. 
(C.) ! 15/10. William Charles Chergwin·. Improve

ments in apparatus for u~e on mnds and other 
dumps. 18.3.10. 

This application refers to sectional metal chut s 
made for laying 011 the side of a sands dump, s'. as 
to cause the sand dumped from a truck to be COIl~ 
veyed to the bottom of the dump at a less steEp 
angle than at present, where the sanrl slides down 
the face of a rlump without any chutes. 
(C.) 233/10. C. M. R. '-an Lennep. I,mprovements 

relating to the mortar boxes of stamp mills. 
This appli~ation refers to the metho(1 and apparatus 

necessary for renewing the battery screens on a 
mortar box from time to time without stopping or 
hanging up the stamp~. 

ThiR del'ice consists of two rollefs-one at either 
end of the Be-reen opening-one of which carries the. 
nell' screen and the other the worn screen as it is 
changed, one screen rolling up IV hile the other screei'!. 
unrolls. There is also provided a clamp for, lamping 
the screell tightly to the screen frame when It is 
moved into position. 
(C.) 437110. Frank George Seineke. Improvements 

in means for straightening or altering the direc· 
tinn or conrse of a bore hole. 3.9.10. 

This invention relates to meaus for straightening 
the course or direction of a bore hole which has 
deviated from the vertical, or fcir altering the course 
or direction (If an inclined bore hole to the vertical. 

The illl-elltion comprises a long cylindrical plumb
bob of a diameter which will permit it to just pass 
through the boring crown, as more particularly set 
forth in the specifi<:ation attached to the application, 
in combination with the boring apparatus, a flexible 
means for suspending said plumb-bob from said bor· 
ing apparatus, so that it can hang vertical at the 
point at which it is desired to alter the direcLion or 
cour~e of the bore hole and means for fixing the 
plumb-bob in the latter position as set forth· in tlie 
specification; the plumb-bob after it has been firmly 
fixed in posit-ion hy cement or otherwise to act as a 
~uide for the boring crown and drill rods._ 
(C.) 442/10. Robe~t James Worth (1), Worth, 

McKenzie & Co. (2). Improvements in connec
tion \I'ith the vahe controlling gear of winding 
engines for collieries or the like purposes. 7.9,10. 

This invention relates to means for controlling the 
steam distribution valves of winding en:;,rines by 
which the valve gear is regulated from a control 
drum provided with one or more suitable cam paths 
and driven from the engine shaft by positive gearing 
at a rate not exceeding one revolution for' each com· 
plete wind, so that a lever.or its equivalent, adapted 
to gear in the relevant cam path,. makes not exceed
ing one stroke as the relemnt cam path runs its 
course, during which stroke a regulated motion is 
transmitted till ongh -intervening mechani,m to the 
reversing' motion where this is arranged lobe used 
as an expansion gear al,o, to a separate expansion 
gear \I'here this is fitted or to both, whilst at the 
mme time the mme or a sin,ilar drum also by means 
of its cam arrangpment and. interveni/lg mechanism 
transmits a regulated motion to the tln:ottle va!ve, 
or to the throttle valve and break gear, III comuIlla-
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tion with a hanci control 1111(1 sometimes further com
bination with a speed governor. 

·(C.) 446/10. Robelt J. McNitt. Improvements in 
methods for reducing metals. g. 9.10. 

This application rel::tes to a new. rr~ethod of ref.lnc
in" metals and eonSlsts of combllling the desll'ed 
m;;'tal ,vitI; another metal which shall be volatile 
only at higher temperatures an? Ic;nver pressur~s 
than the desired met.al ; then subJectmg the combI
nation to the action of heat under a low pressure to 
drive off the more volatile metal and condensing 
,saIne. 

A s an example, sodium is electrolysed from sodinm 
chloride and c"lIected on a lead cathode. This alloy 
of lead and sodium is then conveye(1 to a suitable 
receiver, the pressure reduced and. then heaLed to 
drive oft· the so,lium which is condensed and Collected, 
the remaining lead being available for further use. 

(C.) 464/10. Kurt Wilhelm Otto Schweder. Im-
proYements relating to centrifugal pumps. 
17.g.10. 

ThiR application covers an extension of the ordinary 
centrifugal pump column for the pnrpose of regulat
ing the outflow of the liquid pumped. 

It is well known that with ordina.ry centrifugal 
pumps there is usually an intermittent flow, due to 
the head that the pump is capable of working against 
bein" in excess of the actual head due to the pump 
colu~n. This device of Mr. Schweder's is an exten
sion of the pump column which can rise or fall tv 
make the head against which the pump works the 
mimimum at "'hich the pump will work with a con
stant flow at the capacity required from time to 
time. As the capacity changes, this device adjuiits 
itself automatica lIy to give a uniform flow. 

(C.) 469/l0. Fredtrick Arthur :Maximilian Schiechel. 
Apparatus for separating llIinerals and like 
materials. 22.9.10. 

This is an apparatus for separating minerals from 
gangue by means of a conLinuous flow of water rising 
upward through the ore to be separated, "'hich lies 
upon a screen or other suitable bed. A. constant 
motion is produced in the ore bert either by agitating 
or Shaking the mass or by imparting pulsating 
Rhocks in quick succession to the rising stream of 
water. 

(C.) 486/10. William Beaver (1), Charles Harrison 
Dixon 12). Improvements in means for separat
ing the line product from ores particularly applic
able to conveying belts. 6. lO. 10. 

This application relates to means for separating the 
fine from ore delivered from a conveyor belt. The 
device shown is an a(ljustable chute arranged to 
dh'ide the ore stream at a point where centrifugal 
force makes the separation and takes out the fine for 
delivery to It washing tl'Ommel Lelow. A stream of 
compressed air is added to assist the separation. 

·(C.) 518/10. Richard Truste Carter. An improved 
concentrator and amalgamator. 19.1O.1O. 

This refers to an apparatns to be used as a concen
trator a])(l amalgamator consisting of a cylindrical 
vessel with pockets to be revolved at a circumferen
tial speed not less thaD 1,000 ft. per minute. Water 
is supplied under pressure to the pockets and the 
heavy material driven into them by centrifugal 
action is thus prevented from packing too tightly 
and is at the same time cleaned. 

Selected Transvaal Patent Applications. 

RELATING TO CHEMISTRY, METALLURGY AND 
MINING. 

Compiled by C. H. M. KISCH, F.M.Chart.lnst.P.A. 
(London), Johannesbnrg (Member). 

(N.B.-In this list (P) means provisional specifica
tion, and (C) complete specification. The number 
given is that of the specification, the name that oj the 
applicant, and the date that oj filing.) 

(P.) 549/10. George Francis Jones. A process 
for obtainiug hydrated carbonate of lead direct from 
cernsite. 10. l1.lO. 

(C.) 551/10. Herberth Nosworth Roche. Improve
ments in electric water heaters. 11.11.lO. 

(C.) 552/10. Niels Christian Nielsen. Improve
ments in the method of· avoiding formation of mst in 
tinned iron tanks or vessels. 11.11.10. 

(C.) 553/10. Christian Eliza Lieben berg. Im
provements applicable to headgear crushing plants 
for collecting the rock-dust produced therein. 
12.11.10. 

(C.) 554/10. Robert Irving. Improvements in 
percussion drills. 12.11.10. 

(C.) 555/10. William M. Metzler. Improvements 
in and relating to com'eyor belts. 12.11.10. 

(P.) 557/10. William Arthur Cl1ldecott. Improve
ments in the treatment of crushed ore products. 
16.1 i.1O. . 

(P.) 558/10. Ludwig 'Walmer (1), George 'Wilbur 
Goff' (2). Improvements applicable to rock drilling 
machines for introducing water into the holes formed 
therewith. 16.11.10. 

(C.) 559/10. George Llewellyn Davies (1), 'Walte, 
Edwin \Vindsor Hichards (2). New or improved 
process for the treatment of liquid hydrocarbons. 
16.11.10. 

(C.) 561/10. Reinhold Steinback. Improvements 
in grinding mil1~ and the like. 17.11.10. 

Changes of Address~ 

Members and Assoc-iates are reqnested to notify the 
Sec1'etary immediately of any chan.qe 'in address, 
otherwise it is impossible to gnarantee the delivery oj 
Journals 01' Notices. The Secretary should be notified 
of non-1'eceipt of Jo>wnals and Notices at once. 

BEATTY, J. H., I/o Nigel; Bantjes Consolidated 
Mines, P O. Florida. 

CARBIS, A. R., l/o Eureka; New United Reefs, 
·P. O. Box 27, Barberton. 

CARBIS, \V., l/o Eureka; New United Reefs, P. 0/ 
Box 27, Barberton. , / 

HARlllS, J. V., l/o Gwanda; Mount Morgan amI 
Boulder Claims, \Vest Nicholson, Hhodesia. 

NICOLAUS, GEORGE R., .l/o \Vestminster; Percy 
Tarbutt & Co., 18, St. Swithin's Lane, London, 
E.C. 

PHILLIPS, J lVr., l/o New Lisbon Berlyn, Pilgrims 
Rest; Zaaiplaats Tin Mine, P. O. Sterkwater, 
Potgietersrust. ~ 

THOMPSON, G. DE Roos, l/o Langlaagte; P. O. Box 
15, New Rietfontein G. M. Co., Rietfontein. 

SHARPLY, HAROLD, l/o. Lincolnshire, England; 
Blackwater Mine, \Vainta, S. Island, New 
Zealand. 
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